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Introduction
FAILURE ANALYSIS is a process that is performed in order to determine the causes or factors that have led to
an undesired loss of functionality. This Volume primarily addresses failures of components, assemblies, or
structures, and its approach is one consistent with the knowledge base of a person trained in materials
engineering. The contribution of the materials engineer to the advancement of the scientific foundation of
failure analysis has been great in the last few decades. This can be shown by the fact that many people define
the causes of failure in a rather binary manner: was the part defective or was it abused? Obviously, there are
many types of defects, including those that come from a deficient design, poor material, or mistakes in
manufacturing. Whether those “defects” exist in a given component that is being subjected to the failure
analysis process can often only be determined by someone with a materials background. The reasons for this
are related to the fact that many of the “defects” that people are looking for are visible only in a microscope of
some sort. While microscopes may be widely available, the knowledge required to interpret the images is less
widely available. The other major type of defects, those related to design issues, may also require the
assessment of a materials engineer. This is because many design engineers are not very familiar with the natural
variations within a material grade. Evaluation of the adequacy of a material or process specification is often
best performed by a materials engineer.
Thus, materials experts have been in an excellent position to gain experience in the failure analysis process. The
advent of more and more powerful and widely available scanning electron microscopes has helped provide a
more fact based foundation for opinions that may have been heavily speculative in the past. Some materials
engineers have become very experienced in failure analysis. As materials engineers have worked on some very
spectacular failures or on failures that have caused great pain and loss, they have been led to ask deeper and
broader questions about the causes that lead to failures. In many cases it becomes clear that there is no single
cause and no single train of events that lead to a failure. Rather, there are factors that combine at a particular
time and place to allow a failure to occur. Sometimes the absence of any single one of the factors may have
been enough to prevent the failure. Sometimes, though, it is impossible to determine, at least within the
resources allotted for the analysis, whether any single factor was key. If failure analysts are to perform their
jobs in a professional manner, they must look beyond the simplistic list of causes of failure that some people
still promote. They must keep an open mind and always be willing to get help when beyond their own
experience.
Many beginning practitioners of failure analysis may have their projects defined for them when they are handed
a small component to evaluate and, thus, may be able to follow an established procedure for the evaluation.
This is especially true for someone working within an original equipment manufacturer. If there is someone
who has a lot of experience and knowledge of the physical factors that tend to go wrong with the object and an
established procedure exists, then a particular analysis may not require extensive pretesting work. However, for
the practitioner who works in an independent laboratory or who is looking at a wide variety of components,
following a predefined set of instructions for a failure analysis will generally prove to be an inadequate
guideline for the investigation. Established “recipe type” procedures are generally inadequate for the more
advanced and broad-minded practitioner as well.
Although the failure that we are investigating is that of a physical component, assembly, or structure, the
failures that lead to such physical failure happen on many levels. In other words, a failure should not be viewed
as a single event. It is more useful to view both the failure and the failure analysis as multilevel processes that
can be explored in many useful ways. The physical failure—a fracture, an explosion, or component damaged by
heat or corrosion—is the most obvious. However, there are always other levels of failures that allow the
physical event to happen. For example, even a simple failure whose direct physical cause was an improper
hardness value has human factors that allowed the improperly hardened component to be manufactured and
used. These human factors are generally very difficult to investigate within a manufacturing organization,

because cultures that allow a particular type of failure to occur will generally not have systems in place that
allow simple remedies to be enacted for the deeper level causes. For example, if someone in an organization
wants to investigate causes beyond the simple fact of improper hardness, it may be discovered that the
incoming (receiving) inspection clerk was not properly trained to take note of reported hardness values.
Changing a corporate culture to include better training and education is generally very difficult; many
corporations are structured so that the people who are responsible for training do not have an open line of
communication to those doing the investigation. This only increases the difficulty of implementing change to
prevent failures.
Professionally performed failure analysis is a multilevel process that includes the physical investigation itself
and much more. This Section of this Volume is intended to showcase some of the latest thinking on how the
different “layers” of the failure analysis process should work together, so that when the analysis or larger
investigation is complete, the people involved will have useful knowledge about how to avoid future
occurrences of similar problems.
Failure analysis of the physical object is often defined as a part of a larger investigation whose intent is to
prevent recurrences. If we are to take the broadest view of what is required to prevent failures, there is one
answer that stands out: education. Education needs to happen at multiple levels and on multiple subjects within
an organization, within larger cultural groups, and within humanity in general, if we are to reduce the frequency
of failures of physical objects.
Education, of which job training is a single component, is what allows people at all levels of an organization to
make better decisions in time frames stretching from momentary to career long. There are many books now
available that have exercises that help the reader to restructure knowledge into a more useful and accessible
form (see, for example, titles in the Selected Reference list for this article). There are other books available that
help the reader learn to recognize incorrect lines of reasoning; one such book is Ref 1.
Specific levels of failure causes have been defined by Failsafe Network as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Physical
Human
Latent
Root

Clearly, many people involved with failure analysis today call something a root cause when what they are
referring to is a simple physical cause. If failure analysis tasks are performed adequately and with luck, at the
end the analyst should be able to take the causes found, show that the failure would have happened the way it
did, and also show that if something different had happened at some step along the way, the failure would not
have occurred or would have occurred differently. The fact that is often revealed at the end of an investigation
is that this is not possible. Even a long and involved investigation leaves unknowns. The honest analyst is left to
make a statement of the factors involved in allowing conditions that promoted the likelihood of failure. This is
still a useful task, perhaps more useful than something that pins “blame” on a particular individual or group.
Understanding the factors that promoted a failure can lead to an understanding of what is required to have a real
improvement in durability of products, equipment, or structures. Understanding goes beyond knowledge of
facts. Understanding requires integration of facts into the knowledge base of an individual so that the facts may
be transformed into knowledge and then into product and/or process improvement.
By now it should be clear that failure analysis is a task that requires input from people with many areas of
expertise. A simple physical failure of a small object may be analyzed by a single individual with basic training
in visual evaluation of engineered objects. However, going to the level of using the failure analysis to improve
products and processes requires expertise in the various aspects of human relations and education, at the least.
Failure analysis of a complex or catastrophic failure requires much more.
People who perform failure analysis as part of their job function need to have an awareness of how their legal
obligations are defined. People who perform destructive testing on a component that has failed may sometimes
be held accountable for the destruction of evidence on a personal level. Company employees need to learn to
protect themselves. Investigators who were “just doing the job” have been successfully sued by parties that the
judicial system determined had a legitimate interest in the outcome of the failure analysis project.
The days where anyone unquestioningly agrees to destructively test a component that they know or can see
“has failed” should be over. This places the destructive testing technician or engineer in a difficult position, as it
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is sometimes difficult to see that something has failed. Corporate cultures that are highly structured and
hierarchical can be particularly difficult environments for the failure analysis practitioner, as it may be difficult
to even find out if the component has failed. Even if that information is given, relevant background details are
often very difficult to obtain, even if the analyst tries. Pressure to finish the analysis in a shorter time frame than
is desirable for a quality investigation is common.
Those who perform failure analysis work must realize that many people are still unaware of what failure
analysts have to offer in terms of allowing clients or fellow employees to replace speculation with facts. The
people who request failure analysis work may not be aware that rushing ahead into the destructive portion of an
investigation may well destroy much information. The remainder of this article and the following articles in this
Section of the Volume are intended to demonstrate proper approaches to failure analysis work. The goal of the
proper approach is to allow the most useful and relevant information to be obtained. Readers of the various
articles will see many points of view demonstrated. All the valid approaches require planning, defining of
objectives, and organization prior to any destructive testing. Simultaneous preservation of evidence is also
required. It should now be clear that proper failure analysis cannot be done with input from only a single
individual. Even someone only participating in the “straightforward” portions of the investigation of physical
failure needs to know how his or her contribution fits into a bigger picture. This is the intent of this Section,
while the next Section of this Volume is intended to provide an introduction to the vast array of technical tools
and information available to the failure analyst.
The competent failure analyst needs to know more than the failure analysis process and the tools used to
support it. The competent failure analyst needs to understand the function of the object being analyzed and to
be familiar with the characteristics of the materials and processes used to fabricate it. The failure analyst needs
to understand how the product was used and the culture in which it was used. Communication skills are a must.
When you ask a question, do you know for certain what the answer “yes” means? In some cultures, the word
“yes” means “I heard the question” and does not imply that the answer is actually affirmative. The failure
analyst must always be well versed in multiple disciplines.
The failure analysis process is something that can be approached in many different ways. Most people who do
failure analysis of structural components or larger scale structures and assemblies have probably run into
someone who wanted to do a failure analysis without considering a contribution from an experienced materials
engineer. While the analyst may reach a conclusion in this manner, its value should be questioned. A reliable
understanding of what happened and why it happened requires the input of a competent materials engineering
practitioner. Every “failed” object is made of some material, and some common materials can lose more than
90% of their usual strength if they are not processed properly. Clearly, prior to reaching a conclusion as to the
most significant causes of the failure, someone should determine if the correct material was used and if it was
processed properly. This often requires both an investigation of documentation and a series of physical tests.
This Volume focuses on the definition of and requirements for a professionally performed failure analysis of a
physical object or structure. However, many of the concepts for investigation that are described in this Section
have much greater utility than for investigations of physical objects failure. The concepts in learning how to
define objectives, negotiate scope of investigation, look at the physical evidence, structure both the
investigation and the data that it reveals, and perform general problem solving have broad applicability in other
areas of business, manufacturing, and life in general. The examples of how competent materials engineers can
use these concepts in a failure analysis or failure investigation are emphasized here.
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Principles and Approaches in Failure Analysis Work

A key principle of failure analysis is, first and foremost, to preserve evidence—the analyst must make sure that
any necessary information from the subject part or assembly in the as-received condition is captured before
anything is done to alter its condition. This principle can be summarized by the following guidelines:
•
•
•
•
•
•

First, preserve evidence.
Perform tests in order of less destructive to more destructive in nature.
Know the limitations of one's personal knowledge.
Know how to ask for help.
Do not attempt a failure analysis if the basics of specimen preservation, collection, and selection have
not been studied.
Know when to say no to performing a destructive test.

Destructive testing obviously includes anything that requires cutting the part. However, even moving fragments
of an explosion may cause loss of information that might have been determined from the position of the
fragments. Cleaning components can also be problematic; not cleaning can lead to damage by corrosion in the
case of many common materials, while cleaning may remove the substances that caused or contributed to the
failure or that shed light on the nature of any physical degradation of the components. Sometimes, cleaning of
dangerous or toxic substances from the debris of a failure is necessary for the safety of the investigator. The
practitioner should also keep in mind that many tests described as “nondestructive” are only relatively
nondestructive. There are numerous investigations during which the analysts representing different parties have
spent long periods of time trying to figure out whether the dye penetrant residue that they detected is a result of
the test done after the failure or before the last service period. Again, the phrase nondestructive should be
viewed as a relative term.
It should also be recognized that the problem of failure analysis can be approached in different ways, depending
on the required depth and scope of analysis. Another key principle in failure analysis work is knowing how to
define the scope of the investigation at the proper time, so that the investigation has the highest chance of
allowing the answers to the questions posed to become known. The circumstances of failure problems can be
diverse, and even the “simple” principles of failure analysis may be subject to interpretation and examination.
Even the principle of preserving evidence may involve judgments, as noted in the preceding paragraph. Even
the experienced analyst can make mistakes. For example, consider a situation in which an analyst received a
bearing from a regular client. The bearing had worn out prematurely in a durability test. The analyst was
requested to photograph the wear marks and check the hardness and quality of heat treating of the races and
balls. The bearing was covered with a black greasy substance. When analyzing wear failures, it is often the
lubricant properties and the wear particles that offer the most information about the wear process. The analyst
informed the client of this, and the client made the decision to sacrifice the “dirty grease” in the interest of
completing the investigation in a shorter time. The client just wanted to know if the part met the specification,
and whether there was evidence of gross misalignment or dimensional problems. After the investigation was
finished, and the grease had been dissolved in solvent and discarded, another individual at that company
requested detailed information on the actual wear mechanism. At that point, it was too late to analyze the
lubricant. If either the client or the analyst had taken more time, a sample of this material could have been set
aside and preserved.
Another key principle of failure analysis is that for all but the simplest routine investigations, there may be
multiple, legitimate approaches. Selecting the most appropriate of these approaches to problem solving in
failure investigations, some of which are described later in this article and elsewhere in this Volume, is an
important skill. The classical approach is to follow a list of steps, which generally include planning the
investigation, performing background research, and writing the report, as well as the actual physical tests and
evaluations to which the component in question is subjected. Even though a recipe of procedures has many
merits, especially for the beginners in the practice of failure analysis, performing a series of tests does not
always produce results that allow the analyst to reach a clear conclusion with ease. Also, if failure analysis is
presented exclusively as a series of steps or recipes, the repetitive steps may be conducive to carelessness. If the
process of failure analysis is viewed as just a routine series of procedures, the practitioner may not notice the
presence of new or different features. This is not to say that structured approaches are bad. However, the
importance of paying attention to detail and learning to ask oneself whether each detail is consistent with the
other previously noted details can hardly be overemphasized to the beginning failure analyst. Failure analysis is
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an iterative and creative process, much like the design process, but with reversed roles of synthesis and
analysis. See the article “Materials Selection for Failure Prevention” in this Volume
Knowing which approach to use is at least as important as knowing how to use it. This article describes some of
the factors and conditions that might be considered when approaching a failure analysis problem. In any case,
whichever approach is taken, it is always important to cultivate an open mind and to minimize the temptation to
reach a conclusion about the cause(s) of the failure before performing the analysis and evaluation. The science
of critical thinking has a principle called the confirmation bias, which refers to the tendency to look only for
what one expects to find: that is, “Ye shall find only what ye shall seek” (Ref 1). Humans have a general
tendency to see what they expect to see or to perceive things according to preconceived expectations. As Mark
Twain wrote, “To the man who wants to use a hammer badly, a lot of things look like nails that need
hammering.” If observation is limited to an expected outcome, helpful data may be overlooked. For example,
one of the biggest mistakes that people make in failure analysis work is defining the investigation in binary
terms of “was there a manufacturing defect or was the object abused?” The professional analyst should not be
confined to this small set of possible causes for the failure, because it may be difficult to become aware of the
situation of not finding what he or she did not set out to find.
It is also important to appreciate the value of intuition and instinct. While the importance of observation and
analysis can hardly be overemphasized, sometimes intuition can provide insights and a better appreciation of
the “big picture.” For years, the great 19th-century Indian mathematician Ramanujan would, immediately upon
awakening, write down theorems that had come to him in his dreams. Many of these theorems remain unproven
yet useful to mathematicians and physicists today (Ref 2). Another example is the discovery of the structure of
the benzene ring by F.A. Kekulé. Many high-school science books report that during the period of time when
he was trying to figure out how the carbon and hydrogen atoms were arranged within the molecule, he had a
vision in a dream of intertwined serpents, each biting its own tail. Obviously, he and others went on to use more
scientific methods to demonstrate the correctness of his theory. Likewise, while any failure investigation must
stand or fall on the merits of the analytical work done, historically, too little credit has been given to the
intuitive function in engineering and scientific work in general.
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The Objectives of Failure Analysis
The objective or purpose of a failure analysis project is often described to be preventing a recurrence of the
failure. However, there are many different types of failure analysis projects. Where an injury lawsuit is
involved, for example, it may be important to assign responsibility for an undesired event. There are other cases
when there may never be a chance for a recurrence. For example, if the item that fails is unique, there may
never be a repeat incident.
Another case in which the objective of the investigation may not be the prevention of recurrences is one
involving a very minor failure of a low-value component. If there is no other damage, it may be difficult to
justify a prevention-oriented project. It may be more economical to live with a certain level of failure than to
devote resources to prevention. The work is still worthwhile, because if certain economic situations change,
there is background information available to support a broader investigation, in a more efficient manner, at a
later time. Also, the understanding gained may lead to an improved product that may be appropriate for a
particular market niche, for example, long-life light bulbs

It may be that there is no true product failure. In fact, one important question that may well be asked is: “Did a
failure really occur?” It is possible to have an undesirable event that involves fracture, wear, deformation, or
corrosion but that is not really a component failure. For example, discovering a fatigue crack in a 40-year-old
structural component, in many cases, may be less of a surprise than finding one that is free from such cracks.
For these and similar reasons, it is good practice to avoid the use of terms such as failed part, at least until the
investigation has revealed strong evidence that a failure has indeed occurred. The terms subject part, subject
component, or physical evidence are preferred. It is also good to have an appreciation for what a failure is not.
The objectives of failure analysis can vary, as suggested by some of the different types of objectives listed in
Table 1. Early in every investigation, those with an interest should determine exactly what their objective is or,
more likely, what their objectives are. If the parties have a genuine desire to prevent recurrences, even if they
have no legal obligation to do so, they still need to decide how far they want to go toward this goal. Economic
and timing considerations usually determine the scope of the investigation. Aside from the cost of the
investigation itself, a sure answer that comes after repeat failures may be less valuable than a reasonably sound
answer before repeat failures.

Table 1 Objectives in failure analysis
Product life cycle
Prototyping
Ongoing
After subject
event
After subject
event
However, despite these various ways of defining objectives and conclusions in failure analysis, it is still
fundamentally worthwhile for the knowledge gained. Obviously, success is more satisfying than failure, but
experienced practitioners of failure analysis have learned the value of taking the time to extract lessons about
both the technical and people-related causes of the failure. When the challenge is to keep learning, every
investigation adds to our competence. Often, problems cannot be solved from the same level of understanding
in which they are created. Thus, failure analysis may often require a keen and inquisitive outlook, which is a
very good and satisfying way to keep learning on a technical, professional, and personal level for an entire
career.

Types of objective
Product development
Product improvement
Assignment of
responsibility
Prevention of recurrence

Possible precipitating situation
Demands of the market
Warranty costs
Reparations for financial/physical damage or bodily injury or
death
Any
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Scope and Planning
The scope of a failure analysis depends on the depth and complexity of the project. Many failure analysts have
experienced being told to find the root cause of a particular failure in half an hour! Usually, this is impossible or
leads to superficial results. The scope of the investigation must also be targeted toward finding the real root
(physical or human) cause of the failure. Root-cause failure analysis has generated much attention in recent
years, and it is a good development when the term root cause is given to mean the particular physical or human
effect that precipitated or assisted in a failure. Sometimes the term root-cause analysis is misconstrued to mean
figuring out whether a component meets a specification. If it does not meet specification, then the lack of
conformity to the specification becomes a convenient “root cause.” This use of the term is not only superficial
but also invalid. Any approach that does not attempt to link the particular physical effect with the particular
lack of conformity and its direct expected consequences is not a valid failure analysis approach.
During the planning stages on the possible scope of an investigation, it is sometimes useful to focus attention on
the potential complexity of the problem and on when the physical cause may have occurred. Various categories
of complexity are listed in Table 2. These categories of complexity are not exclusive. All failure analysis work
must be founded on the physical causes. Sometimes one is asked to determine a cause based on the verbal
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description of a component. In some limited cases, this may be all that is possible, if the part is gone. However,
the value of the failure analysis is limited in those cases. Also note that a failure problem is defined in a broader
context going from top to bottom of Table 2. This is particularly important for failure analysis within a
manufacturing organization. Today, many companies manufacture components or assemblies for other
companies. The individuals at the contract manufacturing companies may not have any way of learning the
importance of specified or unspecified requirements of the components that they are manufacturing until they
have the opportunity to learn as a result of a failure investigation. Progressive companies have been taking
advantage of their human resources for years by providing more training and education, because they know that
it generally has a positive effect on the profitability of the company.

Table 2 Complexity of investigation
Depth and
complexity of
investigation
Physical
cause(s) or
factor(s)
Individual
people causes
Latent causes or
factors

Example

Allowed effects of findings

Part is found to be of the wrong
hardness.

Part gets rehardened. Maybe inspection
frequency is increased.

Heat treat department employee does
not understand importance of
hardness and does not check part.
Nobody tells furnace operator about
the importance of hardness testing. It
does not matter that she fabricated
test results, until the pyrometer fails,
causing incorrect temperature
exposure during austenitization.
Hardness runs on low end of
specified range for years but never
causes a problem until someone,
due to economic downturn, decides
to use item for much longer than
the original expected service life.

Heat treatment department employees are sent
to a basic metallurgy and testing class.

Design and supervisory personnel are given
custom training by a competent materials
engineer on the subject of how to specify
hardness test protocol. Maybe an investigation
into the heat treat furnace uniformity is
undertaken.
Culture-based
Marketing people are given additional training
root cause(s)
so that they do not give unreasonable
expectations of product performance. (It is
recognized that an optimistic outlook is part of
sales and marketing. The question is, where does
one draw the line as to what is reasonable and
unreasonable.) Marketing people are given
adequate resources to follow up with customers.
It is also important to keep in mind when root cause(s) could have been introduced. Table 3 lists some
examples. It is often difficult to assign a failure to a single phase of problem creation. Many times, there are
complex interactions. Only an integrated design approach will create robust processes and thus robust parts.
The designer must communicate with personnel from the sales department, as well as customers, maintenance
personnel, manufacturing personnel, and material suppliers. Input from failure analysts who evaluate broken,
worn, corroded, or deformed parts from durability testing is an important source of information that is often
neglected by designers.

Table 3 Physical causes and time of occurrence
Physical
causes
Raw material
manufacturing

Design phase

Example

Likely effects of findings

Alternative effect(s) of findings

Excessive microsegregation
causes inability to achieve
post heat treat mechanical
properties.
Designer does not know
accuracy of hardness test
and specifies a range that is
too narrow to achieve.

Material supplier is
blamed.

Additional investigation is
performed on how to improve
heat treat line, to make
process more robust.
Designer reviews
specifications, and broadens
specification if that is
acceptable, based on

Heat treater is blamed for
poor process control.

performance criteria, or
modifies design as required.
Heat treater is blamed for
Manufacturing Part loader malfunctions,
Product design manager is
poor process control.
phase
and a small fraction of the
inspired to perform detailed
load does not experience
failure mode and effects
proper thermal cycle, but
analysis (FMEA) in presence
none of the bad ones are in
of mechanical, materials,
the test group
manufacturing, and
maintenance personnel, and
customers.
Product design manager is
Hardness data can be
Service phase
Part is subject to
inspired to perform detailed
easy to misinterpret,
unexpected and
FMEA in presence of
leading to assignment of
undetected heat, which
mechanical, materials,
the same likely cause
changes the hardness
manufacturing, and
listed above, if
microstructure analysis is maintenance personnel, and
customers.
not included.
Avoiding Errors. The failure analyst needs to be aware that sorting out the causes of failures can cause
economic and noneconomic (e.g., psychological) consequences to particular individuals or companies who are
implicated for carelessness, negligence, simple ignorance, or other errors or omissions. Thus, it is important to
avoid mistakes, as they could cause as much harm as, or more harm than, the original failure.
Analytical mistakes may be technical in nature, such as an incorrect measurement of a mechanical property.
Analytical mistakes may also be subtle. An example may be not questioning a suspicious hardness or
composition data point. Another example is an error in judgment of the significance of something that is
normally a minor detail. If this causes one to overlook things that bear close scrutiny, an incorrect conclusion
may be drawn. Making sure that all relevant details are examined can help point to a clear conclusion and is a
key to competent failure analysis work.
In situations that involve loss of life, human injury, or large economic damage, professional analysts should be
very careful to do work only within their areas of competence. It is important to know the limits of one's own
knowledge and to know when help is needed. In fact, input from people from many areas will probably be
involved in all but the most basic physical-cause investigations. If the failure involves complex interactions of
latent factors, an interdisciplinary approach is generally required to prepare prevention strategy
recommendations.
Fear of overlooking important details is probably the biggest reason that many experienced analysts refuse to
perform failure analysis work unless they are given the time and budget to do a complete investigation. It is
very easy to draw the wrong conclusions if one does not consider the “big picture” from multiple angles. A
broad view is more likely to lead to a coherent conclusion or set of conclusions. To emphasize this important
point again, a failure analysis must include an evaluation of the consistency of results from different tests or
analytical methods. A single test result does not constitute a legitimate foundation for a failure analysis. Other
common pitfalls in failure investigations suggested by Dennies (Ref 3) include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Jumping to conclusions
Not understanding the problem
Not understanding how the failed system is supposed to operate
Not considering all possible failure causes
Tearing system apart without a developed plan: “We need to tear it apart as soon as possible.”
Failing to follow through
Not asking for help
Thinking it is so easy to do
Destroying evidence due to lack of planning

Failure analysis is a profession that is rarely perfected in a given individual, and even experienced practitioners
should remain aware of these potential pitfalls. It is also important to understand that failure analysis is not (Ref
3):
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

“Give me your best guess”
Not identifying root cause(s)
Reworking or repairing: “It will be quicker to fix it.”
Swapping parts: Remove and replace mentality
Ignoring the problem: “Wait until the problem goes away.”
“We were going to change it later anyway.”
Band-aid fixes: Return to the supplier; scrap; another system, supplier, or inventory
Never happens: “Oops”

Reference cited in this section
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Planning and Preparation
It should be clear that the objectives and scope should be defined and understood early in every investigation. If
resources for a complete and detailed investigation leading to a high degree of technical certainty are not
available, the investigator is encouraged to clarify for himself or herself, as well as the others involved, what is
hoped to be determined after following a particular protocol. This clarification process should be done before
any destructive testing.
Even a very limited investigation is by no means useless. Often, the people involved have two or three failure
scenarios in mind. It is often possible for the trained analyst to rule out some of these scenarios with a small
amount of work. A case in point is when an automotive repair shop owner wanted to know if employee
negligence had caused a premature fracture in an externally threaded fastener. The fracture occurred two
months after the repair job. The fracture was found by a different auto repair shop. There were no indications of
progressive cracking. The people from the second repair shop accused the first shop of gross negligence. In this
situation, it might be reasonable to suggest that something other than the first mechanic's negligence caused the
fracture. Even without revealing the whole story, the information provided with a simple fractographic
evaluation was useful to those involved.
Guidelines on the preparation of a protocol for a failure analysis may vary. For a part investigation, it may be a
simple checklist (Fig. 1) that is included in a client report. In larger investigations, other methods (Table 4) may
be considered to help plan and identify priorities. Each has advantages, drawbacks, and limitations in any given
situation. When planning the actual step-by-step activities of the investigation, one should keep in mind that the
degree of comprehensiveness necessary will be determined to a large degree not only by what the involved
parties want to know but also by how strong their desire is to know it. In practice, the strength of the desire is
measured in practical terms by the budget and timing considerations.
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Fig. 1 Example of a simple checklist and report for a simple part (cracking of a brace)
Table 4 Structured decision-making and problem-solving methods for larger scale
investigations
Most useful in this type of analysis
Used during design of component and the processes that are used to manufacture it.
Allows a structured approach to figuring out the consequences of failures of single
features on a component or single steps in a processing sequence
Kepner Trego
Decision analysis method for problem solving in complex systems and prioritizing
Fault tree analyis An analysis method that provides a systematic description of the combinations of
possible occurrences in a system that can result in failure. It is a graphical
representation of the Boolean logic that relates to the output (top) event.
Failure wheels
Helpful in evaluating failures from a combination of factors or damage mechanism
(see the article “Determination and Classification of Damage” in this Volume).
Root cause
There are many approaches. Most of this work has been done in the nuclear and
analysis
chemical industries, in response to disastrous failures. It is also being used by medical
administrators, and many other fields.
Commercial
These exist for a variety of functions, including tracking the course of an investigation
software tools
and suggesting a course of action for the background data collection.
In many cases, particularly when litigation is or may be involved, it is preferable to define and document how
the decision about the scope of the investigation is reached. Sometimes in litigation projects, there is a
reluctance to create documentation due to a fear that it may be used to create a negative perception regarding
the conduct of the investigation. Such fears must be balanced against the potential negative perception created
if the investigator cannot later describe exactly what was done, why it was done, and what findings were
determined. At the very least, for situations involving loss of life, human injury, or large economic damage, the
professional analyst takes action to document the test plan and what type of information is expected from each
step.
If the investigation is relevant only to those within a particular organization, such as an in-process failure,
sending a simple memo summarizing the test plan to those responsible for the product may be all that is
necessary. In many investigations, especially during those of parts in process at a manufacturing plant, analysis
of a similar part may be useful. Often the term control part is used. This term implies that the similar part is
free from any of the imperfections that might have contributed to the “failure.” Often, however, very little is
known about the reliability of the particular part supplied as a control. It may never have been in service. For
this reason, it is often preferable to use a term such as exemplar component or comparison specimen.
As previously noted, a list of possible tests can be useful to ensure that nothing is unintentionally left out.
Beginners looking at the finished reports of experienced analysts might think that the experienced practitioners
followed a list of steps. Some of them may have followed a list, and analytical service groups may try to sell
their clients a package, which includes all the tests that they can perform. However, checklists only summarize,
and, like an executive summary, do not address all the detailed considerations of an investigation. One example
of a relatively simple report summary is in Fig. 1. An example of a relatively limited test plan for a minor
failure of a machine component due to fracture of a shaft is given in Table 5. This same table could serve for a
much larger investigation. Instead of spending one or two hours on each activity, the analyst might spend three
or ten or more hours on some of the activities, making sure that the locations evaluated are representative of the
whole or characterizing the degree of variation from location to location.
Method
FMEA

Table 5 Example of a test protocol for a failure of minor economic importance
Activity
Visual inspection and
photography of machine
and surroundings, subject
shaft, and mating parts
Properly protect and place
subject components in a

Purpose/objective
Determine general environment and condition of
machine; determine whether crack was due to one
or more load cycles, look for evidence of heat or
corrosion damage; find crack origin(s)
Prevent destruction of evidence

Time Frame
As soon as possible after
failure

As soon as possible after
initial inspection

protected area
Closer inspection of
broken part. Selection of
test locations

Ultrasonic testing
Cut specimens

Scanning electron
microscopy (SEM)
Optical metallography
Hardness or microindentation hardness
testing
Composition verification

Confirm that crack was due to one or more load
cycles; look for more subtle evidence of heat or
corrosion damage; find crack origin(s); take better
photos than may be possible outside of the lab;
allow the investigation to proceed
Document presence or absence and size and
orientation of secondary cracks
Provide small specimens for destructive testing

Look for evidence of usual or unusual crack
paths, manufacturing imperfections, or service
damage
Determine whether microstructure is consistent
with expectations based on crack path evidence
Determine whether hardness values are consistent
with apparent microstructure
Confirm that proper alloy is used

Before subsequent
destructive testing

Before subsequent
destructive testing
After all nondestructive
testing near crack origin is
complete
Before metallography

After scanning electron
microscopy (SEM)
After optical metallography

If specimen is from a
different location than
crack origin, any time after
nondestructive testing is
complete
Tensile test
Confirm that mechanical properties are within If specimen is from a
the expected ranges
different location than
crack origin, any time after
nondestructive testing is
complete
An “Open-Mind/Open-Toolbox” Approach. In order to cover a broad perspective on legitimate approaches to
failure analysis, it should also be pointed out that some people obtain useful results in an efficient manner
without referring to a list of test and evaluation procedures. Rather, keeping an open and inquisitive mind may
allow the analyst to formulate a series of questions. In order to answer the questions, obviously, tests must be
performed, and they must be performed in an appropriate order (from least destructive to more destructive).
Formulating a series of questions based on the analyst's personal knowledge and ignorance is a good way to
start to try to understand how the subject of the investigation failed. One step that should never be skipped
without a good reason is the written list of activities and their associated specific purposes.
This approach is termed the open-mind/open-toolbox approach. It can be a flexible approach, and, when used
by a competent analyst, is often the most efficient approach. Legal requirements for preservation of evidence
may preclude use of this flexible approach in cases where physical or financial injury results from a failure.
However, it can be the most useful and appropriate approach for failures that occur during routine quality
control or prototype or durability tests (where no third parties are injured), or when multiple exemplars of
apparently similar failures are available. Even if the analyst is involved in a formal investigation with a protocol
that is not very open to negotiation, he or she may still find the open-mind/open-toolbox approach to be a useful
exercise before finalizing the investigation protocol.
A key element to understanding the open-mind/open-toolbox approach is realizing that a conceptual framework
is, in an important sense, an investigative tool (Table 6). For example, understanding that the orientation of a
fracture surface can indicate how the part was loaded allows one to insist that the protocol include the resources
for a proper macrofractographic evaluation in a failure that was due to fracture. Fractography offers the
conceptual basis for performing the visual examination. Someone familiar with the power of macrofractography
would not leave this step out in any fracture-related failure. In the open-mind/open-toolbox approach, an
investigative or analytical activity is selected because its cost in terms of money and time is likely to be
favorably balanced by the information it provides (where information here is loosely defined as “useful data,”
as distinct from just data). Information is not provided by the test alone. Information comes from the
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interpretation or evaluation of data. The tools of failure analysis are not just test machines and analytical
instruments. The tools of failure analysis include test machines and analytical instruments and also conceptual
tools. Conceptual tools that are essential in determining the cause of any given failure may vary. They include
various pattern recognition skills (in the interpretation of macrofractographs, microfractographs, and
metallographic images) and engineering and scientific knowledge based on physical metallurgy, polymer
physics, solid-state physics, stress analysis, chemistry, and many other fields.

Table 6 Elements of the failure analyst's toolbox
Tool
Mind
Eyes
Communication skills
Magnification tools (magnifying
glasses, binocular microscopes,
close-up camera lenses, etc.)
The science and art of
macrofractography
Visual examination of
environmental damage,
including corrosion
Visual examination of wear
damage
Camera with macro (close-up)
lenses, appropriate lighting
sources
Nondestructive testing methods

Microfractrography and other
techniques with SEM, including
localized chemical analysis

Metallography

Mechanical tests

Composition analysis

Use
Structuring, storing and retrieving knowledge; planning investigation;
conducting interviews; reviewing and integrating data and information
Visual examination of subject components, the scene, the appearance of
witnesses
Critical in investigation planning and interviewing of “witnesses,” or
even the person requesting an investigation.
Detailed visual examination of subject components. Look for “witness
marks” from impact events, evidence of abusive machining, burn
marks, corrosion or wear evidence, anything unusual, etc.
Provides understanding of the sequence of a fracture event. Gives
information about relative stress levels and orientation of the loads and
stresses.
The experienced corrosion specialist can often gain important clues
about the damaging environmental factor from the appearance of the
corrosion product.
The experienced wear specialist can often gain important clues about
the type of wear, from both the appearance of the worn component and
any adherent material.
Document the appearance of the object before destructive testing.
Documenting each step of destructive testing with photographs is
sometimes required for litigation support work.
Including radiography, magnetic particle inspection, eddy current
testing, dye penetrant inspection and other methods. Cracks, porosity,
and unsoundness of various types may be able to be detected without
cutting the part.
Microfractography may simply be used to add weight to a macro scale
determination of ductile or brittle behavior. Evidence for distinguishing
intergranular from cleavage fracture is most easily obtained by this
method. Fine characteristics of ductile dimples can reveal additional
information not available with macroanalysis. Fatigue striations can
sometimes be measured with the SEM. Energy-dispersive spectroscopy
(EDS) or wavelength-dispersive spectroscopy (WDS) microchemical
analysis is a powerful tool for microphase evaluation and evaluation of
potential corrosion accelerants or products. Microfractography gives
additional information about the microstructure.
Evaluate microstructure, crack path, relation of preferred corrosion
attack sites to microstructural phases; check for conformance to
specification for some heat treated parts, etc.
Get measurements of actual strength values of various types. Useful to
compare with specified values. Note: specified values are often based on
different test geometry than can be obtained from a fragment of a
“failed” component.
Determine if elements present in material used correspond with what is
expected for the specified material. Note: May be difficult to obtain

accurate values for carbon, for example, on carburized steel
Understanding how the failure happened is also a big part of understanding why the failure happened.
Understanding why the failure happened is often a key objective of the analysis. It can be a big problem to wait
until the end of the investigation, when one has a pile of test results obtained from a predetermined set of
activities, to try to formulate opinions about how or why the failure has occurred. If it is not suspected that
something could have happened, one is less likely to do the tests that could show whether it did or did not
happen. Something as subtle as making the measurements 0.1 mm (0.004 in.) away from the preferred site may
cause a fact to remain concealed. There is no such thing as a quality investigation that is performed in ignorance
of how the object is supposed to function and how it can malfunction. Knowledge of high-stress locations and
operating conditions is critical to being able to draw useful and credible conclusions. While it is clearly
important not to jump to conclusions before the testing is completed, it is also highly impractical in most cases
to perform a competent analysis in the total absence of speculations about the manner and cause(s) of the
failure.
This is an important point, because many people believe that the failure analyst should operate “blindly” in
order to avoid clouding his or her judgement. However, data may be interpreted in widely varying ways by
different people, or even by the same person at different times or in different circumstances. This must be
recognized in the overall context of how the failure happened and how the various participants (including the
analyst) are acting. Clearly, the likely and alternative findings columns of Table 3 may be viewed differently by
various participants, depending on the overall situation of how a failure might have happened.
The Failure Analysis Process: An Overview
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Practices and Procedures
The practices (and tools previously discussed, Table 6) that may be used by failure analysts are of many types
and represent continuously developing knowledge of how to work in many diverse areas, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Selecting a test
Selecting a specimen for a test
Setting up a photograph to highlight a particular type of fracture feature
Conducting an interview with a friendly person who wants to know what went wrong
Conducting an interview with a defensive person who thinks that he or she may be blamed for the
failure
Analysis of a particular alloy or stress system or component type

Like any activity requiring skills and knowledge, the “practice of practices” is also a lifetime effort, and
probably most difficult, as it requires the ability to see around one's own mental filters.
The procedures of failure analysis are perhaps the easiest to define of the lists reviewed so far in this article.
Procedures are relatively straightforward sets of instructions intended to provide guidance in performing a
particular action. A procedure to make and polish a micromount from a specimen, which has already been
selected according to the principles of failure analysis and in accordance with the approach of the investigator,
is quite straightforward. A procedure to measure the thickness of a piece of sheet metal is not difficult.
Procedures like these are easy to write and relatively easy to follow, after proper training. However, the
importance of competent and careful technician work in failure analysis can hardly be overestimated. A sloppy
technician who leaves scratches in micromounts can be excused if all that is needed is a grain size or a total
case depth. If the desired datum is the crack path at the origin of the crack or the depth of a corrosion pit,
careful attention to detail and pride of craftsmanship are necessities. General procedures for each of the
physical analysis steps in failure analysis are given in articles in the Section on “Tools and Techniques in
Failure Analysis” in this Volume. Detailed procedures regarding equipment operation may be found in the
equipment manuals.
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The person doing the technician work in a failure analysis must also have procedures that are specific to the
components and alloys in question. It is very important to document specimen location, position, and
orientation, in the absence of detailed preexisting procedures. For example, when testing an externally threaded
fastener, the standard test position for a hardness test is a distance equivalent to one diameter in from the small
end, at midradius. A common location for effective case depth on small gears is at the center of the gear
thickness, at midheight of the tooth. The new technician may find it difficult to find terms to describe the
position easily, but it is good practice to develop the analytical mind. In some cases, a sketch in the lab
notebook may be an easier alternative.
Communications. The importance of developing communication skills also cannot be overestimated. The
technician who does routine certification work can be taught how to do a task and go on with his or her work.
With most failure analysis work, new decisions must be made each time a project is started. Some of these
decisions may be as simple as figuring out how to clamp the part in the saw, without damaging the fracture
surfaces, during microspecimen extraction. In this case, if the inexperienced technician knows how to listen
carefully to a senior technician, things will probably work out satisfactorily.
The lead investigator in a complex investigation obviously requires much more developed communication
skills, including specialized knowledge of how not to be misunderstood during a deposition or trial. Attorneys
can make opposing experts look less knowledgeable than they are by asking if a certain reference is
“authoritative.” If the expert answers “yes,” the attorney may proceed to give a “pop quiz” on any page in the
reference. Obviously, most experts have not memorized all of the useful reference books that exist. In addition,
if something in the reference is in apparent conflict with something the expert has said, the attorney will be sure
to point it out. Now the expert is in a rather weak position. A better description of any reference might be
“useful reference,” or “widely used reference.” It may also be useful to point out that the issue is not just
whether a reference, even the present Volume, is generally authoritative, but whether it is relevant and correct
when applied to a specific situation. Failures that appear to be similar may have significantly different causes.
The Society for the Advancement of Science in Law has several publications on communications for expert
witnesses that may be of use to those who do litigation support work. Several organizations also exist to train
expert witnesses in self-defensive litigation communication skills.
In order to communicate effectively with people who request work, especially if the analyst is new to the field,
there are certain things of which he or she should be aware. These include basics of organizational structures,
and the perspectives of the management who will use and evaluate the information provided by the analyst. It is
worth being aware of trends in the legal climate, specifically issues regarding what the company wants
employees to document and to refrain from documenting. In general, documentation should be complete and
correct. There is no benefit, and in fact there is actual harm in retaining incomplete or unreliable information.
These issues are particularly important to the employee who sincerely wants to prevent recurrences of failures.
People who request the work may skim and file the report and may not take the action anticipated. Even errors
that seem well documented to the analyst may not be convincing enough to change a mind that has decided no
changes need to be made, the failure will not recur, and that in any case, it is too expensive to prevent any
further failures. For example, just because the failure analyst performs an outstanding job on the latest
investigation and shows that a simple change in procedure could reduce scrap by 50%, there is no guarantee
that the simple change will be made. The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) 9000 registration
procedures require companies to adhere to a policy of decision making for the common good of humanity, so if
a direct safety issue is involved, it may be easier to make changes than otherwise. However, these guidelines
are not terribly specific. Scrap reduction, while clearly beneficial to both the bottom line and the environment
(and thus humanity at large), may not appear to be mandated by these ISO procedures.
Many constraints make procedural changes difficult within an organization. One of these constraints may be the
ISO 9000 procedures themselves. Before changes are made, extensive testing, evaluation, and multidepartment,
multilevel approvals may be required. This takes time. Because it often takes quite a long time, other priorities
may push the change that was thought to be useful to a very low priority level. Other constraints may be related
to budgetary considerations. There are many companies that have budgeted amounts for cost of scrap, but
cannot get money shifted to a capital expenditure if a new piece of monitoring equipment is needed. The failure
analyst's work often takes a long time to be seen as valuable by fellow workers.
Another important concept that affects implementation of findings is that people learn in different ways. Some
people absorb information easily while reading. Some have to hear a verbal presentation. Some need flashy
graphic images. Some need to take a tour of the production line and actually watch the operation. While a

written report of some sort is usually required of the failure analyst, some sort of verbal presentation of the
findings is usually in order as well. Even if there is no opportunity to do a formal presentation, speaking with
the people who requested the work in person or on the phone can be helpful. Especially if the written format
your company prefers is quite formal, the reader may misinterpret your findings or conclusions. A short
summary of the salient points in spoken form, especially useful before the written report is delivered, can be
very helpful.
Knowledge Requirements for Failure Analysts. Some companies hire people with technician backgrounds to
perform failure analysis work. While an engineering degree is not necessarily required to perform this type of
work in a competent manner, a wide range of skills and knowledge is required. Someone without an
engineering background will probably take some years to develop most of the necessary skills to a level of
adequate proficiency to work on a variety of components.
For non-corrosion failures, the basic skills required include understanding fundamental concepts in stress
analysis and mechanical property theory. While the analyst does not have to know how to perform complex
stress analysis in a quantitative manner, he or she should be able to figure out where the high-stress areas are by
looking at a part and having someone describe the function. This skill may be called qualitative or heuristic
stress-analysis skill, to recognize unexpected failure locations or unexpected features on a subject component.
Since the 1950s, engineers have been gathering data from mysterious failures that “should never have
happened,” because the operating stresses were much lower than the known strength of the materials used to
make the components. The competent analyst of structural failures must be familiar with the basic concepts of
fracture mechanics, fatigue crack propagation, and the causes of residual stresses.
Failure analysts who work with fractures must be familiar with macrofractography. This skill is a foundation of
all fracture analysis. Without skill in fractography, the wrong test location might be selected for
microfractography and metallography. Evaluating a location unrelated to the crack initiation may be worse than
not evaluating the material at all with these methods, because the key evidence may be destroyed during the
destructive portion of the incorrect testing.
Metallography and interpretation of microstructures are also key skills. The analyst must be able to look at a
microstructure and determine whether the material is typical of its supposed composition and specified
processing. This implies knowledge of how to interpret phase diagrams and isothermal and continuous cooling
curves. Basic understanding of crystallography and micro- and macroscale composition effects is also required.
It is difficult for someone to independently perform failure analysis work without basic literacy. People skills
and understanding of human nature are also important for the failure analyst. Failures can bring out the worst in
people. During the background-information collection process of a major failure, the analyst probably needs to
ask questions that make people uncomfortable and defensive. It may be difficult for the analyst to determine
whether correct information is being provided. The analyst may need advice on how to encourage the people
involved to tell what they know. Technical skill can help the analyst weed out some incorrect information,
whether intended to mislead or confuse, or given in ignorance.
Finally, some consideration of ethics is required of the failure analyst. Ethical issues involve decisions that may
be difficult to make. Most people would probably not envy the whistle blowers who decided to inform
government authorities that their companies were breaking environmental regulations and who caused fellow
workers to lose their jobs. Many ethical issues are not clear. Confidentiality promised to a client by an outside
failure analysis service provider may conflict with the engineer's duty to protect the public, if the attitude of the
client is not in line with ethical principles. (In such a case, it may be helpful to remind the client of the
consequences of a repeat failure.) Anyone doing failure analysis work may wish to study some codes of ethics
specifically written for engineers. There are also some interesting works on ethical systems that are conveyed
by other means, including literature and the support of trusted colleagues and mentors.
The Failure Analysis Process: An Overview
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Organization of a Failure Investigation
Daniel P. Dennies, Ph.D., The Boeing Company

Introduction
ON 27 JANUARY 1967, the crew of Apollo I was lost when a fire broke out inside their command module
during a simulation run aboard their unfueled Saturn V launch vehicle. It was a tragic event that shook a nation
into reconsidering the promise of President John F. Kennedy on 25 May 1961 that “we choose to go to the
moon in this decade.” Weeks later, during the federal investigation of the Apollo 1 fire, astronaut Frank
Borman said it was a “failure of imagination.” It was just not conceivable that men at this early stage of the
“space race” could actually be expected to imagine all possible problems that could arise.
Two years, 5 months, and 23 days later, on 20 July 1969, the Lunar Module Eagle landed on the moon. The
Command Capsule, Service Module, and Lunar Module Eagle used for that historic space flight and landing
had been improved by the rigorous and detailed failure investigation of the capsule from the Apollo 1 fire. A
second capsule, the next in line, was also sacrificed to better understand the failure and to determine the root
cause. During the failure investigation, many other design and manufacturing flaws were discovered, and
improvements were suggested and implemented.
Failure investigation has come a long way since the Apollo 1 fire. The men and women involved in failure
investigation in the new millennium have an incredible array of sophisticated and powerful tools and equipment
to assist them. Unfortunately, many failure investigations performed today are not the victims of a “failure of
imagination” but the victims of a “failure of organization.” Too many failure investigations are started without
a clear and concise goal, direction, or plan. Somewhere along the way, an investigation may get off track and
never achieve its fundamental purpose of discovering root cause.
The purpose of this article is to discuss the organization required at the outset of a failure investigation and to
provide a methodology with some organizational tools. The main focus is on the problem-solving tool of fault
tree analysis. The main point is that time spent in preparation and planning can save a lot of time and money
and even help achieve a successful conclusion of the failure investigation.
Organization of a Failure Investigation
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What Is a Failure?
A good definition of a failure is “the inability of a component, machine, or process to function properly.”
Failures come in all shapes and sizes. They can be individual parts, entire machines, or a process. Broken down
further, failures can be physical, paper, or thinking/cultural in origin. These possibilities expand the concept of
a failure, because they introduce failures that can be touched and failures that cannot be touched. A broken
crankshaft is an obvious failure. However, a specification that has poorly written requirements that fail to

discern intended criteria may go unnoticed for years. In some cases, the reason things go wrong can be traced
back to the culture of a company.
Always remember to look at each failure as unique and different. Considering a failure to be unique is
sometimes difficult when the failure looks just like the one done before. Resist the temptation to immediately
assign the same root cause to failures that look alike.
Another good point to remember is that failures are specific to an industry and the specific requirements of that
industry. It is necessary to be knowledgeable about defining the requirements of the failure at hand. The saying
“one man's trash is another man's treasure” applies to failures. For example, thin dense chrome plating on
Unified Numbering System (UNS) 52100 martensitic steel bearings without a hydrogen bake has been used in
commercial applications with great success when replacing nonplated UNS 52100 martensitic steel bearings.
However, once that component moved into aerospace applications as a low-cost replacement for American Iron
and Steel Institute 440C stainless steel, the requirements changed, and the lack of a hydrogen bake became a
liability.
Failures in Physical Function and Expected Performance. In a very broad view, a failure can be defined by two
categories. The first category is a functional failure, when a component, machine, or a process fails and
everything stops. Functional failure of a component, such as a bearing or bracket, is very obvious. Functional
failure of a machine can apply to something as large as an airplane or as small as a nutcracker. The difficulty in
determining the root cause of the failure increases with the complexity of the component or machine, but the
root cause can usually be discovered. Functional failure of processes such as heat treatment, coating, plating,
welding, mail delivery, or airline scheduling can be more complex, and the determination of the root cause is
also more complex. In addition, the cause-and-effect relationship for processes may not be readily apparent.
The second category is a failure of expected performance, when a component, machine, or a process fails to
achieve performance criteria such as life, operating limits, and specification requirements. People have an
expectation for the life of certain items, such as car tires, household appliances, car engines, biotech implants,
and even pens. These life criteria usually are not written down but are debated in courtrooms. More specific
criteria are operating limits, such as gas consumption, production scrap rate, gas flow in a valve, modem speed,
specification turnaround time, computer-chip speed, or acquisition frequency. These items usually are well
defined and, in most cases, mutually agreed upon by the parties involved. Finally, specifications requirements,
such as mechanical properties, plating thickness, weight, and coating optical properties, are very well defined in
written documentation. The specific definitions or limits are usually created by the customer, and tests are
required to ensure compliance.
Organization of a Failure Investigation
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Why Do Failures Happen?
“Why do failures happen?” is an often-asked question, and, over the years, many categories have been devised
to classify the general causes of failure. The most common reasons for failures include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Service or operation conditions (use and misuse)
Improper maintenance (intentional or unintentional)
Improper testing or inspection
Assembly errors
Fabrication/manufacturing errors
Design errors (stress, materials selection, and assumed material condition or properties)

Today, service or operation is the first suspect when a failure occurs. As noted earlier, most components and
machines, even processes, have a certain life expectancy. Under normal use, most items wear out in time. A
failure occurs when an item wears out in a shorter time than is expected by the user. At this point, however, it is
important to distinguish between normal use and misuse. Pencils and cars can be used in a normal manner and
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have an expected life. Misuse, such as chewing on the pencil or constantly driving a car at high speeds or on
rough roads, may reduce the life of either item.
Improper maintenance reaches all parts of our lives. The appliances in our homes, our computers, our cars, as
well as the aircraft we fly, are required to be maintained. Improper maintenance results in life reduction or
complete breakdown. Sometimes it is intentional, such as skipping the overhaul of a machine in order to
squeeze out a few more weeks of use. Other times it is unintentional, such as the case where the person who
believes that if a 50 to 50 ratio of radiator fluid to water is good, then 100% radiator fluid must be better.
Another common outcome of poor maintenance is corrosion. The monetary loss due to corrosion in the United
States has been estimated at $60 billion to $100 billion a year.
Improper testing can also be a root cause of failures. The cost-driven, “hire and fire” business philosophy
prevalent today drives work to be performed by the lowest-cost personnel capable of performing the task.
Sometimes, these personnel have just enough training, and sometimes, they have too little training.
Unfortunately, this business attitude can foster a situation in which the personnel performing the task may cause
a failure by selecting the wrong test, by performing the test incorrectly, or by reviewing the test incorrectly. A
favorite example concerns bird-strike testing on jet engines. Bird strikes have been a problem during aircraft
takeoffs and landings for many years. A bird may be ingested into an engine at takeoff or landing. The engine
must be able to handle a bird strike without an uncontained failure, fire, or engine mount failure. An engine
must be able to shut down in a controlled fashion to pass this U.S. Federal Aviation Administration
requirement. The jet engine industry has a test to determine the effect of a bird strike. Frozen chickens are
thawed out and shot from a cannon into a jet engine running on a test stand to determine if the engine stays
within its nacelle. One day, a new technician was running the test, and apparently no one told him to thaw the
frozen chicken before using it in the test. Needless to say, the engine failed the test as this frozen chicken hit the
engine with the destructive impact of a bowling ball.
Assembly errors, fabrication/manufacturing errors, and design errors, are easier root causes to identify and are
more commonly noted in the public domain through lawsuits and newspaper articles. The combination of fast
and cheap with the use of low-cost personnel can be disastrous. Design and manufacturing engineers believe
they can control the problem by making products and fabrication processes “idiot proof.” However, time and
time again, failures occur that prove them wrong.
Benefits of Statistics. It is in the best interest of each company to keep statistics on failures. As with most
databases, computers make this task easier. The type of failure, the material, the root cause, and so on, can all
be easily kept in a searchable database. Because each industry, even each company, is different, they need to
keep their own statistics and draw on outside sources as applicable. The reason is simple. The statistics may
provide a direction as to how a company can improve profitability by indicating where the company should
spend money and manpower. No company can solve every problem, so it is prudent to attack the most
technically detrimental or costly problems first. The statistics can provide this direction. In addition, statistics
can point to trends over time. Lastly, comparison of company statistics to industrial data indicates if a problem
is company specific or industry-wide.
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Why Is a Failure Investigation Performed?
In most instances, the purpose of a failure investigation is to determine the root cause(s). Determination of root
cause is good engineering practice that crosses functional boundaries within a company and is an integral part
of the quality assurance and continuous improvement programs. A proper failure investigation is not a “science
project.” In addition, there is a distinct difference between a failure investigation and a metallurgical evaluation.
A root-cause failure investigation determines the root cause of the failure and recommends appropriate
corrective actions. In contrast, a metallurgical evaluation provides the answers to the metallurgical questions
posed in the failure investigation. Therefore, a metallurgical evaluation is only one part of a failure
investigation.

Why Determine Root Cause? The most public reason to discover the root cause of a failure is to determine the
fault or innocence of a company or person during litigation. Once fault is established, monetary assessment
follows. For industrial purposes, however, it is more common, that once the root cause is discovered, the
corrective action to prevent future occurrences is implemented, thus saving the company time and money. In
addition, once the root cause is discovered, it is also possible to determine if the failure is a unique situation or
the symptom of a widespread problem.
The benefits of a failure investigation that discovers the root cause of the failure include being a part of quality
management and continuous improvement programs, assisting in a redesign, solving a manufacturing problem,
saving money, saving time, and maybe in some cases, preventing injuries and/or saving lives.
Organization of a Failure Investigation
Daniel P. Dennies, Ph.D., The Boeing Company

The Four-Step Problem-Solving Process
The four-step problem-solving process that most engineers are taught is a good overall view of a failure
investigation:
1.
2.
3.
4.

What is the problem?
What is the root cause of the problem?
What are the potential solutions?
What is the best solution?

Therefore, a good definition of a failure investigation can be an evaluation performed to identify and/or
determine the reasons for a failure that clearly identifies the root cause(s) of the failure and recommends
corrective action(s). Many failure investigations end after step 2 (determine root cause). It is just as important to
provide steps 3 and 4. Additionally, it would also be good to provide an evaluation of the solution. Many failure
investigations discover the root cause(s) and provide a recommendation for corrective action(s), but no followup evaluations are performed to see if the corrective action worked.
Organization of a Failure Investigation
Daniel P. Dennies, Ph.D., The Boeing Company

Nine Steps of a Failure Investigation
There are nine steps to the organization of a good failure investigation. They are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Understand and negotiate goals of the investigation
Obtain clear understanding of the failure
Objectively and clearly identify all possible root causes
Objectively evaluate likelihood of each root cause
Converge on the most likely root cause(s)
Objectively and clearly identify all possible corrective actions
Objectively evaluate each corrective action
Select optimal corrective action(s)
Evaluate effectiveness of selected corrective action(s)
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Step 1: Understand and Negotiate Goals of the Investigation. Every failure investigation needs to establish four
items at the onset:
•
•
•
•

The priority of the investigation
The resources available
Any constraints imposed
The goal of the investigation

There usually is not a discussion to define these four items, but there should be. These four items set the
importance, direction, and expected results of the failure investigation at an early stage. Always discuss priority
first, because priority sets the pace and can sometimes determine the resources and constraints. Resources and
constraints may simply involve the same three items: money, personnel, and time. Constraints can also include
inability to destroy the hardware, lack of other pieces to review, lack of information, and so on.
The goal of the failure investigation is the final and most important item to be understood. The customer may
desire a very simple goal, one that does not require determination of the root cause of the problem. Discuss the
goal, and review whether determining root cause is beneficial. For example, a customer requested the
determination of a minimum property allowable for some hardware that had been received with mechanical
properties below the specification limit. The goal of the customer was to provide information for a stress
analysis to determine if the hardware could be deemed acceptable on a nonconformance report. However, this
problem was really a failure of the heat treatment or the raw material. Because this was an approved supplier
that fabricated many other pieces of hardware from a large amount of raw material from inventory stock, the
internal customer was persuaded that it would be in the best interest of the company to determine the root cause
of the problem. It was viewed worthwhile to investigate the heat treatment and raw material as well.
Always understand these four items at the beginning of the failure investigation so that all parties are in
agreement.
Step 2: Obtain Clear Understanding of the Failure. What is the problem? This is the first step listed in the
previous section, “The Four-Step Problem-Solving Process.” This should also be the first question asked in a
failure investigation. What happened? Why is the investigation team here? Engineers so often want the details
that they forget to hear the reason their customer wants their help. Information is crucial at this point. The
investigator needs to make himself as much of an expert about the component or system or process as possible.
There are tools at one's disposal. Brainstorming is a good one. Get everyone together and brainstorm the
theories as to why the failure occurred. This means everyone. The investigator may learn some very important
information. For example, the drawing may call out one process specification, but the people on the shop floor
may have replaced that specification a few months ago through production documentation. Just reviewing the
drawing would have missed this information. Review all documentation and records available on operational
history and fabrication. This process is time consuming and tedious but important. Remember to be rigorous in
all aspects of the investigation. “It is not only in the finding that we learn much, but also in the looking. All
things, big and little, teach us; perhaps at the end, the little things teach us the most.” This quote is by Dr. Van
Helsing during his search for the elusive Count Dracula.
The failure scene is very important. Document and protect it. If the investigator is not able to visit the failure
scene, he should request the drawings and/or photographs of the failure scene. Photographs of the failure scene
both before and after the failure, are frequently helpful. If an investigator has the opportunity to go, he should
take a field investigation kit (Fig. 1 and Table 1) and document everything. Film is cheap, and now with digital
cameras, photos are free. Take hundreds or even thousands of photographs.

Fig. 1 Carrying case with contents of field investigation kit (Table 1) without camera, cell
phone, and laptop or hand-held computer device
Table 1 Field investigation kit contents
Items
Open and questioning
mind
Good attitude
Professional demeanor
Digital camera

Known color chart, white
piece of paper, etc.
Ruler—steel and plastic

Magnet—flat one and a
“wand” with an extension.

Reason/Comments
Be prepared. Have questions. Be ready for the unexpected.
You need the people you meet more than they need you.
If you look like you are organized and know what you are doing, people will
consider your presence important, and you might get more help.
Take as many pictures as you can. It used to be that “film is cheap,” but now
“J-pegs are free.” Photograph the item, the area, any supporting equipment,
maybe people, anything and everything. Be careful about color.
Kodak grey or color chart, Ace Hardware paint charts, red button, your tie.
Anything you can use later as a standard to judge the color of your pictures.
1. Use in photos for scale—steel rulers are grey and good on light
backgrounds. White plastic rulers are good for dark backgrounds.
2. Steel rulers will tell you if the something is magnetic (make sure your
ruler is NOT magnetic).
3. Plastic rulers may work better if the subject is magnetic.
1. Identifies magnetic materials from nonmagnetic materials
2. Can use the wand to retrieve items.

3. Can use the wand to collect debris that is magnetic. This will immediately
separate your debris into magnetic and nonmagnetic debris.
Loop and magnifying
Use to look at samples. Loop is higher magnification, 10–25×. Lower-power
glass
magnifying glass can also be helpful
Tape measure
Measure long distances
Indelible ink marker (fine) Mark items, bags, bottles
Flashlight
Look at items in holes, dark areas, etc.. Good to have 90° bend attachment to
look in holes and pin-light attachment to look in small crevices
Conductivity tester
Check conductivity or nonconductivity of surface
Mirror
Check around corners and under objects
Surface-finish comparators Machine, cast, electrical discharge machining surface-finish standards by
GAR Electroforming Division
Microleatherman tool and Scissors, screwdriver (flat and Phillips), punch, tweezers, blades, plastic
pocket knife
toothpick (not on the plane, though). Various uses include examination tools,
surface-finish profilameter, cutting, etc.
Pen and pencil
Just because…
White pieces of lined
Color standard, note paper, drawing paper, and collection funnel
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paper
Plastic bags, 4 × 4 in.
Swabs
Alloy reference list
Hardness Conversion
Charts
Addresses and phone
numbers
Technical information
Cellular phone
Eyewitness report forms
Laptop/palm pilot
Other

Sample collection
Sample collection—always keep one for control sample
Materials, compositions, specifications, data
Martensitic and austenitic charts
Assistance, information, etc.
Specification lists, design criteria, drawings, notes, etc.. This is where the
individual criteria come in.
Immediate access to important contacts
Better if these are e-mailed or sent ahead to be filled out as soon as possible
Computer provides spreadsheets, word documents, etc.
Anything you think you will need

Equally important are eyewitness statements or incident reports. Unfortunately, when things go wrong,
eyewitnesses seem to disappear, or, at best, are reluctant to speak. Sometimes, they are shielded by
management or unions. Getting information from them is a learned talent. One suggestion is to send forms
ahead of time to be filled out. The number that are returned and the completeness of the forms may provide
some indication of the amount of cooperation to be expected. In many cases, the investigator may never
actually see the failure scene and has to depend on the photographs and eyewitness statements available.
It is advisable that the eyewitness statements be formatted in a standard form similar to a procedure. Personnel
are more familiar with forms, and the document is less intimidating. It is also suggested that the eyewitness
statements be electronic and in a form that is searchable. This is convenient. In addition, the information is
useful later for the generation of statistics or for searching for similar failures, failures at the same plant, failures
involving the same personnel, and so on.
There are other related information items that may not be obvious, such as on-the-floor “standard” process
deviations, planned or unplanned plant shutdowns, time of year, weather conditions, where the failure happened
(geography), and personnel losses. In fact, a good question to request on the eyewitness statement form is, “Are
you aware of any recent changes in operations, personnel, equipment, and so on?” This kind of information is
not apparent, so ask.
An example is the failure of a large precipitation-hardening martensitic stainless steel forging. The failures were
sporadic and were discovered during acceptance testing, due to the lack of mechanical properties. It turned out
that the forging company had no trouble cooling the large forgings to below -50 °C (-60 °F) during the quench
cycle in the winter months when there was an abundance of snow outside to dump in the quench pit. However,
during the hot summer months, the engineers had to calculate how much ice to bring in to dump in the quench
tank. It became apparent that their calculations were not correct. This case is a perfect example of when
geographic location and time of year are important.
Another very good question that should always be asked is, “Has this happened before?” Many times, a
company simply dismisses a failure the first few times it happens and writes it off as a “unique” or “one-time”
occurrence. These occurrences are then forgotten until the next one. Unfortunately, because the failure is not
documented and is dismissed as unique, no one remembers the first failure, and so, the second failure may also
be deemed unique. It is truly a downward spiral.
Be consistent. If the investigator always requests complete failure scene photographs, eyewitness statements,
and all the information available, the customers start to collect the information before contacting the
investigator. They will have been trained. If the investigator works in a large company, it would be a good idea
to create the procedure “What to do when a failure occurs” and then to train company personnel on how to
properly document and protect the failure scene and how to properly fill out eyewitness statements. As a start,
there is the ASTM Committee E-30 on forensic sciences and ASTM Subcommittee E-30-05 on forensic
engineering sciences that have created some specifications that can be reviewed and used when relevant. Some
of the specifications are:
•
•

E 620. Standard Practice for Reporting Opinions of Technical Experts
E 678. Standard Practice for Evaluation of Technical Data

•
•
•

E 860. Standard Practice for Examining and Testing Items That Are or May Become Involved in
Litigation
E 1020. Standard Practice for Reporting Incidents
E 1188. Standard Practice for Collection and Preservation of Information and Physical Items by a
Technical Investigator

Another good approach was adapted from a concept from the Failsafe Network, Inc. It is the concept of the five
“Ps” that need to be documented and recorded to freeze the evidence at the failure scene:
•
•
•

•
•

Position: fragments, equipment, parts, people (witnesses, people involved), controls, and photographs
People: job descriptions, witnesses, accountabilities, information sources, experts, and those personnel
that do not know
Paper: drawings, design changes, manufacturing records, mill certificates, operation records, operating
procedures, past failure histories, maintenance records, photographs, inspection records, stress analysis,
and past nonconformances
Process: design process, operational process, approved process changes, unapproved process changes
(how it really operated or was made), environment, and weather
Part: materials specified, materials used, mechanical and physical properties of materials for hardware
or machine, fracture faces, distortion of the failed part and other hardware, remnants of failed hardware
or machine, microscopy analysis, stress analysis, and metallurgical analysis

Step 3: Objectively and Clearly Identify All Possible Root Causes. The next step in the organization of a failure
investigation is to objectively and clearly identify all possible root causes. There are many tools one can use.
One common tool is to create a Fault Tree (Fig. 2). Computers make creation and revision of fault trees and
other analytical evaluation tools easier. Once again, brainstorming is also a good tool. To discover every root
cause, the investigator should ask, “Why, why, why?”
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Fig. 2 Example of fault tree chart for forgings with dye-penetrant defects
First ask why the failure happened. This is the top of the fault tree. Write down the first root-cause answer, and
then ask why that first root-cause answer happened. Continue asking “Why, why, why?” until each line of
questioning is exhausted or a practical stopping point has been reached, but do not stop too soon. Then, go back
to the top of the fault tree and start again. Keep doing this until there are no more root-cause answers to the
“why” question. Be objective and list all answers; that is the key to brainstorming. If someone says that
gremlins did it, write it down. The chance to be subjective comes later. It is not appropriate that any idea be
dismissed. The dismissal violates the brainstorming concept, impedes the flow of ideas from other participants,
and possibly ends the session.
Once the fault tree is completed, there are two other questions to ask: “What was different about this failure?”
and “What are we missing?” Ask them over and over throughout the failure investigation.
There are many reasons structured root-cause analysis is important. First is to provide documentation. This is a
permanent record of all possible root causes imagined by the team. No ideas are lost or forgotten. All root
causes are succinctly listed and organized on one chart.
Second is to create a “living” list, which can be added to at any time. Once the failure investigation is in
progress, information is generated that proves or disproves each root cause. The information may also lead to a
new root cause not imagined before.
Third, these techniques can help simplify a very complicated failure. They help “divide and conquer” the
problem by compartmentalizing many cause-and-effect relationships. The failure is divided into individual root
causes, and each one of those is divided further. It is easier to investigate and prove or disprove each root cause
than the resultant failure.
Fourth, structured problem solving may prevent the potentially misleading presumption of a “magic bullet” or
“silver bullet” theory approach to failure investigation. There is always a predominant or “pet” root cause.
Resist the urge to spend all the time, money, and manpower to prove this one root cause. If wrong, the
investigator has wasted time and money and perhaps destroyed any evidence that would prove or disprove the
other root causes in his haste to prove this one. Not all failure investigations have enough time, manpower and
available test samples to test every root cause. The investigator may have to be selective in his approach. Also,
the failure may be a combination of root causes, not just one. Just because the pet root cause is proved does not
mean there is not another, more important root cause out there. Remember that the goal of a failure
investigation is to determine the root cause(s) of a failure, not to prove one root cause. Sometimes, the failure
investigation goes off track and becomes a proof of a singular theory, hence the silver or magic bullet theory.
Step 4: Objectively Evaluate Likelihood of Each Root Cause. The next step of the failure investigation is to
objectively evaluate the likelihood of each root cause listed. A good tool for this is the Failure Mode
Assessment (FMA) chart (Fig. 3). The FMA chart can be created in a spreadsheet.

Fig. 3 Example of a failure mode assessment chart (for fault tree of forgings defects in
Fig. 2)
Decision-making protocols can be as varied as the different kinds of decisions. Uncertainty and risk are part of
most decisions, and so some assessment of probability is needed. As part of a failure investigation, first assess
the probability of each potential root cause. How realistic is it? Each root cause is given a probability, such as
likely, possible, or unlikely. Second, assign a priority to each potential root cause. This priority establishes the
order in which the failure investigation will evaluate each root cause. Factors that effect this decision are
hardware availability, amount of available hardware for test, cost, affect of the planned test on other tests,
whether one test can be used to disprove or prove multiple root causes, and so on. Third, document the rationale
used to assign a root cause its particular probability and priority. Once the failure investigation is started, no one
will remember why a certain test was performed first or last if this rationale is not documented. Any action
items directed toward proving or disproving the root cause should be listed in an abbreviated manner.
There are many reasons an FMA chart is important. The FMA chart is a permanent record of the assessed
probability and assigned priority of each root cause, combined with the rationale for the particular assessments.
The FMA chart also lists the action items to prove or disprove each root cause in an abbreviated form. Once
again, this chart is excellent for briefings. The failure investigation is now documented on two easy charts, the
fault tree and the FMA.
Similar to the fault tree, the FMA chart is a living list that can be changed at any time. Once the failure
investigation is in progress, information is generated that proves or disproves each root cause. The information
may also lead to a new probability or priority rating. A quick glance at this chart informs the investigator what
happens if the probability or priority of one root cause is changed. The priority listing in the FMA provides the
order in which each root cause is proved or disproved. This leads directly to the next step.
Step 5: Converge on the Most Likely Root Cause(s). Now it is time to converge on the most likely root
causes(s). This would be step 2 in the process listed in the previous section, “The Four-Step Problem-Solving
Process.” A good tool for this is the Technical Plan for Resolution (TPR) chart (Fig. 4), which can be created
with a spreadsheet program similar to the FMA chart. In fact, a good practice is to tie the FMA and TPR charts
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together on two sheets within one spreadsheet file, so that any changes made to the FMA are immediately
reflected in the TPR.

Fig. 4 Example of a technical plan for resolution
Previous steps (3 and 4) have provided the root causes, assessed the probability, and assigned the priority of
each root cause. Now comes the time to create the technical plan to prove or disprove each root cause. The TPR

ensures that the testing or analysis is performed in a manner that should achieve maximum effect and
efficiency. It is a detailed road map in which one can independently list the work needed to prove or disprove
each root cause. Once the details are down on paper, a specific order of testing or analysis or a synergy of
testing or analysis becomes evident. The investigator may change the priority of some testing or analysis,
because it shows up under multiple root causes and is a good test to perform early. Alternatively, the
investigator may discover he runs out of material by the time he gets to a certain test or analysis.
At this stage, a good tool is to ask the investigative team three questions about the failure:
•
•
•

What do I know?
What do I think?
What can I prove?

“What do I know?” These are the hard facts and existing data. List the facts and then determine to which root
cause(s) they are applicable. When the list of facts is completed, ask “What do I think?” These are the theories,
ideas, and possible cause-and-effect relationships. These theories and ideas are based on history, experience,
logic, and the hard facts noted previously. This is the time for personnel to ask “What if…?”
Finally, ask “What can I prove?” For each of the theories, ideas, or root causes, list the physical evidence one
would expect to see if it occurred, as well as the tests, analyses, and so on required to prove or disprove each
one. It is sometimes easier to disprove a theory for the root cause than to prove it. This may involve testing or
analysis of the failed hardware, testing or analysis of similar hardware, exemplar testing to demonstrate if a
failure mode is possible, operational data analysis, stress analysis, literature searches, a phone call to other
divisions or companies that might have seen a similar problem, and so on.
It is equally important to list who has the action to get a test or analysis performed, the completion date, and the
results on the TPR. It cannot be stressed enough that the person assigned must agree both to performing the test
or analysis and to the completion date. Just assigning a task does not always ensure that it gets done, but if
someone agrees to the task and the deadline, then the work normally gets accomplished. Documenting the
results of the test plus any comments on the TPR completes the documentation.
Similar to the Fault Tree and FMA chart, there are many reasons a TPR chart is important. First and foremost,
the TPR chart is a permanent record of each test or analysis that is to be performed, the person assigned, the
expected completion date, and the results, with any comments. Once again, this chart is excellent for briefings.
In addition, if any changes occur on the Fault Tree and FMA chart, the TPR chart will indicate whether there is
a need for more testing or if the necessary testing is already planned.
Step 6: Objectively and Clearly Identify All Possible Corrective Actions. The failure investigation is not
completed yet. In fact, it is just half done. After weeks or months of hard work, the failure investigation
determines the root cause(s). Unfortunately, many failure investigations end here, but now the investigator
needs to determine the corrective action(s) to prevent the failure from occurring again.
In this step, all possible corrective actions are identified. This is step 3 from the “Four-Step Problem-Solving
Process,” “What are the potential solutions?” Step 6 is similar in concept to Step 3, “Objectively and clearly
identify all possible root causes.” The difference is that the failure investigation team is now centered on
identifying all possible corrective actions to solve the root cause identified in the failure analysis. Repeat the
instructions in step 3, and create a Corrective Action Tree (Fig. 5).
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Fig. 5 Example of corrective action tree for forgings with dye-penetrant defects. LIMCA,
liquid metal cleanness analyzer device
Step 7: Objectively Evaluate Each Corrective Action. The next step of the failure investigation is to objectively
evaluate the likelihood of each corrective action listed in the corrective action tree. This step is a repeat of step
4, “Objectively evaluate likelihood of each root cause.” The difference is that the failure investigation team is
assessing the probability and assigning priority to each corrective action, combined with the rationale. Repeat
the instructions in step 4, and create a Corrective Action Assessment (CAA) chart.
Step 8: Select Optimal Corrective Action(s). Now it is time to select the optimal corrective action(s). This is
step 4 from the “Four-Step Problem-Solving Process,” “What is the best solution?” This step is a repeat of step
5, “Converge on the most likely root cause(s).” At this step, the failure analysis team creates the technical plan
to determine the best corrective action(s). Repeat the instructions in step 5, and create a Technical Plan for
Evaluation (TPE) chart.
Step 9: Evaluate Effectiveness of Selected Corrective Action(s). The last step is to recommend an evaluation of
the corrective action(s) selected. After some period of time, an evaluation of the corrective action should be
performed. Whether the evaluation should be performed once or on a periodic basis is at the discretion of the
failure investigation team. It is also important that the evaluation be a proper test of the corrective action.

Summary
The goal of any failure investigation is to discover the root cause(s). The first five steps of the nine-step process
described here point the failure investigator toward that goal. Once the root cause(s) is determined, the second
part of a failure investigation is to determine the best corrective action(s), as noted in the last four steps
discussed.
The three basic tools identified in this article that are helpful in any failure investigation are a Fault Tree, an
FMA chart, and a TPR chart. These three tools provide a documented, interchangeable, and concise set of

information to ensure that all possible root causes are evaluated in the most efficient manner and order. These
three tools are then repeated for the corrective actions in the form of the Corrective Action Tree, the CAA chart,
and the TPE chart.
Organization of a Failure Investigation
Daniel P. Dennies, Ph.D., The Boeing Company

Failure Investigation Pitfalls
However, there are pitfalls along the way. Common problems and mistakes are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The magic bullet or silver bullet theory
Not understanding the problem
Not considering all possible failure causes
Jumping to conclusions
Not identifying all the root cause(s)
“Remove and replace” company mentality
Not asking for help
Failing to follow through
Not understanding how the failed system is supposed to operate
Tearing the system apart without a developed plan

Some companies believe there are substitutes or shortcuts for a root-cause failure investigation that can save
time and money. In the end, these substitutes do neither. These substitutes include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

“Give me your best guess”
“Give me a five minute failure analysis”
Rework and repair based on no failure investigation
Return the part to the supplier and let them figure it out
Scrapping the hardware
Swapping out for another part
Ignoring the problem and hoping it is a unique occurrence
“Band-aid” fixes that do not address the root cause

In the end, these substitutes are generally neither cost-effective nor schedule friendly. Furthermore, if a failure
involves personal injury, property damage, or other economic loss, the failure to find the root cause as soon as
possible may expose a company to further liability.
Organization of a Failure Investigation
Daniel P. Dennies, Ph.D., The Boeing Company

Other Tools
Every failure investigation is unique. Therefore, it pays to have many tools in your arsenal. This article presents
one set of tools for the organization of a failure investigation. There are other tools as well, but the author has
developed this approach and finds it to be a cost-effective technique that works extremely well in most
situations.
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Other tools that involve failure investigation and root cause determination are processes and methods developed
by Kepner-Tregoe, Inc., the Reliability Center, Inc., and The Failsafe Network, Inc.
The Kepner-Tregoe (KT) method is another problem-solving technique used in failure analysis that streamlines
the process and works well in situations where industrial failures occur. The KT method is not as thorough as
fault-tree analysis because potential causes get trimmed early in the process if they are found to be impossible.
However, it is a useful method of problem solving and decision analysis.
The Kepner-Tregoe method is a structured problem-solving approach that first defines the problem in terms of
what “is” and what “is not” as related to the questions of what, where, when, and extent. For example, gas
turbine blade cracking may have been confined to one type of cracking mode, one specific row of blades, and
one type of turbine blade design with the problem occurring only after a certain amount of operating hours,
with the cracking observed in all plants. This shapes what “is” and what “is not” in a KT session. After the
problem has been defined, possible root causes are developed and compared with the “is” and “is not”
statements. Root causes are tested against the “is” and “is not” problem statements to test if they are possible.
After impossible root causes are eliminated, the possible root causes are ranked in terms of probability. In real
world practice, additional investigation focusing on the remaining possible causes is then performed to try to
eliminate all but the one true root cause.
The Reliability Center, Inc. developed a software package called PROACT (The Reliability Center, Inc.,
Virginia), which is a comprehensive software tool that automates the root cause analysis (RCA) investigation
process. PROACT software allows the user to concentrate on solving the problem at hand instead of having to
worry about where to keep all of the data and how to present it. The PROACT software serves as a project
management tool for conducting an RCA investigation.
The PROACT software proposes to provide many benefits to the user. PROACT incorporates RCA methods
that have been proved to reduce production costs while increasing production output. It cuts analysis time in
half by eliminating the extensive administrative work that is usually associated with conducting RCA. The
software also provides a standardized reporting format so that users and decision makers can focus on the
content, rather than the format, of the report. It provides a presentation module that allows the analyst to present
critical information to decision makers quickly, clearly, and easily. PROACT maintains all analysis data to
eliminate the need to search through volumes of computer and paper files to get needed information. Lastly, it
provides an easy to use drag-and-drop “logic tree” that focuses on solving the problem and not on becoming a
CAD operator.
The Failsafe Network, Inc. (Montebello, VA) has promoted various concepts in failure investigation. Operation
Failsafe is a comprehensive plan for ingraining the root cause mentality within people and their organizations.
The ROOTS Investigative Process is a flexible, open-ended, practical approach that helps the inquirer discover
the physical, human, then latent causes of failure. This process is an evidence-driven process that proposes to
drive the serious inquirer into areas most in need of clarification. The WHY Tree is the “inquiry engine.” It
proposes to be a tool for keeping investigative teams on-track by documenting where the investigator is in his
or her current understanding of a problem, whether it be with a team or as an individual.
The Failsafe system also includes the Combing Process, a failure mode and effects analysis (FMEA)-based tool
for rapidly identifying “significant few” chronic failures in hours or days. It proposes to be an approach that
goes to the hands-on operating and maintenance people for information, rather than relying on existing
databases. The Situation-Filter-Outcome Model proposes to be a practical and decisive way to put oneself in
someone else's shoes—to understand why people do what they do. It can be a way to surface the latent causes
of a failure. The Significant 6 Barriers to True Root Cause Discovery is a series of statements, articles, and
graphics intended to make the real issues visible. Lastly, the ROOT CAUSE CONFERENCE is a
nonproprietary, intercompany, interindustry body of people acting as a beacon for exposing, then acting on, the
real root causes of things that go wrong in business and industry. The conference is considered a “centralized
mother-source” (root cause core) group.
Organization of a Failure Investigation
Daniel P. Dennies, Ph.D., The Boeing Company
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Conducting a Failure Examination
George F. Vander Voort, Buehler Ltd.

Introduction
FAILURES may be caused by any of the following factors or combinations of factors:
•
•
•
•
•

Design shortcomings
Material imperfections due to faulty processing or fabrication
Overloading and other service abuses
Improper maintenance and repair
Environment-material interactions

Not all failures are catastrophic. Many failures involve a gradual degradation of properties or excessive
deformation or wear until the component is no longer functional long before its design life is reached. Failures
due to wear or general corrosive attack usually are not spectacular failures but account for tremendous material
losses and downtime every year. Of course, early failures of the spectacular catastrophic order capture the most
attention—and rightly so. Nevertheless, all failures deserve the attention of the investigator, because they
reduce production efficiency, waste critical materials, and increase costs. In some instances, they cause
considerable damage or personal injury. Finally, failures can result in costly litigations.
The need to develop and encourage the science (and art) of performing service failure analysis and the
importance of dissemination of such information is well recognized, although industry and academia may not
have sufficiently emphasized this in the past, as noted in the 1975 article “Conducting the Failure Examination”
(Ref 1). In some situations, investigations were carried out, but the manufacturer concerned did not wish to
share the resulting information publicly. At other times, there was probably no reluctance to share such
information, but reporting channels were inadequate for making this information available to those who could
benefit and, in turn, provide feedback. Finally, even within a given organization, failure analysis data and
conclusions were not adequately communicated to the designers so that they could implement design changes
aimed at developing an improved product, or to the operations personnel so that they could eliminate
processing problems and improve quality control.
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Fortunately, improvements have been made since then, and examination methods have improved. This article is
an update of Ref 1. Many of the fundamentals remain the same, but they warrant repeating here and in other
publications or other articles in this Volume. Education and communication are the essential ingredients of
failure prevention and analysis, because it is still sometimes difficult to get the failure information fed back to
the design and manufacturing stages. Communication is key for any type of failure. Not all failures require a
comprehensive, detailed failure examination. With many types of “routine” failures, the procedure can be
simple and still be effective. Most suppliers are receptive to constructive criticism regarding their products.
Individual background, including the area of specialization and professional experience, still has a strong
influence on the manner in which an examination is performed. For example, the civil or mechanical engineer
may perform a very careful examination of the stresses and loads causing the failure but may not devote much
attention to the metallurgical factors. By the same token, the metallurgist may carefully sort out all of the
important material aspects of the failure but may examine the mechanical aspects only superficially. Similar
imbalances in approach may occur when operating personnel, welding engineers, or corrosion engineers
conduct the examination. Few engineers are knowledgeable in all of the possible interacting disciplines that can
be involved in a given failure; thus, a team effort is often the only approach that can produce a complete picture
of the failure causes. This approach has certainly enhanced the quality of the author's failure analyses work.

Reference cited in this section
1. G.F. Vander Voort, ASM Metals Engineering Quarterly, Vol 15(May), 1975, p 31–36; Adapted version
published in Practical Failure Analysis, April 2001
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Basic Approach to Failure Analysis
First and foremost, the investigator should not approach the examination with preconceived notions about the
cause of failure. For example, if a supervisor provides a sight diagnosis to a failure task as they are assigned to
a given engineer, objectivity may be lost. The common reactions may be to prove or disprove the initial cursory
reaction at the expense of other hypotheses. Objectivity is lost before the job is even started.
The examination itself should be designed to test a broad range of conditions, yet not be so exhaustive as to
become impractical because of excessive expense or time. Design of the investigation includes proper sequence
of the selected tests; for example, a wrong sequence can introduce artifacts or mask and even destroy important
evidence. Even a well-designed examination can fail of its purpose, unless it is conducted carefully and
systematically.
When the series of tests has produced data that pinpoint problems, the job is still not finished. The investigator
should, whenever possible, include in his report specific recommendations aimed at eliminating the problems
through alternate designs, materials, processing, heat treating, or fabrication techniques. He should review these
recommendations with the designer, manufacturer, stress analyst, or other specialist so that these changes
produce the desired results and do not cause other problems. Potential problems in similar components should
be investigated so that corrective action includes the prevention of similar failures.
Conducting a Failure Examination
George F. Vander Voort, Buehler Ltd.

Failure Analysis Procedures

The basic steps to be followed and the range of techniques available for failure analysis are outlined
subsequently. Those steps requiring additional detail are expanded in subsequent sections. The basic steps listed
may not all pertain to each investigation, and the order of performing these steps varies somewhat, depending
on the nature of the investigation.
1. Assemble background data, including (a) all information pertaining to the failure; (b) the history of the
part, that is, processing and service; and (c) pertinent codes, specifications, and standards.
2. Perform visual examination of the failure area and adjacent areas to determine, photograph, and/or
schematically record: (a) origin of failure; (b) presence of stress concentrators; (c) presence of temper
color or scale on fracture faces; (d) orientation and magnitude of stresses; (e) failure mode and
mechanism; (f) direction of crack propagation and sequence of failure; (g) presence of contributing
imperfections; and (h) sizes and other physical data.
3. Perform fractographic examination.
4. Perform chemical analyses and compare results with specification or standards. Analyze any important
surface corrosion products, deposits, or coatings.
5. Determine mechanical properties and compare with specifications or standards.
6. Perform macroscopic examination to evaluate homogeneity, integrity, and quality.
7. Perform metallographic examination to evaluate microstructural features. Determine the deformation
direction of wrought products and its relationship to the applied and residual stresses.
8. Perform microhardness testing to measure case depths, evaluate cold working, determine quality of
weldments, and aid in identifying phases.
9. Perform high-magnification metallographic examination using the electron microscope to study phases
unresolvable with the light microscope.
10. Microprobe any critical abnormalities, such as inclusions and segregations, that are too small for bulk
analysis.
11. Use x-ray techniques to determine: (a) level of residual stress; and (b) the relative amounts of phases,
for example, austenite or retained austenite, ferrite, delta ferrite or martensite, sigma, and carbides in
steels.
12. Perform simulation tests to evaluate critical characteristics of the material (such as the stress-corrosion
cracking tendency in a particular environment), to determine the degree of embrittlement, or to confirm
the method of heat treatment or hardenability.
13. Summarize and analyze all pertinent data. Consult with experts when necessary.
14. Write the report and distribute it. The report should include recommendations to prevent future
problems or problems in similar existing equipment.
15. Follow up on these recommendations.
16. Preserve the evidence for the benefit of other examiners.
Assembling Background Data. The investigator must develop a complete case history of the component,
including details of the failure and information about the manufacturing history before he can intelligently
select those tests and procedures that are best used to analyze the failure. Important items to be determined
include:
Information about the failed component:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Location, name of item, identifying numbers, owner, user, manufacturer, and fabricator
Function of item
Service life at the time of failure
Rating of item, operating levels, normal and abnormal loads, frequency of loading, and environment
Materials used
Manufacturing and fabrication techniques used, including specifications and codes governing the
manufacturing, fabrication, inspection, and operation of the component
Normal stress orientation, operating temperature range, pressures, and speeds
Strength and toughness
Heat treatment, stress relief, or other thermal processing
Fabrication procedures, such as welding, adhesive joining, coatings, bolting, and riveting
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•

Inspection techniques and quality control reports during manufacturing; service and maintenance
records

Information about the failure:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Date and time of failure, temperature, and environment
Extent of damage, sequence of failure, and injuries
Stage of operation when failure occurred
Blueprints, photographs, or sketches of the failure and adjacent areas
Any service deviations that might have contributed to the failure
Opinions of operating personnel regarding the failure

The investigator should carefully study available blueprints and other graphic records to obtain a
comprehensive picture of the failed component. Such information is also helpful in evaluating stresses.
Whenever possible, the investigator should go to the location of the failure for first-hand examination, so that
he can select critical areas for examination. The investigator should get the failed component promptly—before
the structure and appearance of the material have changed because of handling, repair attempts, corrosion, or
other factors.
While developing the case history of the component, the investigator should become familiar with the
materials, the processing, and the fabrication techniques employed in manufacturing the component. Time spent
researching unknowns usually pays off during the investigation.
Obtaining background information was crucial in the investigation of a Loran tower that collapsed after about
289 days service. The tower was designed considering static loads only. A pin in one of the guy wires had
failed by fatigue, and fractographic analysis indicated that there were at least 250,000 stress cycles during the
growth of the fatigue crack from the origin to final rupture. Figure 1 shows examples of fatigue striations seen
on the pin surface. Figure 2 is a plot of the striations per micron versus distance.

Fig. 1 Examples of fatigue striations seen on the pin surface from the Loran tower failure

Fig. 2 Plot of striations per micron versus distance for a broken pin from the Loran
tower. The original investigator cut the origin out, so this plot begins at as close as it was
possible to get to the origin and extends to the final rupture. The plot was integrated
graphically, revealing at least 250,000 cycles during the growth of the fatigue crack.
However, analysis of the weather conditions during the life of the tower could account for less than 10% of the
cyclic loading, ignoring the number of cycles required to initiate the crack. Fortunately, a worker at the site had
observed, and recorded in his notebook, strange oscillating movements in the guy wire that broke (causing the
tower to collapse). He did not understand the nature of these oscillations, which looked like sine waves, but he
recorded their occurrence and the date and time. What he observed were Aeolian vibrations (named after
Aeolus, god of the winds) that can occur in guy wires when improperly tensioned and subject to winds of a
specific direction and speed. Aeolian vibrations accounted for the missing stress cycles.
Because the guy wires were very long (the tower was about 410 m, or 1350 ft, tall), they would have interfered
with the low-frequency Loran signal, so the wires were broken into smaller segments by placing a number of
porcelain insulators in the strand. Porcelain, however, has limited tensile strength but good compressive
strength, so the insulators must be loaded in compression with the complete strand loaded in tension.
The steel pin that broke was placed through the insulator to load it in compression. The pin was not properly
aligned, however, producing a bending moment. The pin was made of 1035 carbon steel about 51 mm (2 in.) in
diameter with a 63.5 mm (2.5 in.) diameter head. It was oil quenched and tempered, rough turned, pickled, and
hot dip galvanized. A tool steel slip ring was placed under the head between the pin and the insulator.
Misalignment caused the tool steel ring to make marks in the galvanized coating on one side where it was in
compression but not elsewhere, because there was no contact. The investigator for the plaintiff did not
understand the loading and did not know how to interpret these marks, so he documented their existence but
could not explain their origin. He was a metallurgist but did not consult with anyone with the right background
to help interpret these observations. This resulted in an incomplete and inadequate failure analysis.
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Visual Examination. Before proceeding to the visual examination, the failure analyst should ask whoever
reported the failure to protect the component from further damage. Sometimes important evidence will have
already been destroyed by rough handling or exposure to corrodents before the investigator sees the failure.
But, the protection process should not destroy evidence. The author has received, without forewarning, wooden
boxes containing broken pieces free to move within the box without any protective wrapping. This causes no
end of problems for the investigator and can make correct and complete analysis impossible.
Throughout the visual examination phase of the failure study, all significant information should be properly
recorded or photographed so that the information can be shown and described to all concerned parties. Color
photographs are occasionally required to show contaminants, scorch, and temper color. Every possible piece of
information should be squeezed out of the sample before any destructive testing is performed. Too frequently,
the investigator cuts up the component before performing adequate visual examination. Location and
orientation of any samples cut from the failed component should be carefully recorded. Care should be taken
during sectioning, grinding, polishing, and even handling to avoid creating artifacts that could lead to false
conclusions.
The investigator should preserve the fracture initiation area as it was at the time of failure. For example, any
band saw cutting, abrasive-wheel cutting, or burning should be done well away from the fracture initiation area.
The fracture face should not be touched by any liquid and should be kept dry and clean. If the part must be
shipped, it should be carefully packed so that the fracture face does not rub against other pieces and so that it
stays dry during transit. Because the original microstructure, mechanical properties, and fine fracture features
are altered by tempering, a very hard piece should not be tempered to facilitate saw cutting. Rather, abrasive
blade cutting or some other techniques should be used that will not alter the as-received condition. Burning
(i.e., oxyacetylene or plasma arc cutting), if used, should be done far enough away from the fracture so that the
heat does not alter the conditions.
If the fracture is severely altered by corrosion, fire, or rubbing, the failure analysis may be severely impaired.
Mild corrosion and dirt or grease can easily be removed to allow accurate macroscopic examination and
fractography. If the fracture is heated by fire or by tempering, the fine features may be destroyed, but the
macroscopic appearance may still be visible. Rubbing of the fracture face obliterates the fine features and, in
many instances, the macroscopic features. If fractography is to be performed, fracture faces should not be
remated, because this almost invariably disturbs the fine features and could make fractography impossible.
The author has encountered cases where the fracture face was destroyed, yet a valid failure analysis study could
be obtained. As an example, the author studied an Auto Train locomotive drive axle (Ref 2) that failed due to
overheating of the friction bearing. 3 The train was approaching a city, and no power was being applied from
the traction motor through the axle to the wheels, because they had to continuously reduce their speed as they
approached the city. Lubrication was lost to the friction bearing. It got hot, and the low-melting-point Babbitt
metal lining the bronze cylinder of the friction bearing melted and/or volatilized, so that the axle was rubbing
against the bronze cylinder. With time, the cylinder and the axle got hot enough to melt the bronze alloy and
transform the approximately eutectoidal carbon steel of the drive axle to austenite.

Fig. 3 Broken axles from two different Seaboard Coast Line locomotives that failed due
to overheated friction-bearing failures. The pictures show both axles that were used to
learn about the failure mode. The fracture faces of axle 2028 in the photo were damaged
badly while those of 1611 were not.
Because there was an applied tensile stress, liquid copper started to penetrate the austenite grain boundaries
(liquid metal embrittlement). Meanwhile, the axle lost much of its strength, and the partially cracked axle ended
its life as a hot torsion failure. In this case, rupture occurred about 17 miles before the train derailed. The
broken axle and friction bearing hung below the track and hit the ties, leaving marks that could be traced back
to the geographic origin of the rupture. As the train approached the city, no power was applied to the broken
axle, but it derailed when passing over a switching “frog,” because the broken axle, under the weight of the
traction motor, was hanging downward at the center, and the fracture faces hit the frog.
The plaintiff's expert was asked to look for copper penetration but did not understand the failure mechanism.
The axle was sectioned into nearly 60 pieces, and two were prepared metallographically (but very poorly) and
examined using energy-dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) with the scanning electron microscope (SEM). No
evidence of copper penetration was observed, so the expert claimed that the axle was defective, and the railroad
brought suit against the axle manufacturer.
Although it was obvious that the specimen preparation was very poor and that this would make detection of
copper by EDS more difficult, it was uncertain how critical this was. Further, having never seen such a failure
and knowing that the fracture surfaces were badly damaged due to banging into each other for 17 miles and also
from the impact with the frog, the defendant's (manufacturer's) analysts were concerned about not being able to
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determine the true cause of failure. The friction bearing was not preserved after the accident and was neither
examined nor documented.
The first step was to obtain examples of axles that failed due to overheating of friction bearings. Reference 2
documents the history of such failures. Two axles were obtained for study from the Seaboard Coast Line
railroad (Fig. 3). Axle 1611 had failed in a yard and had minimal damage to the fracture face, whereas the
other, number 2028, had failed on a passenger train and had extensive damage. Figure 4 shows a close up of the
damaged commutator side fracture face of axle 2028. Examination of the microstructure along the axle outer
diameter, from the fracture face moving along the portion under the friction bearing, revealed a vast partial
network of prior-austenite grains filled with the bronze alloy of the friction bearing (Fig. 5). This network
extended all along the surface that was in contact with the friction bearing to a depth of more than 25.4 mm (1
in.). The main rupture occurred in the part in the center of the friction bearing where the temperature was
highest. Stresses were not very high but were adequate for initiation of liquid metal embrittlement.

Fig. 4 Fracture surface at the commutator side of Seaboard Coast Line axle 2028

Fig. 5 Optical micrograph of copper penetration (liquid metal embrittlement) in the
broken axles. 300×
But, what could the analysts do about the expert's inability to see the copper in the axle in the lawsuit? A
specimen from each of the two axles studied was ground with 120-grit SiC paper and given to the analysts'
SEM operator. He was shown two color micrographs depicting the nature of the discontinuous grain-boundary

copper films in each specimen. He was asked to go through the preparation sequence, step by step, and examine
the specimens with EDS after each step, in order to see when he could detect the copper.
Three days later, he showed the author a SEM micrograph and x-ray dot scans for copper. However, he said
that he went all the way through the preparation sequence to a perfectly prepared condition (far better than done
by the plaintiff's expert) yet could not detect the copper. So, he went to the light microscope and immediately
saw the copper films, due to their natural yellowish color compared to the steel matrix. He scribed an area and
photographed it with the light microscope. He located the scribed area with the SEM, took the picture, and
made x-ray maps of copper.
This is a classic case of using the wrong instrument, because the SEM cannot detect the natural color of copper,
which was so obvious with the light microscope. Figure 6 shows the copper penetration in the Auto Train axle.
Copper and iron are atomic numbers 29 and 26, respectively, so there is little atomic number contrast between
them. Faulty preparation masks the copper, because it can be easily smeared. Even when well prepared, it
helped to know where the copper was located when doing x-ray maps. So, many thousands of dollars were
spent defending the company in this lawsuit, simply due to poor metallographic preparation and failure to use
the light microscope.

Fig. 6 Montage of the copper penetration in the Auto Train axle
Careful macroscopic examination is extremely important. Obviously, the origin or origins of failure must be
determined if any conclusive results are to be obtained. When properly interpreted, fracture features describe
the manner of loading, the level of the applied stress, the mechanism involved, and the relative ductility or
brittleness of the material. Fracture features frequently reveal other details, such as the presence of hardened
cases, apparent grain size, and internal imperfections. Presence of design-induced stress concentrators, material
imperfections, fabrication imperfections, or machining imperfections that serve to locate the failure should be
detected during visual examination. Techniques such as magnetic-particle inspection or dye-penetrant
inspection may be required to detect or bring out tight surface defects. Ultrasonic examination or radiography
may be required to detect and locate internal defects, so that they can be sectioned and examined.
Following is the usual sequence of operations in the examination of fractured components:
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1. Visually survey the entire component to obtain an overall understanding of the component. Where
needed, photograph all significant details.
2. Classify the failure, from a macroscopic viewpoint, as ductile, brittle, fatigue, torsion, and so on.
3. Determine the origin of failure by tracing the fracture back to its starting point or points.
4. Based on the fracture features and component configuration, estimate the manner of loading (tension,
compression, bending, etc.), the relative stress level (high, medium, or low), and the stress orientation.
5. If high-magnification examination is required, use fractographic techniques to determine the fracture
mode (transgranular or intergranular) and to detect other characteristic features associated with the
fracture. Fractography can also be used to confirm the fracture mechanism by observation of the various
dimple types, facets, striations, river marks, and so on. In a similar manner, the behavior of the material
under the environmental and stress conditions can be evaluated.
Macroscopic examination of discs cut from the failed component at random locations or at failure-initiation
sites can often be extremely helpful. Such examination after macroetching (per ASTM E 381) enables the
investigator to evaluate or observe the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Internal quality
Hydrogen flakes
Segregation
Surface cases
Hard or soft spots
Depth of hardness penetration
Flow lines
Weld structure

Grinding scorch, bruises, and other surface damage can be brought out by macroetching the surface of the
failed component. Special print techniques (such as sulfur, oxide, lead, and phosphorus prints) are useful for
revealing the distribution of these elements in the examined section.
Not all failures involve fractures. For example, many failures occur as a result of an excessively high wear or
corrosion rate. Such failures can be quite difficult to analyze, because the deficient metal is no longer present.
Then, the study must be based on properties of the remaining material. However, it should be borne in mind
that this material is not always representative of the missing material.
Wear and corrosion failures are difficult to analyze, because many factors, some of which may not be obvious,
influence these problems. Wear failures, which can be broadly classified as adhesive or abrasive wear, are
complex problems. The wear rate depends on many factors: the material used (both contact surfaces), load,
temperature, sliding velocity, surface finish, and manner of lubrication, if any. Identification of the type of wear
problem through visual examination is a very important first step in the failure examination.
Many corrosion failures do not involve fracture. For example, a common end result of a corrosion failure is
leakage. Several different mechanisms may initiate leakage failures—for example, galvanic corrosion, crevice
corrosion, pitting, and selective leaching. General corrosion may cause excessive weight loss that weakens a
component until it deforms or cracks under load. Other types of corrosion mechanisms (such as intergranular
corrosion, stress-corrosion cracking, corrosion fatigue, and caustic embrittlement) are generally associated with
corrosion failures involving fractures. At any rate, not only careful visual examination but also other tests
described later are necessary to determine the corrosion mechanism responsible for the failure.
Whenever subsequent tests are called for, visual examination remains the cornerstone of any failure
examination.
Microfractography. Macroscopic fracture examination may be insufficient to properly evaluate fracture modes.
Stress-corrosion cracking and fractures involving corrosion cannot be conclusively identified by macroscopic
examination. Abnormalities on the fracture face may complicate macroscopic examination. Therefore,
microfractographic examination of failed components is often a necessity.
Examination with the electron microscope or the SEM is, in some instances, the only effective way of defining
the fracture mode and mechanism. The optical microscope does not possess sufficient depth of field to be
entirely adequate for high-magnification examination of rough surfaces. The SEM permits much simpler

specimen preparation and eliminates artifacts. Furthermore, when the SEM is outfitted with energy-dispersive
analysis capability, it provides the ability to analyze inclusions or corrodents observed on the fracture face.
A more recently developed tool is the scanning Auger microprobe, which is capable of analyzing surfaces on an
atomic scale. This tool is very useful in analyzing surface films and in detecting impurity segregation that
causes temper embrittlement.
Microfractography makes it possible to study the rate of progress of the fracture and to characterize the ductility
or brittleness of the material; the fracture mechanism can usually be easily discerned. Quantitative descriptions
of the fracture history can also be made. Microfractography is a very powerful tool; its application is frequently
critical to the success of the failure examination.
In the case of the fractured pin in the Loran tower guy wire, microfractography was a key factor in the analysis.
Only static stresses were considered in the design of the tower. The fracture revealed a well-developed fatigue
fracture with classic “beach” marks. Measurement of the striations on the fatigue fracture, from initiation to
final rupture, permitted an estimate to be made of the number of critical stress cycles during crack propagation
(but not prior to initiation). This showed that static loading alone could not account for the failure, and an
alternate source of cyclic loading—the Aeolian vibrations—was needed to explain the failure.
The analyst should realize that the lack of such sophisticated electron instruments does not mean that good
failure analysis work cannot be performed. It is still possible, because good work was accomplished prior to the
development of these instruments, but the investigator must be more resourceful. Fractures can be studied by
light microscopy, either by direct examination of the fracture face or by the use of metallographic sections at
the fracture origin. This latter technique should still be used, regardless of what electron tools are available,
because it identifies possible microstructural problems associated with crack initiation and propagation.
Figure 7 illustrates the use of the light microscope to examine an intergranular fracture and compares it to SEM
examination. The much greater depth of focus of the SEM is apparent, but one can still tell that the fracture is
intergranular in the light micrographs. Figure 8 shows an additional example where a brittle fracture was
examined using three direct approaches and three indirect approaches. All of these methods are useful and
informative. It is still necessary to use replication in situations where a fracture cannot be sectioned so that it
can be examined within the SEM chamber.
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Fig. 7 Comparison of light microscope (top row) and scanning electron microscope
(bottom row) fractographs showing the intergranular fracture appearance of an
experimental nickel-base precipitation-hardenable alloy rising-load test specimen that
was tested in pure water at 95 °C (200 °F). All shown at 50×. (a) Bright-field image. (b)
Dark-field image. (c) Secondary-electron image. (d) Backscattered-electron image

Fig. 8 Examples of three direct (a to c) and three replication (d to f) procedures for
examination of a cleavage fracture in a low-carbon martensitic steel. (a) Light microscope
cross section with nickel plating at top. (b) Direct light fractograph. (c) Direct scanning
electron microscopy fractograph. (d) Light fractograph of replica. (e) Scanning electron
microscopy fractograph of replica. (f) Transmission electron microscopy fractograph of
replica
Figure 9 illustrates vertical metallographic sections through ductile and brittle fractures that were preserved by
electroless nickel plating. It is clear that the cleavage cracks in the brittle specimen are crystallographic. Note
the small microvoids that form around precipitates just behind the fracture path. These have sometimes been
claimed erroneously to be preexisting voids.

Fig. 9 Brittle (a) and ductile (b) crack paths in fractured low alloy steel specimens (both
electroless nickel-plated for edge preservation and etched with 2% nital).
Chemical Analysis. A failed component should be chemically analyzed to determine whether the grade is
indeed as claimed, because mixes occasionally occur at the mill, in the warehouse, or at the fabrication or
manufacturing shop. A small percentage of all failures are caused by grade mixes.
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In addition to analyzing the bulk composition of the material to verify the grade, the investigator may need to
analyze surface contaminants by techniques such as x-ray diffraction and wet analytical procedures. The SEM
and the electron microprobe may also be used. The reader is directed to Materials Characterization, Volume 10
of ASM Handbook, for more details, because a discussion of the factors governing the choice of a particular
analytical technique for a given study is outside the scope of this article.
Determination of Materials Properties. Once the loads that had been applied to the failed component are known,
either through estimation or from records, properties of the materials must be evaluated to determine whether
the material was capable of withstanding these loads. A good case history often provides information such as
whether the service load conditions were within those permitted by the materials specifications and design
considerations.
In nearly all complex failure examinations, the investigator should determine the hardness and mechanical
properties of the subject material and any other properties that relate to failure mechanisms, such as the
toughness, endurance limit, creep strength, or stress-corrosion cracking tendency. Many test procedures have
been developed to characterize the properties of materials, and the investigator should refer to appropriate
materials specifications, property databases, and handbooks. The measured properties are to be compared to the
specifications and to typical property data for the grade to reveal any abnormality such as might result from
improper processing or from embrittlement reactions.
Metallographic Examination. Metallographic evaluation is also extremely important in determining the cause of
failure. Contributing factors are frequently observable only through metallographic examination; hence,
metallographic examination should always be performed.
Microscopic examination enables the investigator to evaluate the microstructural features of the failed
component. The microstructure exerts a strong influence on the properties of the material and their behavior
during service. Frequently, this examination can pinpoint errors made during processing, heat treatment, surface
treatments, casting, and welding. Microstructural evaluation is very helpful in determining what processing
methods and treatments were actually performed on the component, or whether scheduled processing steps
were accidentally omitted or incorrectly performed. Microhardness testing can also be an important aid; it can
be used to evaluate surface phenomena, aid in identifying microstructures, evaluate local cold working, test
very thin materials, or evaluate weldments.
Electron Microscopy. The transmission electron microscope (TEM) enables the metallographer to examine fine
features of the microstructure that are not resolvable with the light microscope. Thus, it is frequently used to
determine pearlite interlamellar spacing or interparticle spacing, or examine the fine strengthening precipitates
or dislocation substructure. The convergent-beam electron diffraction (CBED) technique can be used to identify
precipitates. Interfacial relationships between the matrix and precipitate phases can also be determined.
Precipitation reactions can be studied, and the extent of recovery, recrystallization, or grain growth can be
evaluated. In fact, the study of such features as dislocation density or radiation damage requires the electron
microscope. Microfractography can be performed using replicas, even though SEM examination is more
convenient. There are times when the specimen cannot be cut, but replicas can be made and analyzed by TEM.
Debris on the fracture, or corrosion deposits, can be stripped from the component by the replication method and
identified using EDS or CBED methods.
Electron microprobe analysis is often required to identify unknown features observed during light
microscopical examination. It is very useful in identifying complex inclusions, scale, surface layers, coatings,
concentration gradients, phases, precipitates, and segregates. Minimum detectable limits are better and
quantification is more precise by wavelength-dispersive analysis (WDS) than by EDS. Energy-dispersive
analysis is faster, although WDS analysis has made substantial improvements in operational speed. Historically,
microprobe analysis has been restricted to flat, polished specimens, and quantification is still best with flat
specimens. However, curved surfaces can now be analyzed, at least semiquantitatively, using horizontal
spectrometers.
X-Ray Techniques. A number of x-ray techniques are available for failure analysis. With the Debye-Scherrer
camera, one can identify corrosion products and phases in refractories and minerals. The diffractometer can be
applied to either qualitative or quantitative chemical analysis by indexing with the Hanawalt method or by
using fluorescence analysis. Orientation of the matrix and precipitate phases can also be determined. Surface
deposits can be analyzed by the reflection method or by diffraction. Chemically extracted second-phase
particles can be identified by diffraction. The diffractometer is used to make residual stress measurements and
to determine the amount of cold work during processes such as skin passing of sheet metal. Deformation

textures can be determined using inverse or full pole figures. With the direct-comparison method, the
diffractometer can be used to determine the amount of phases present, such as retained austenite in heat treated
steels or ferrite in austenitic steels.
Simulations. Occasionally, the investigator must simulate the environmental conditions encountered during
service to ascertain suitability of the material to environmental conditions and to determine the effect of prior
heat treatment or other processing on the service performance of the material. For example, improper heat
treatment may render the material susceptible to certain types of attack. Simulation of the heat treatment as
reported in the case history is valuable for both confirmation purposes as well as for further testing, particularly
on a comparison basis (e.g., comparison of the toughness of the failed material as received and after various
experimental heat treatments). Certain types of simulation tests require accelerated testing to obtain the desired
information in a reasonable length of time. Interpretation of accelerated test data must be done with care.
When feasible, examination of similar components that did not fail in service can be most helpful in evaluating
the significance of anomalies observed during the study. Simulations may also be performed on the acceptable
part, and results are compared to similar test data on the failed component.
Analyzing the Data. While performing the analysis, the investigator should cross-check each of his observations
against the history of the part and note any contradictions. It is frequently just such contradictions that reveal a
possible cause of failure. In evaluating these factors and assessing their significance, the investigator should
draw not only on his experience but also on pertinent disciplines other than his own special field.
After completion of the previously mentioned procedures, the metallurgist is ready to interpret and summarize
the facts that have been gathered. The absence of certain features is often as important as the presence of these
factors. Most failures are caused by more than one factor, although frequently one factor may predominate.
Again, the metallurgist should make use of his own knowledge and experience as well as that of others in
establishing and rating the importance of these factors. Occasionally, given the nature of the data or the
theoretical state of knowledge about the particular causative mechanisms involved, the final conclusion may
simply be a matter of the investigator's best judgment as to the most important factor and should be so stated in
the report.
Examination of the failure and a study of the various conditions pertaining to the design, operation, and
environment should raise certain questions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What was the sequence of the failure? The speed? The path?
Were there one or more initiation sites?
Did the failure initiate at or below the surface?
Was the failure located by a stress concentrator?
How long was the crack present?
What was the intensity of the load?
Was the loading static, cyclic, or intermittent?
How were the stresses oriented?
What was the failure mechanism?
What was the approximate temperature at the time of failure?
Was the temperature important?
Was wear a factor?
Was corrosion a factor? What type of attack?
Was the proper material used? Is a better material required?
Was the cross section sufficient?
Was the material quality acceptable for the grade and specifications?
Was the component properly heat treated?
Was the component properly fabricated?
Was the component properly assembled, aligned, and so on?
Was the component repaired during service? Properly?
Was the component properly maintained? Lubricated?
Was the failure caused by a service abuse?
Can the design be improved to prevent similar failures?
Are failures likely in other similar pieces of equipment or units?
What can be done to prevent failures in them?
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In combination, the various types of investigations previously listed will, in most instances, enable the
metallurgist to answer most of these questions. Because the cause or causes of failure cannot always be
determined with certainty, no matter what the investigator tries, he should state what he considers to be the
most probable causes or factors, together with the other legitimate possibilities. In any event, it should be made
clear which findings are based on demonstrated facts and which conclusions are of a more conjectural nature.
Preparing the Report. The report analyzing the failure should be written in a clear, concise, logical manner. It
should be clearly structured, with sections covering the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Description of the failed item
Conditions at the time of failure
Background history important to the failure
Mechanical and metallurgical study of the failure
Evaluation of the quality of the material
Discussion of any anomalies
Discussion of the mechanism or possible mechanisms that caused the failure
Recommendations for the prevention of future failures or for action to be taken with similar pieces of
equipment

Extraneous data should be omitted, and, depending on the nature of the problem and the data, not every report
needs full treatments for every one of the sections listed previously. Many times, the readership may include
purchasing, operating, or accounting personnel who are not technically trained. If this is the situation, the report
should be written so that it is comprehensible to these persons. At least, those sections of the report that bear on
their decision-making or information needs should be written in language that is accessible to them. Frequently,
a cover letter summarizing the most important findings and the suggested action is a good vehicle for reaching
top executives who are not as interested in the technical specifics but need key findings and recommendations
as a basis for decision making.
Follow-up on the recommendations is frequently a difficult task but should be undertaken for the more critical
failures. Cooperation between the investigator, the designer, the manufacturer, and the user is critical in
developing good, workable changes.
Preservation of Evidence. Due to the rise in the number of litigations and the strict implementation of court
laws, it is a necessity to properly preserve evidence. In the past, it has been standard practice for an injured
party to hire an expert to perform a failure study to determine if there are grounds for a lawsuit. If so, the
experts for those sued may obtain, with the permission of the court, the specimens involved in the suit for their
examination. This examination is always much more restrictive than that of the plaintiff's expert, who basically
had free rein to do what he pleased. The defendant's experts must get permission even to repolish a cross
section that has degraded since it was prepared. The defendant's experts can be quite hampered by the work
done by the plaintiff's expert. Anyone involved in failure analysis has a catalog of horror stories regarding
preservation of evidence.
The author has seen all extremes in specimen preservation. In the Loran tower failure, the U.S. Coast Guard
waited 13 years before it brought suit. However, their expert did a fine job of preserving the evidence so that
the fatigue fracture surface could be replicated and striations measured 13 years after he examined it. On the
other hand, in the train wreck, the two specimens that the plaintiff's expert examined with the SEM were lost
and not available for examination by the defendant's analysts. Further, the remaining 57 pieces of the broken
wheel set (the axle broke into two pieces and the plaintiff's expert cut up the axle, producing 59 separate pieces)
were stored outside in the moist Florida climate and were covered by a heavy layer of rust when the analysts
obtained them. The plaintiff's expert had only a crude sketch showing how the 59 pieces related to the original
two axle portions. After cleaning off the rust, the analysts were allowed to reprepare the original polished
surfaces of six specimens. Fortunately, that was more than enough to reveal the copper grain-boundary
penetration in the specimens.
Clearly, the expert for the railroad did a very poor job and under today's court laws would be liable for a
counter suit (Ref 3). This type of mishandling of material in a litigation is grounds for dismissal of a case,
because it could make it impossible for the defendant to prepare a defense. Fortunately, the analysts could work
around these problems, but this may not always be the case.

This brings up a second issue that has emerged with the rise in product liability suits: the chain of evidence. It
has been seen how this is important in criminal cases where the police sometimes have lost evidence, and then
it cannot be admitted into the case. The same situation now applies to product liability cases. The investigator
must fully document every step of the examination and keep records of everything done to the parts. The old
freewheeling days of yesteryear are gone. With the creation of ASTM standards (Ref 3) covering the handling
of evidence and the examination of accident scenes, one must faithfully document every step taken. To do so,
the analyst must rely heavily on photography (digital imaging is being used more and more) and record
keeping.
The ideal failure investigation is one where all parties have the opportunity to witness the examination and
contribute to its planning and execution. If such a practice were used exclusively, the product liability caseload
would drop dramatically. Further, everyone would benefit, because the actual cause of the failure would be
determined more frequently, and its recognition would have more influence on preventing future failures.
Follow-Up on Recommendations. Most analysts feel that the work has been completed when the report has
been written, that it is the job of other people to carry out the recommendations and determine their value.
Certainly, other individuals will be involved in this work, but the analyst should check periodically to determine
if the recommendations were implemented and if they were successful. If they were not implemented, the
analyst should determine why they were not. There may be good reasons why they were not implemented, but a
suitable alternative solution should be developed.
The author has been involved in several cases where follow-up was necessary. The first involved precipitator
wires in a wet scrubbing system at a basic oxygen furnace (BOF) shop. There were six sets of wet scrubbing
systems, and each had four zones. The data on the wire failure frequency are presented in Table 1. Basically,
wires were hung from porcelain insulators between plates, and a charge was placed across plates and wires. The
first zone of each scrubber used barbed wire, and the other three zones used cold-drawn 1008 carbon steel wire.
Each was about 3 mm (0.12 in.) in diameter by about 5 m (16 ft) in length and was held taunt with a 7 kg (15
lb) bottle-shaped weight on the bottom end. The air from the BOF vessels was cooled with water and directed
through the scrubbers to remove the particulate matter, which collected on the plates. Most of this debris would
fall to the floor beneath the plates and be removed, but some adhered to the plates. So, the assembly was shaken
periodically.

Table 1 Number of wire failures in Bethlehem basic oxygen furnace precipitators
Stage Number of failures at indicated precipitator(a)
Current, 11
12 21 22 31
32
No.
mA
1
750
3
0
3
1
1
1
2
1000
16
4
10 8
10
11
3
1500
33
24 15 15 45 (27) 22
4
1500
66 (8) 15 3
9
8
3
(a) Numbers in parentheses are the number of stainless steel wires that have failed in these two selections since
they were rewired late in September 1973. All other numbers refer to carbon steel wire failures. Barbed wire is
used in the first stage of each precipitator (greater clearance is available).
After a year of operation, a high frequency of wire breakage was observed in two of the 18 zones strung with
1008 wire. The breakage occurred at the top of each wire where it was bent around the insulator. The short free
end was held fast against the long end by a ferrule of type 430 stainless steel to form the loop that was placed
on the insulator. Figure 10 shows the initial design of the loop on the top end of the precipitator wires. On the
left are two loops, one with the 430 stainless steel ferrule removed. On the right of the figure is the broken wire
inside the ferrule on the bottom side. Breakage occurred on the long end (5 m, or 16 ft, long with the bottle
weight at the bottom) where it emerged from the ferrule.
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Fig. 10 Initial design of the loop on the top end of the precipitator wires. On the left are
two loops, one with the 430 stainless steel ferrule removed. On the right is the broken wire
inside the ferrule. 9×
The plant metallurgist diagnosed the failure as corrosion fatigue and recommended that the two zones with high
wire breakage be restrung with type 304 austenitic stainless steel wires of the same diameter. Because the
carbon steel wire was cold drawn, the austenitic stainless steel wire was ordered cold drawn. The method of
attaching the wire around the insulator was changed. A tube of 304 stainless steel with an inner diameter
slightly greater than the wire, measuring about 610 mm (24 in.) long, was bent to form a loop at one end that
would fit over the insulator. The wire was placed into the hollow tube at the opposite end, and the tube was
crimped in two places to hold the wire inside the tube. Figure 11 shows the original design of the loop (upper
left), the new design with 304 stainless steel wire protruding from the tube (upper right), and an example of the
new design: a 304 stainless steel tube with 304 stainless steel wire protruding (bottom).

Fig. 11 The picture in the upper left shows the original design of the loop. On the right is
the new design, with 304 stainless steel wire protruding from the tube. On the bottom is

an example of the new design: a 304 stainless steel tube with 304 stainless steel wire
protruding.
These new 304 stainless steel wires began to fail one week after installation. An example of the failed new
design is shown in Fig. 12. A more-expensive material was substituted for a less-expensive material, and the
time to first failure went from about seven months to seven days. Clearly, something was missed in making this
recommendation. The metallurgist had not realized that austenitic grades, such as 304, are susceptible to
chloride-ion stress-corrosion cracking. The operating conditions for the precipitator wires were perfect for
stress-corrosion cracking. The water used to cool the hot BOF gases came from the nearby river and had been
treated with chlorine to prevent algae formation as it went through the piping system. The wires were heated to
about 150 °C (300 °F) by the BOF gases, and residual stress was present at the notch at the end of the hanger.

Fig. 12 An example of the failed new design for the precipitator wires. 5.5×
The author recommended using ferritic stainless steel, which is immune to chloride-ion stress-corrosion
cracking, and also changed the wire diameter slightly, because its natural frequency was a multiple of the
vibration frequency. No more failures of this type were observed over the next 20 years (until the shop was
closed).
A colleague had a failure study of gas turbine blades that were failing by corrosion-assisted high-cycle fatigue.
There were three gas turbines (one as a backup) used to drive air into each of two blast furnaces. A blade failure
would cause substantial damage to the blades in the stages behind it. If two turbines were down for repair, one
blast furnace could not be used, which would produce an enormous daily loss in steelmaking capacity and
revenue. The fatigue failures started at pits caused by corrosion. The nearby coke ovens affected the air quality
going through the turbines, causing the pitting. Stress analysis revealed that the blades were stressed in every
cycle, and that the turbines operated above 3000 rpm.
First, the colleague optimized the heat treatment of the type 410 stainless steel used for the blades. This
improved their life but did not solve the problem. Next, he chose a coating system that provided protection from
the atmosphere; however, the coating had a finite life. So, an inspection procedure was implemented where the
blades were inspected at regular intervals and recoated as needed. This prevented future failures, without major
cost or redesign, but it did require regular follow-up to maintain the coatings and prevent subsequent failures.
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Conclusions
Performing failure analyses is an exceptionally challenging and exciting job. The investigator must have a
sound background in the areas that are central to his testing and analytical work and must also be
knowledgeable enough to know when to call on other fields of specialization that interface with his work. New
problems are always encountered that tax the ingenuity of the investigator, and they will sharpen and expand
his skills, if he is willing to go on learning. By the same token, analysis of failures by many investigators in the
ferrous and nonferrous metal industries here and abroad has, over the years, expanded the practical knowledge
for processing and product developments and also contributed to basic scientific insights.
Those who frequently conduct failure examinations agree on several main points. Most failures could easily be
prevented if certain well-documented precautions are taken. Many failures occur as a result of fatigue, and one
or more of the following may play a decisive role: original design deficiencies, material inadequacies,
machining or fabrication imperfections, abuse or neglect, improper maintenance, improper repairs, and
metallurgical factors such as decarburization. Heat treatment irregularities are another major contributing factor
in failures.
Conducting a Failure Examination
George F. Vander Voort, Buehler Ltd.
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Determination and Classification of Damage
Aaron Tanzer, Siemens Westinghouse

Introduction
THE PRINCIPAL TASK of a failure analyst during a physical cause investigation is to identify the sequence of
events involved in the failure. Technical skills and tools are required for such identification, but the analyst also
needs a mental organizational framework that helps evaluate the significance of observations. Like the basic
process of the scientific method, failure analysis is an iterative process of narrowing down the possible
explanations for failure by eliminating those explanations that do not fit the observations. The basic steps are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Collect data
Identify damage modes present
Identify possible damage mechanisms
Test to identify actual mechanisms that occurred
Identify which mechanism is primary and which is/are secondary
Identify possible root causes
Test to determine actual root cause
Evaluate and implement corrective actions

Generally, a failure analyst will start with a broad range of possible explanations but over time will narrow and
refine the existing possibilities. Often, a likely theory develops during the course of the investigation. This can
be helpful, but only if the investigator does not let the theory influence his or her objectivity. Instead, such a
theory has to be tested against the facts of the investigation like any other possibility.
The failure analyst must repeatedly ask the following questions as an investigation develops possible
explanation(s) for actual events:
•
•
•
•

What characteristics are present in the failed/damaged component?
What characteristics are present or expected in an undamaged component?
What are the possible explanations that would account for the differences between damaged and
undamaged components?
What test(s) can be performed to confirm or eliminate possible explanations and refine knowledge about
the observed damage?

Asking questions, much like the Socratic method in philosophy, is an essential part of failure analysis, because
a recipe approach (i.e., following a prescribed set of procedures and examples in a step-by-step fashion) often is
not sufficient. A recipe (even the prescribed recipe of repeated questioning) does not necessarily answer the
questions, “Why did this happen?” and “How did this happen?” The key is understanding the meaning of the
observations and the hows and whys of their existence and role in a failure.
The investigator needs to understand the potential ways a component could be damaged, the clues that would
differentiate between these different scenarios, and the physical meaning each of these clues would have.
Comparison of observations with characteristics of expected damage and mechanisms will enable the analyst to
narrow down the possible failure explanations and understand the meaning of the observations made.
Limiting conditions that refine the scope of explanations for observed damage can be defined by using the
following two rules of thumb:
•
•

The Sherlock Holmes Rule: When you have eliminated the impossible, whatever remains, however
improbable, must be the truth (Ref 1).
Occam's Razor: When two or more explanations exist for a sequence of events, the simple explanation
will more likely be the correct one (Ref 2).
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The Sherlock Holmes Rule is useful in keeping open possible explanations for failure that might otherwise get
eliminated because they are improbable. Conversely, work in failure investigations is often performed to prove
theories already found to be impossible, resulting in misdirected resources that could have been applied to
testing valid explanations. Occam's Razor is a useful rule because the analyst often determines two or more
possible explanations for the events that occurred. Sometimes there is no available way to verify the correct
explanation, and other times it is impractical to apply the necessary resources for such a test. Occam's Razor
applies order by selecting the simplest explanation for what is being observed.
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Determination and Classification of Damage
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Characterization and Identification of Damage and Damage Mechanisms
The ultimate goals in failure investigations are to determine root cause(s) of the failure and corrective actions
that could be taken to prevent future failures. Classifying and identifying the damage observed in the failure is
required to achieve these goals.
Two of the critical goals in a failure investigation are to identify both the damage mechanism(s) and damage
mode(s) that are present. (The terms damage mode and failure mode can be used interchangeably, as can
damage mechanism and failure mechanism.) Damage mechanisms are a key component in categorizing damage
and failures. The definitions are:
damage mode.
Description of the physical characteristics of damage observed. For example, intergranular fracture,
buckling, transgranular beachmarks, and pits can all be thought of as damage modes. Damage mode
describes what damage is present.
damage mechanism.
The specific series of events that describe both how the damage was incurred and the resulting
consequences. Examples of damage mechanisms include high-temperature creep, hydrogen
embrittlement, stress-corrosion cracking, and sulfidation. Damage mechanism describes how damage
came to be present.
Much confusion has occurred because of the tendency of engineers to use the terms mechanism and mode
interchangeably; in doing so, it is unclear that two distinct characteristics need to be assessed. Sometimes this
occurs because, within a given system, the same wording is used to describe both the failure mode and
mechanism. For example, pitting describes a damage mode because the surface of a material is pitted. In certain
systems, pitting is also a possible damage mechanism. In boiler tubing, for example, a pitting damage
mechanism describes a specific localized corrosion mechanism where pits form through dissolution of metal
either from low pH or high oxygen conditions. The metal under the pit surfaces is unaffected (Ref 3). In this
system pitting is a specific damage mechanism, but many other damage mechanisms also result in a pitting
damage mode in boiler tubing, including hydrogen damage, phosphate corrosion, and caustic gouging.
It is helpful to be as specific as possible in differentiating damage mechanisms in a system. For example,
fatigue is often identified as both a damage mode and a damage mechanism. A fatigue damage mode is the
observable damage that occurs under fatigue loading cycles (e.g., the presence of beachmarks). Classifying
fatigue as a damage mechanism is not necessarily complete because it does not point to the specific
environment that results in a fatigue damage mode. Instead, specific mechanisms that can result in a fatigue
damage mode have to be examined. Examples include corrosion fatigue, thermomechanical fatigue, creepfatigue interaction, and mechanical fatigue.

Determination of damage mechanisms starts by characterizing the component(s) being examined. It is
impossible to know what is different about a failure without first understanding what is expected from unfailed
components. In general, the analyst should get as much information as possible about a part and its background
during the course of an investigation. Some key questions worth evaluating include:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

What was the part supposed to do? How was it supposed to work?
How was the part made? What processes were involved in its manufacture (e.g., forming, joining, and
heat treatment)? What properties were expected at the time of manufacture?
What were the specified dimensions and tolerances for the as-manufactured part?
How was the part installed?
To what service environment(s) was the part exposed? Typical environments to examine include
operating temperatures, stresses (steady state or slowly rising and cyclic), oxidizing/corrosive
environments, and wear environments. What properties were required during service? How were
properties expected to change from service exposure?
How was the part inspected during service intervals? What information was found during these
inspections?
What material characteristics were specified for the part (e.g., composition, strength, hardness, impact,
and stress-rupture properties)? What specifications, industry standards, and contracts govern these
properties?
What were the various ways the part could fail?

The last item is a key question to repeatedly ask throughout a failure investigation. The list of various damage
mechanisms by which a part can fail can be narrowed down through application of the Sherlock Holmes Rule
because the characteristics observed will be inconsistent with the characteristics of some damage mechanisms.
Consider, for example, cracking observed in the trailing edges of several service-run gas turbine blades made
from cast IN 738 nickel-base superalloy (Fig. 1). When one of the cracks was broken open and examined in a
scanning electron microscope (SEM), fractographic examination revealed an intergranular crack surface at the
trailing edge (Fig. 2). Comparison with an atlas of fracture features taken from earlier mechanical test
specimens eliminated high-cycle fatigue (HCF) as the failure mechanism, because HCF cracking exhibits
transgranular fracture features. The fracture features appeared to be consistent with both creep and low-cycle
fatigue (LCF) failure mechanisms. Metallographic sectioning through the fracture at this location, however,
exhibited none of the features associated with high-temperature creep damage, such as fissures and void
coalescence at grain boundaries (Fig. 3). This eliminated high-temperature creep as a potential failure
mechanism. The examination, through the process of elimination, determined crack initiation had occurred by
LCF.
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Fig. 1 Crack (arrow) observed in trailing edge near platform of service-run gas turbine
blade

Fig. 2 Resulting fracture surface when gas turbine blade trailing edge crack is broken
open in laboratory.

Fig. 3 Metallographic cross section through fracture surface shown in Fig. 2. Lack of
fissures and voids indicates cracking was not caused by a creep damage mechanism. 15×
The relationship between specified materials properties, materials composition and microstructure, and the
actual failure is frequently misunderstood. Sometimes, a part will be found to be out-of-spec in some way that
tempts the analyst to attribute the failure to that deviation. This situation is commonly found in boiler tube
failure investigations. Occasionally, composition of one specified element in a boiler tube deviates slightly from
requirements. Yet, such minor compositional deviations have never been found to cause, or even contribute to,
the observed failures. (Composition, however, may be indicative of root cause of failure when the tube is found
to be made from a completely different alloy than that specified.)
Another way in which materials properties evaluation results are misapplied concerns a tendency to assume a
problem is not material related because the material meets specified properties. Critical properties such as
fracture toughness or corrosion resistance may never have been specified in a purchase agreement between
vendor and buyer. While subsequent failure may have occurred because these properties were deficient in
relation to the applied installation and/or service environments, the material was nevertheless considered inspec. The failure analyst must, in such instances, evaluate whether the material as-specified was lacking in
necessary properties and aid in application of corrective actions.
It is helpful to compare characteristics of the damaged component with those of unfailed components. If the
analyst is unfamiliar with typical new and service-run components, then evaluation may include examination of
such parts to isolate characteristics related to damage. However, unfailed components often are not available for
examination. Review of processing, installation, and service environments can aid in understanding what
properties should be typical. It is also very useful to examine the failed component in undamaged areas. For
example, turbine blade roots in steam turbines are not exposed to service environment steam and temperature as
airfoils are. Comparison of properties between the root and airfoil can provide useful information about service
degradation of the exposed airfoils and identify damage characteristics.
One of the most important clues in identifying damage mechanisms lies in characterizing damage modes. Table
1 shows identifying characteristics for classifying six fracture and crack modes. As with other characterization
techniques, identification of fracture damage mode helps narrow down the list of possible failure mechanisms
and rank the possibility of those remaining. Components susceptible to progressive failure modes can often be
identified and replaced or repaired prior to failure through preventative maintenance programs. For example,
critical steam piping systems are now inspected at regular intervals for creep damage in the heat-affected zones
of longitudinal seam welds using replication to look for void formation and cracks at grain boundaries, an early
indication of impending creep failure. General observation, nondestructive evaluation (NDE) techniques (such
as penetrant testing, boroscopic examination, ultrasonic testing, and radiographic techniques), and field
metallography (including replication and sample removal) can identify if characteristics associated with failures
are present. These techniques are discussed in detail in the Section “Tools and Techniques in Failure Analysis”
in this Volume.
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Table 1 Damage mode identification chart
Method
Visual, 1 to
50× (fracture
surface)

Scanning
electron
microscopy, 20
to 10,000×
(fracture
surface)

Instantaneous failure mode(a)
Ductile overload
Brittle overload
• Necking or
• Little or no
distortion in
distortion
direction
• Flat fracture
consistent
• Bright or
with applied
coarse
loads
texture,
• Dull, fibrous
crystalline,
fracture
grainy
• Shear lips
• Rays or
chevrons
point to
origin

•

•

•

Microvoids
(dimples)
elongated in
direction of
loading
Single crack
with no
branching
Surface slip
band
emergence

•

•

Cleavage or
intergranular
fracture
Origin area
may contain
an
imperfection
or stress
concentrator.

Progressive failure mode(b)
Fatigue
Corrosion
• Flat
• General
progressive
wastage,
zone with
roughening,
beach marks
pitting, or
• Overload
trenching
zone
• Stressconsistent
corrosion
with applied
and
loading
hydrogen
direction
damage
• Ratchet
may create
marks where
multiple
origins join
cracks that
appear
brittle.

•

•

Progressive
zone: worn
appearance,
flat, may
show
striations at
magnificatio
ns above
500×
Overload
zone: may
be either
ductile or
brittle

•

•

Path of
penetration
may be
irregular,
intergranula
r, or a
selective
phase
attacked.
EDS(c) may
help
identify
corrodent.

Creep

Wear
•

•

•

•

•

•

Gouging,
abrasion,
polishing,
or erosion
Galling or
storing in
direction of
motion
Roughened
areas with
compacted
powdered
debris
(fretting)
Smooth
gradual
transitions
in wastage

•

Wear debris
and/or
abrasive can
be
characterize
d as to
morphology
and
composition
.
Rolling
contact
fatigue
appears like
wear in

•

•

•

•

Multiple brittle
appearing
fissures
External surface
and internal
fissures contain
reaction scale
coatings.
Fracture after
limited
dimensional
change

Multiple
intergranular
fissures covered
with reaction
scale
Grain faces may
show porosity

early stages.
Metallographic
inspection, 50
to 1000× (cross
section)

•

•

Grain
distortion
and flow
near fracture
Irregular,
transgranula
r fracture

•

•

•

Little
distortion
evident
Intergranular
or
transgranular
May relate to
notches at
surface or
brittle phases
internally

•

•

Progressive
zone:
usually
transgranula
r with little
apparent
distortion
Overload
zone: may
be either
ductile or
brittle

•

•
•

General or
localized
surface
attack
(pitting,
cracking)
Selective
phase attack
Thickness
and
morphology
of corrosion
scales

•

•

May show
localized
distortion at
surface
consistent
with
direction of
motion
Identify
embedded
particles

•

•

•

•

•

Contributing
factors

•

•

•

Load
exceeded
the strength
of the part.
Check for
proper
alloy and
processing
by hardness
check or
destructive
testing,
chemical
analysis.
Loading
direction
may show

•

•

•

Load
exceeded the
dynamic
strength of
the part.
Check for
proper alloy
and
processing
as well as
proper
toughness,
grain size.
Loading
direction
may show
failure was
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•

•

•

Cyclic
stress
exceeded
the
endurance
limit of the
material.
Check for
proper
strength,
surface
finish,
assembly,
and
operation.
Prior
damage by

•

•

Attack
morpholog
y and alloy
type must
be
evaluated.
Severity of
exposure
conditions
may be
excessive;
check: pH,
temperatur
e, flow
rate,
dissolved
oxidants,

•

•

•

•

For
gouging or
abrasive
wear:
check
source of
abrasives.
Evaluate
effectivenes
s of
lubricants.
Seals of
filters may
have failed.
Fretting
induced by
slight

•

•

•

•

Microstructural
change typical of
overheating
Multiple
intergranular
cracks
Voids formed on
grain
boundaries or
wedge-shaped
cracks at grain
triple points
Reaction scales
or internal
precipitation
Some cold flow
in last stages of
failure
Mild
overheating
and/or mild
overstressing at
elevated
temperature
Unstable
microstructures
and small grain
size increase
creep rates.
Ruptures occur
after long
exposure times.
Verify proper
alloy.

•

failure was
secondary.
Short-term,
hightemperatur
e, highstress
rupture has
ductile
appearance
(see creep).

•

secondary or
impactinduced.
Low
temperature
s
•

•

mechanical
or
corrosion
modes may
have
initiated
cracking.
Alignment,
vibration,
balance
High cycle
low stress:
large
fatigue
zone; low
cycle high
stress:
small
fatigue zone

•

electrical
current,
metal
coupling,
aggressive
agents.
Check bulk
compositio
n and
contamina
nts.

•

•

•

looseness in
clamped
joints
subject to
vibration
Bearing or
materials
engineerin
g design
may reduce
or
eliminate
problem.
Water
contaminat
ion
High
velocities
or uneven
flow
distributio
n,
cavitation

(a) Failure at the time of load application without prior weakening.
(b) Failure after a period of time where the strength has degraded due to the formation of cracks, internal
defects, or wastage.
(c) EDS, energy-dispersive spectroscopy.
Characteristics found on a part exhibiting a specific damage mode need to be identified to determine the
damage mechanism. For example, a part may have a confirmed damage mode of fatigue. Other questions then
have to be asked to characterize that fatigue: Was this high-cycle or low-cycle fatigue? Was the fatigue
corrosion assisted? Was there evidence of differential thermal expansion? What cyclic loading is present that
could have induced the observed fatigue damage? Did cracking only propagate by fatigue, or could fatigue be
confirmed as the initiation mechanism? Evaluating questions such as these leads to specific identification of the
failure mechanism and possible root causes.
It is also worth noting that not all features listed in Table 1 will always be present in a particular case for a
given failure mode. Some examples are:
•
•
•

Pearlitic and martensitic steel components that failed under fatigue seldom exhibit striations in SEM.
Ratchet marks are only seen when multiple crack origins common in cyclic loading are present.
Evidence of fracture mode is often obliterated by subsequent rubbing, erosion, or impact after cracking
has initiated.

As with all other aspects of an investigation, the failure analyst should not assume the properties listed in Table
1 apply 100% of the time. Instead, understanding of why the characteristics listed indicate the given failure
mode is key to understanding the failure itself.

Reference cited in this section
3. S.R. Paterson, T.A. Kuntz, R.S. Moser, and H. Vaillancourt, Boiler Tube Failure Metallurgical Guide,
TR-102433, Electric Power Research Institute, 1993
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Determining Primary and Secondary Damage Mechanisms
In real world failure analyses, multiple modes and mechanisms may be present in a damaged component. A
thorough investigation is critical to ensure that all damage is found and documented. Critical evidence can be
missed if the analyst stops after finding a single mode. Next, it is necessary to determine which mechanism is
primary and which is/are secondary. The primary mechanism is the one responsible for the failure (i.e., if the
primary failure mechanism did not occur, then failure would not have occurred). Secondary failure mechanisms
can be divided into three categories:
•
•
•

Mechanisms that were induced because of the presence of the primary failure mechanism or came from
the same root cause as the primary mechanism
Independent mechanisms that contributed to failure. For example, such mechanisms may have
contributed by accelerating the time or severity of failure.
Mechanisms that were present but unrelated to the failure

To keep proper perspective in categorizing damage, only one primary mechanism should be identified for any
particular failure, although multiple secondary mechanisms can be present. Misdiagnosis of root cause and
consequent corrective actions often occur because the failure analyst has not taken the step of identifying the
primary failure mechanism. Even when the primary and secondary mechanisms have been identified correctly,
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the consequences of fixing only the primary mechanism need to be examined to determine if future failures
could occur from the secondary mechanism(s).
This leads to a central theme of this Volume: Understanding the way in which the component functions within
the overall system is critical. The analyst cannot differentiate primary and secondary causes without this
understanding. Thorough materials characterization is usually the first step, but is certainly not the only step, in
a failure investigation.
Example 1: Rupture of a Power Plant Waterwall Tube. A coal-fired power plant experienced a forced outage
when a front waterwall tube ruptured. Examination of the fishmouth rupture confirmed a failure mechanism of
short-term overheating, which occurs when either water or steam flow is inadequate in high-temperature tubing,
or when tubing is exposed to excessive local combustion gas temperatures. Short-term overheating is usually
classified as a secondary mechanism in tubing because flow was inhibited from an upstream source. This was
found to be true in this example, where further investigation located a pinhole leak in the tube upstream from
the rupture at the end of a web weld to an adjoining tube and a leak in that adjoining tube. Evaluation
determined the upstream leak was the location of the primary damage mechanism, which was identified as
thermomechanical fatigue (TMF) that initiated at the outside diameter surface at the web of the weld. Two
secondary failure mechanisms were established: steam erosion into the next tube and downstream short-term
overheat rupture. Corrective actions thus concerned eliminating TMF and did not focus on overheat, despite the
problem first exhibiting itself in the form of this mechanism.
The previous example also illustrates another general rule of thumb regarding identifying where initiation
associated with the primary damage mechanism first occurs: In systems involving flow and multiple failures,
the initial failure associated with the primary failure mechanism will generally be the one that is farthest
upstream. (Another similar rule of thumb involves initiation of a crack that propagated through a wall: Crack
initiation will have occurred on the side of the wall where the crack is longest.)
Material Flaws and Welding Flaws. In differentiating between primary and secondary damage, two
mechanisms deserve special consideration: material flaws and welding flaws. Material imperfections are
potential failure initiation sites in any component system and pertain to deficiencies in manufacture and
installation of material compared to expected and specified quality. This category can include everything from
forging laps to improper heat treatment to installing a component made from the wrong material. Similarly,
welding flaws covers welding deficiencies from expected and specified quality including lack of fusion,
porosity, slag, overpenetration, and improper pre- and postweld heat treatment. These two categories are special
because they usually interrelate with one or more other failure mechanisms. The failure analyst then has to
establish the answer to the question: “Did the failure occur because weld or material imperfections were
present, or was one of the other mechanisms the primary mechanism?”
Example 2: Cracking in Gas Turbine Blades. The following example builds on the cracked gas turbine blades
mentioned previously and shown in Fig. 1, 2, 3. Cracking was found to initiate from a mechanism of LCF.
Low-cycle fatigue is induced during thermal loading cycles in gas turbines (each cycle representing unit startup
and shutdown). However, metallography of two cracked blades revealed a change in microstructure at as-cast
surfaces for depths up to 0.41 mm (0.016 in.) (Fig. 4). Evaluation by SEM confirmed the difference in structure
was associated with a lack of formation of coarse gamma prime structure in the matrix (Fig. 5). Microhardness
and miniature tensile test results indicated lower strength consistent with the absence of the coarse gamma
prime constituent. The blade vendor found that the lot of hot isostatically pressed (HIP) blade castings had been
exposed to an improper atmosphere during the HIP process, resulting in the weakened structure.

Fig. 4 Metallographic cross section through gas turbine blade. Note differences in etched
structure near surfaces. Etch: electrolytic, 20% sulfuric acid in methanol. 28×

Fig. 5 Gamma prime structures from blade shown in Fig. 4 as viewed in the SEM. Note
presence of coarse (primary) gamma prime particles in blade root midwall (a), which are
lacking in the denuded zone of the trailing edge (b). Etch: electrolytic, 20% sulfuric acid
in methanol.
Two scenarios of failure presented themselves:
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•

•

Because material strength was lowered by the resultant microstructure, the material flaw imparted from
improper HIP made the turbine blades susceptible to LCF cracking in normal service where they
otherwise would not be.
All blades using the same design were susceptible to LCF cracking. The blades from the bad HIP lot
were the first to fail, because reduced surface fatigue strength made them the first to crack.

Because subsequent failures were found in blades that did not come from the suspect HIP lot, the scope of the
problem was considered more generic, and the primary failure mechanism was identified as LCF. Material
imperfections were a secondary deficiency that had the effect of causing the blades from the bad HIP lot to
crack first.
Determination and Classification of Damage
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Damage Mechanism Categorization
Identifying potential damage mechanisms in any component system is helpful in determining how a component
failed. The number of potential damage mechanisms can be narrowed down during an investigation if they can
be categorized further into meaningful groups that are related to observed general failure mode characteristics.
Structured organization of mechanisms should be performed specifically for individual component systems
because terminology and characteristics of similar damage mechanisms will vary from system to system. For
example, LCF in gas and steam turbines indicates thermal cycling from unit startups and shutdowns. However,
in many other systems, the presence of LCF indicates cycles related only to stress, and not temperature.
One common categorization method is to divide potential damage mechanisms among four categories of failure
modes:
•
•
•
•

Distortion
Fracture
Corrosion
Wear

The appeal of this classic system is its simplicity and ease of organization. These categories serve as an
organizational aid in discussing failure mechanisms (as done for this Volume, for example); however, they have
limited use in actual practical diagnoses. These four broad categories of failure modes only provide the most
basic forms of differentiation. Because many failure mechanisms can be categorized in more than one of these
categories of failure modes, the distinctions can become less meaningful. For example, corrosion fatigue would
fit in the corrosion and fracture categories. General corrosion, which eats away structural surfaces until they
collapse or break, could fall under the categories of corrosion, fracture, or distortion. In practice, of course, both
of these mechanisms are likely only to be considered under the corrosion category. For example, the failure
analyst may see the buckled surface of a collapsed structural component exposed to a seawater environment.
The Sherlock Holmes Rule says general corrosion is still a possible primary failure mechanism. In this scenario,
corrosion causes wall thinning, increasing through-wall stress from the reduction in cross-sectional area.
Eventually, enough wall is lost to cause buckling, which is really the secondary failure mechanism. However,
the failure analyst under this “traditional” categorization might not recognize corrosion for consideration
because buckling falls under the category of distortion. Corrosion is not listed as a mechanism under the
distortion category. Thus (to reemphasize a point made earlier), regardless of the classification system being
used, the analyst must make the effort to discover and understand all the damage mechanisms that are present.
Also, some types of damage mechanisms do not fit these four categories very well. Elevated-temperature
mechanisms are often difficult to categorize. Under which category should melting and fire damage be placed?
Creep is a mechanism that could result in distortion or fracture. Would either of these categories provide
meaningful clues leading to evaluation of the interaction of stress, temperature, and time that produces creep?

Much of the confusion about how to apply the “traditional four” categories lies in the fact that they are not
equivalent to each other. Distortion and fracture describe how a component physically fails, while corrosion and
wear describe the physical environment that induces failure.
In contrast, one of the most structured and complete systems to define and categorize damage mechanisms was
developed by the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) to characterize failures of boiler tubing. The EPRI
system defines 28 separate damage mechanisms and groups them into five categories (Table 2). In this
structured approach, understanding of each individual failure mechanism is broken down into:
•
•
•
•

Metallurgical features
Detailed damage mechanism description
Verification of root cause
Corrective action(s)

The detailed differentiation between various failure mechanisms enables failure analysts to identify specific
root cause(s) and potential corrective actions. For example, three underdeposit damage mechanisms in
waterwall tubing appear superficially to be similar. Underlying material appears gouged out or grooved.
However, there are many differences in features that would enable proper identification, including the presence
of intergranular tube damage and the chemistry of the deposit (Table 3). While corrective actions appear similar
for caustic gouging and hydrogen damage, the former occurs from water chemistry pH being too high, while
the latter occurs from a pH that is too low. Phosphate corrosion, which appears similar to caustic gouging,
requires a completely different set of corrective actions compared with the other two mechanisms.

Table 2 EPRI common damage mechanisms for boiler tubing
Fluidside corrosion
Underdeposit corrosion—caustic gouging
Underdeposit corrosion—hydrogen damage
Underdeposit corrosion—phosphate corrosion
Acid cleaning corrosion
Internal deposit/corrosion product buildup
Fireside wastage
Fireside oxidation
Fireside corrosion of superheater and reheater tubing
Fly ash corrosion
Sootblower corrosion
Coal particle corrosion
Steam impingement
Fireside corrosion of waterwall tubing
Low temperature (dew point) fireside corrosion
Falling slag damage
Tube rubbing
Rupture
Short-term overheating (stress rupture)
Long-term overheating (creep rupture)
Graphitization
Cracking
Corrosion fatigue—waterside
Corrosion fatigue—fireside
Thermomechanical fatigue
Vibration fatigue
Dissimilar metal weld stress rupture
Stress-corrosion cracking
Quality control
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Maintenance cleaning damage
Material imperfections/welding imperfections/discontinuities
Source: Ref 3

Table 3 Comparison between three similar boiler waterwall damage mechanisms
Comparison
category
Features

Damage mechanism
Caustic gouging
Rounded depressions

Hydrogen damage
Rounded depressions

Phosphate corrosion
Rounded depressions

Mottled appearance

Intergranular cracking

Needle Fe-rich crystals

Chloride sometimes
present in deposit

Thick grayish deposit of NaFePO4
at metal surface covered by black
and white deposits

Na-rich deposits
Localized concentrating
of sodium hydroxide

Causes

(NaOH) to high pH levels
Leak type
Locations

Pinhole leaks or thicklipped rupture
High heat flux regions,
horizontal or inclined
tubing, and locations with
flow disruptions

Low pH conditions
causing corrosion by
removing steel protective
oxide and producing
hydrogen
Thick-lipped windowshaped rupture
High heat flux regions,
horizontal or inclined
tubing, and locations with
flow disruptions

No intergranular cracks
Combination of high pressure,
high inside surface metal
temperature, and high local
concentrations of mono- or
disodium phosphate
Pinhole leaks or thick-lipped
rupture
High heat flux regions in high
pressure boilers above 18,000 kPa
(2600 psig)

Only where mono- and disodium
phosphate have been added
Corrective
Control water chemistry Control water chemistry Use equilibrium phosphate boiler
actions
water control using trisodium
Minimize ingress of
Remove boiler from
phosphate only (no mono- or
leakage and corrosion
service if pH falls below 7 bisodium phosphate)
products
Chemical clean if pH was Volatile feedwater chemistry
Periodic cleaning
below 7 for more than 1
control
h
Eliminate flow
Reduce drum pressure
disruptions when
Eliminate flow
possible
disruptions when
possible
Reduce local heat flux
regions
Reduce local heat flux
regions
The methodology used by EPRI to classify boiler tube damage mechanisms is valid for application in other
systems. Identification of potential damage mechanisms, acquisition of detailed information regarding material
features and damage mechanisms, root cause verification, and corrective actions help prevent or minimize the
scope of future failures.
Another classification methodology is a graphical system dubbed “the wheel of failure.” Failure wheel
classifications are based on categorizing damage mechanisms in terms of environment. In the real world, six
environments have been identified as contributors to damage mechanisms:
•
•
•

Stress
Temperature
Corrosion

•
•
•

Wear
Radiation
Electrical

In understanding individual damage mechanisms, it is important to also recognize that many unique
mechanisms are driven by more than one environment. For example, corrosion-assisted fatigue is controlled
both by exposure to stress (cyclically applied) and corrosion. In certain systems, the cyclic stress in corrosion
fatigue occurs from thermal cycling. As such, temperature may also be appropriate for consideration as one of
the controlling environments.
Figure 6 is a failure wheel template consisting of a circle containing three wedges surrounded by another ring.
Each area on the wheel represents an environment. This particular graphical representation is limited to four
environments, temperature, stress, corrosion, and wear, which are the four most commonly encountered in
individual systems referenced in this Volume. The four environments selected for the wheel, however, should
be germane to the particular system. For example, radiation is likely to be one of the four environments in a
wheel for a nuclear reactor vessel. (Where more than four environments operate in a system, the four most
relevant should be selected for the failure wheel.)

Fig. 6 Sample failure wheel template
Figure 7 shows how damage mechanisms are classified using failure wheels. In determining which
environments are applicable, it is practical to apply the following test: Can the environment, as a practical
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matter, be changed to reduce or eliminate damage occurring under the damage mechanism? For example,
fracture, cracking, and distortion all indicate that stress was involved. Case in point: damage was induced on the
interior of a pipe by a mechanism of flow-assisted corrosion (also commonly referred to as erosion-corrosion),
ultimately leading to a pipe rupture from subsequent wall thinning. The damage was induced from a damage
mechanism whose potential corrective actions include changing the corrosion and/or wear environments to
which the pipe was exposed. Changing the stress environment, by increasing wall thickness for example, would
not have been a potential corrective action in this example because wall loss from this mechanism would still
cause failure at a later time. Categorizing flow-assisted corrosion as a potential damage mechanism in this
system would mean locating the mechanism on the boundary between the corrosion and wear environments.
The example illustrates the important point regarding categorizing damage mechanisms: The depth of
understanding required to categorize a potential damage mechanism in a thorough, well-defined categorization
system will enable proper identification of root cause and possible corrective actions.

Fig. 7 Failure wheel categorization of several common damage mechanisms
The mechanisms shown in Fig. 7 are the same ones discussed in the Sections “Fracture,” “Corrosion-Related
Failures,” and “Wear Failures” in this Volume. A mechanism is placed entirely in the area of an environment if
only a single environment induces the damage. Otherwise, it is placed on the boundary (or, in the case of
sulfide stress cracking, a triple point) between applicable environments. Determination of applicable
environments is based on subjective understanding of how each individual mechanism works. Different
analysts, based on their different backgrounds, will likely classify differently from those in the example shown.

When classified in this manner, two or more environments control over half of the damage mechanisms listed.
Several of these are obvious. Hot corrosion is a function of both corrosion and temperature environments.
Creep is induced by the combination of stress, temperature, and time. The choice for classification of other
damage mechanisms may be less obvious and more subjective.
For example, impact might be considered purely a function of a stress environment. However, this may not
always be the most helpful perspective. For example, consider rail car couplers (i.e., the components that join
one car to the next). A series of coupler failures occurred at low temperatures in the winter. Subsequent analysis
determined service temperatures were below ductile-brittle transition temperatures, resulting in brittle failures
from impact between couplers during service. Heat treatment requirements were changed from normalize-andtemper heat treatment to a quench-and-temper heat treatment, lowering the ductile-brittle transition
temperature. In this system, impact damage between couplers could be categorized by the temperature
environment. Avoiding cold weather climates and, more significantly, changing the thermal processing
environment during heat treatment could control failures. Categorizing the failure as being caused by the stress
environment would not be as helpful because impact loading is a normal condition that cannot be changed.
Furthermore, the subject couplers did not fail at higher temperature.
The one mechanism that transcends three environments provides another good illustration of damage
mechanism classification. Sulfide-stress cracking (SSC), a damage mechanism most typically seen in drilling
and oilfield applications, is a brittle failure mechanism that occurs under the combined action of tensile stress
and corrosion in the presence of water and hydrogen sulfide gas. Placement of this mechanism on the corrosionstress boundary is obvious given how this mechanism functions. It is placed on the triple point with
temperature, however, because of the substantial effect temperature has on SSC resistance. (Increasing
temperatures above ambient improves SSC resistance due to reduction in hydrogen permeation rate, Ref 4.)
These examples illustrate the use of a damage classification system as an aid to the analyst. Various systems are
possible and different analysts will likely have different approaches. What is most important is the thought
process of the analyst and achieving a correct end result. Ideally, the classification system ensures that all
alternative explanations are considered.
Figure 7 is flawed in attempting to represent damage mechanisms as though the same environments drive these
mechanisms in every system. For example, LCF is represented as a pure stress phenomenon, but in many
instances, this is not true. In a gas turbine environment, LCF is induced by stress from thermal cycling. A
failure wheel drawn for gas turbines would thus appropriately place LCF on the boundary between stress and
temperature. The general purpose failure wheel shown also fails to differentiate between primary and secondary
mechanisms. Consider the failure mechanism of buckling. By itself, it is purely stress driven. However, in
many systems buckling occurs as a secondary failure mechanism after wall thinning has occurred. It is
important in such systems to recognize that buckling was a result of the primary failure mechanism.
Classification of damage mechanisms for specific systems is much more useful in interpreting failures. Figure 8
shows the failure wheel for boiler tubes. Classification was determined based on the detailed descriptions of
damage mechanisms from the EPRI Boiler Tube Failure Metallurgical Guide. Most of the listed mechanisms
were controlled by interaction between at least two environments. Interaction between stress and temperature
accounts for six mechanisms, while interaction between temperature and corrosion accounts for five. In this
system, the failure mechanism that is driven by three environments is fireside corrosion fatigue. That
mechanism occurs only in boilers where corrosive ash (from burning coal or oil) is present in high heat flux
areas. Cracking occurs on the outside of the tubes from thermal shock exposure, most typically due to exposure
to water in slag cleaning operations or splashing of water in the bottom ash hopper. The combination of thermal
shock and sulfur-rich slag exposure results in corrosion fatigue initiation and propagation.
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Fig. 8 Failure wheel for boiler tube damage mechanisms. Underlined mechanisms are
always secondary in this system.
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Conclusions

In a systematic approach to failure investigations, physical observations need to be compared with
characteristics of the potential damage mechanisms that could occur in the system. A list of these potential
mechanisms should be compiled. Included for each mechanism should be a description of how it works, what
physical characteristics are exhibited by damage under it, how to verify root cause for the mechanism, and what
corrective actions can be taken to reduce or eliminate the possibility of future failures. To aid in identifying the
damage present, the potential list of mechanisms should be grouped in meaningful categories. Such a grouping
can be unique and specific for the system being evaluated. Another way of grouping is a graphical method that
involves grouping based on the environment(s) that influence the damage mechanism. Characterization will
most notably identify failure mode (e.g., fatigue, overload, creep), as well as provide other clues to the damage
mechanism(s) present. Comparison with the list of possible mechanisms enables identification or provides
information needed to further differentiate which mechanism(s) are present. If more than one mechanism is
present, the analyst also has to identify which mechanism was the primary mechanism and which is (or are)
secondary. Considering the wide range of possible components, environments, mechanisms, and modes that the
readers of this volume may encounter, it is not possible to present one system of damage classification that
would apply equally well to all analyses. Whatever system is adopted should aid in a thorough, logical,
systematic analysis, with consideration of all possible scenarios. Such an analysis provides the greatest
confidence that the correct root cause will be identified and that the corrective action taken will be effective.
Of necessity, this volume is organized according to a simple system involving deformation (distortion),
fracture, corrosion, and wear. Whatever classification system is employed, the analyst must ensure that all
damage modes are discovered and documented. The appropriate section or sections of this Volume and other
references can be used as needed to fully understand how each damage mode occurred and to prescribe
corrective action.
Determination and Classification of Damage
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Examination of Damage and Material Evaluation
Iain Le May, Metallurgical Consulting

Introduction
EXAMINATION of a damaged component involves a chain of activities that, first and foremost, requires good
observation and documentation. If the component is being examined on site where the failure took place, for
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example, its position and relationship to other components must be recorded. All interested parties should also
be informed prior to handling or removal of specimens from the site. If parts have been shipped to an
investigating laboratory, details of shipment must be recorded, together with the condition of all parts. The
receipt of the component by the individual or individuals examining it must also be recorded, together with any
observations regarding its general condition. There is always the possibility of damage having occurred during
handling or shipping and of parts being mislaid, so that the investigator must ensure that he or she is not
accused unjustly of having damaged or lost parts.
It is essential that the component be examined overall and that the features of interest be recorded
photographically or by means of sketches or both. If possible, it is valuable to have a drawing or drawings of
the components on hand to check if all parts of an assembly have been supplied and to determine whether
apparent distortions are real or were part of the design. Following receipt and documentation, the features of
damage can be recorded and their cause(s) investigated, as this article briefly describes, for typical types of
damage experienced for metallic components. Examination and evaluation of plastics and ceramics are also
briefly discussed. It should also be noted that the term “subject component” is used in text, because the
determination of failure (or loss of function) may still be the objective during examination and evaluation of the
subject component.
Examination of Damage and Material Evaluation
Iain Le May, Metallurgical Consulting

Visual or Macroscopic Examination of Damaged Material
Visual and macroscopic examination are performed to document the main features apparent to the eye directly
or by using low-power magnification. Of interest are scores, scuffing, dents, distortions, evidence of plastic
deformation, cracks, and fractures. For example, documentation of damage and cracking surrounding a fracture,
including damage patterns and crack origins, is an important step in assessing relevance to final failure. This
information needs to be recorded before any parts are cut from the component of interest. A considerable
amount of information can be obtained from observation of the direction and sequence in which cracking has
occurred. For example, where cracks meet, as illustrated in Fig. 1, it is apparent that crack “B” occurred at a
later stage after crack “A” had formed, and that crack “B” was arrested at the prior crack.

Fig. 1 Intersection of two cracks. Crack “B” has been arrested at crack “A,” which
occurred first.
In the case of fracture surfaces, it is important to record if these are macroscopically ductile or brittle in
appearance; whether they are shiny or dull, fresh or corroded; their orientation with respect to the component;
and the loading carried. In many, if not most, cases, fracture surfaces have multiple stages to their appearance.
An example is a surface oriented perpendicular to the component outside surface, where a smooth thumb-nailshaped region is seen, followed by a rough, apparently brittle area of fracture, followed in turn by a small
amount of slant fracture. In such a case, the initial fracture may have been by fatigue, followed by fast fracture
when the crack had reached a critical length, with a final shear lip as the crack completed its passage across the
section. It is important to record the extent of each region of the fracture. Photographs of this as well as of the
other features of the damage should include a scale marker of some sort, be it a scale rule, a coin, or an
instrument such as a pen. For large objects such as a tank or pressure vessel, having a person standing beside
them when they are photographed can serve the same purpose and allows an impression of the size to be
conveyed when a report is prepared or when evidence is presented in court.
In many cases, components have corrosion or other products on the fracture surfaces that hides surface details
of the fracture. However, fracture surfaces, generally speaking, should not be cleaned until after their
appearance with corrosion or other contaminants present has been recorded. In some cases, the contaminating
material may be of interest, and sample material may require analysis either on the fracture surface or after it
has been removed but preserved. However, there may be legal issues relating to cleaning, and the potential
exists for allegations of destruction of evidence if permission from all parties is not sought and obtained before
any cleaning is done.
The presence of corrosion products on some or all of a fracture surface can be very important in deducing both
the cause and the time at which failure occurred or initiated. For example, Fig. 2 shows the fracture surface of a
bolt that failed in fatigue, but the dark nature of the oxide on part of the fracture surface indicates that this
cracking occurred a long time (years, in this case) before the later cracking. If the bolt had been cleaned in an
attempt to display the underlying fracture surface of the metal, this somewhat dramatic evidence would have
been destroyed.

Fig. 2 Bolt that failed in fatigue. The smooth dark areas are from initial fatigue cracking,
now coated with dark adherent oxide. This initial cracking took place some years prior to
the later fracture, the surface of which is covered by a less adherent rust coating.
As another example, when damage occurs by electrical discharge (for example, if a crane touches a power line
or if welding has been done on a component on a vehicle while the electrical ground is connected through the
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unit), the damage can show up in the form of local arcing through the oil film in bearings and in local heating at
contacting surfaces. Visual or macroscopic examination can reveal these features, as illustrated in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3 Electrical discharge and arcing through the bearing have produced blue-black
oxide, indicating the local heating. The ball bearings also show local hot spots.
When parts have been removed from a site for examination, they must be preserved carefully and protected
from damage. In some cases, it may be difficult to store them, perhaps due to space requirements, and also
because there is often a very long time (ten years or more, in some cases) between examination of parts and a
subsequent trial. In such cases, the investigator needs to seek permission to have the parts stored elsewhere or
by another party or to dispose of the parts if all parties agree that they are no longer required. Reference should
also be made to relevant ASTM standards dealing with preservation of evidence and the examination of parts
that may be involved in litigation (Ref 1, 2).

References cited in this section
1. “Standard Practice for Preservation of Information and Physical Items by a Technical Investigator,” E
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Interpretation of Damage and Fracture Features
Macroscopic Examination. The presence of distortions or plastic deformation in a component can indicate the
direction of loading that was applied. The shape of indentations can also allow the nature of an impacting part
to be determined. In some cases, there may be deposits of the impacting material, including coating, left on the
surface of the impact area. Examples include aluminum present on the surface of a steel component that has
been impacted by an aluminum component or the presence of paint on a scraped or indented part.
Figure 4 shows a bolt from a diesel engine connecting rod that had stretched after very limited service.
Macroscopic examination revealed that the bolt had stretched locally in a region in which the cross section was
not a minimum, indicating locally weak material. A closer examination revealed the presence of many cracks
that were oxidized internally. The conclusion from the macroscopic examination was that these cracks had been
produced before the bolt was placed in service, and indeed, before the steel was heat treated. This was
confirmed by microscopic examination, which showed the cracks to have been produced by stress-corrosion
cracking of the material. While the specific cause of the stress-corrosion cracking was not investigated, it is

suggested that there must have been a spillage of corrosive fluid on the bolt prior to heat treatment. As a result
of the analysis, the damaged engine was replaced by the bolt supplier.

Fig. 4 Failure of a connecting rod bolt in a diesel engine. In (a), the failed bolt is the upper
one, having necked down in a nominally larger cross-sectional area. The lower bolt is
another removed from the engine in unstretched condition. In (b), the stretched region of
the bolt is shown, with cracks that have opened up during bolt tensioning and subsequent
operation.
Macroscopic examination of fracture surfaces can provide a great deal of useful information for analysis of a
failure. Fatigue fracture surfaces, which are often flat in nature, frequently display “beach marks” or “clam
shell” markings, indicative of interruptions in the progress of fatigue fracture through a component (Fig. 5).
This can arise from shutdowns in operation of the component or changes in the level of the fluctuating load.
Brittle fractures often display a chevron pattern, with the points of the chevrons pointing back toward the
fracture origin, as shown in Fig. 6. Figure 7 shows the fracture origin of a brittle fracture of a shaft; the
chevrons are spread out in this case, but their appearance, as in the case of a narrow or plate specimen, as
shown in Fig. 6, may be seen if a slice running across from the fracture origin in Fig. 7 is considered.
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Fig. 5 Fatigue fracture surface appearance of a failed crankshaft, showing “beach marks”
on the lower part. The origin of the primary fracture is indicated by the arrow.

Fig. 6 Chevron marks on the fracture surface of a steel plate from an oil storage tank that
fractured in a brittle manner. The arrow shows the direction of crack propagation.

Fig. 7 Origin of a rapid brittle fracture in a steel shaft
In the case of erosion, for example, by cavitation or erosion-corrosion of a pipe in which a liquid is flowing
under turbulent conditions, the characteristic teardrop shape of cavities is apparent at low magnification, as may
be seen in Fig. 8.

Fig. 8 Elongated surface cavities on the inside surface of a 70-30 cupronickel tube
produced by erosion-corrosion. The tube surface is clean, the attack having occurred due
to brine flowing through it at 70 °C (158 °F) with turbulent flow and an excessive level of
dissolved oxygen.
Oblique lighting of fracture surfaces for macroscopic examination can be used to advantage to display surface
topography. This often involves arranging lights until the desired effect is shown in an exaggerated manner.
The lighting from photoflood or similar lamps often results in a suppression of the surface features that are
desired. Flexible fiber-optic lighting is often the most appropriate method of illumination. Figure 9 shows a
view of the fracture surface of a tensile test specimen from a cast steel that has suffered embrittlement, resulting
in a “rock candy” fracture.
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Fig. 9 Low-power light microscope view of a “rock candy” fracture in a tensile specimen
taken from a cast steel that had aluminum nitrides segregated to the grain boundaries
Macroscopic examination is commonly made using a low-power binocular stereo microscope, which gives
images at magnifications in the range of approximately 4 to 25×. Good macroscopic results can also be
obtained on a few (only) light metallographs that are designed for the use of low-power macroscopic lenses.
Figure 10 shows a copper tube with pitting that originated at the outside surface, which has been illuminated at
low magnification on a metallograph with oblique lighting, together with illumination within the tube from
fiber optics, to demonstrate the perforation of the wall. In general, there are considerable limitations on the size
of specimens that can be examined using a metallograph. Larger specimens can be examined by using a
binocular stereo microscope that can be supported by an arm from a stand that in turn can be placed on a large
failed component.

Fig. 10 Pitting from the outside of a copper tube. This is shown under oblique lighting set
on the stage of a metallograph. The inside of the tube is also illuminated, using fiber optic
lighting to demonstrate the perforation of the wall.
The use of the scanning electron microscope (SEM) at the lowest-magnification range can be very useful in
macroscopic examination, both because of its large depth of field and its ability to provide higher-magnification
views of specific areas that have also been recorded at low magnification. It is normally used after examination
has been made using a light optical microscope. Size limitations of the chamber of the SEM often dictate
sectioning of the subject component prior to examination.
Microfractography. Detailed examination of fracture surfaces at higher magnification can facilitate evaluation
of the failure mechanisms.
Microfractographic examination can be conducted in several ways, including direct methods involving light
microscopy and scanning electron microscopy and indirect methods involving replicas that can be examined by
light microscopy or by scanning or transmission electron microscopy (TEM). The limited depth of field
available in the light microscope is such that it is difficult to record fracture surface features for rough surfaces
other than at low magnification. Hence, most microfractographic examinations today are made using the SEM,
which has a great depth of field. Figure 11 shows a SEM view of a fracture surface, the excellent depth of field
being apparent. Excellent results can also be obtained using replicas that are examined in the TEM. The
procedure to prepare such replicas is time-consuming, however, so they are used only to a limited extent in
failure analysis. Figure 12 shows examples of fracture surface replicas viewed in the TEM. These are carbon
films deposited on the original plastic films used for replication of the fracture surface. Subsequently, the
plastic is dissolved away, and the carbon replica, supported on a copper grid, is coated with gold or palladium
applied at an angle to the surface to create contrast shadowing.

Fig. 11 SEM view of the fracture surface of a low-carbon steel specimen broken in
tension, showing ductile dimples, local quasicleavage, and manganese sulfide inclusions
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Fig. 12 Replicas prepared from fracture surfaces and viewed in the TEM. (a) River
patterns of a brittle failure of a steel fastener. (b) Fine, equiaxed ductile dimples on the
surface of a tensile fracture of a high-strength steel. The small carbide particles where
local rupture and void formation initiated are apparent.
Cleaning of fracture surfaces in order to display the underlying fracture surface and its characteristic features is
an important matter but one that is fraught with hazards for the unwary. There are dangers in that the cleaning
may damage surface features, for example, by pitting attack. There are several satisfactory methods of cleaning
surfaces so that they can have microfractographic examination conducted on them. If litigation may be
involved, only the last method on the list is considered nondestructive. These include:
•
•
•
•

Removal of debris with a blast of pressurized gas or air
Brushing with a soft, nonscratching brush
Washing with organic solvents
Use of an ultrasonic cleaning bath and appropriate solvents. The use of an ultrasonic cleaning bath is
very useful in speeding up the cleaning process.

•
•

Use of a mild acid or alkali, depending on the metal. A solution that attacks the deposits but not the
underlying metal is required.
The use of cellulose acetate replicas to lift debris from the surface. If this method is used for litigation
work, the cellulose acetate replicas should be numbered in the order that they were used, then stored for
future reference.

When mild acid or alkali solutions are to be used, it is useful to try them first on a piece of similar material.
This surface should be examined and recorded before the cleaning medium is applied and then again examined
afterward to ensure that no attack takes place. For steel fracture surfaces, a 6 N hydrochloric acid inhibited with
2 g/L hexamethylene tetramine has been used successfully (Dong's solution) (Ref 3), while very good results in
the removal of rust from steel can be obtained using a hydrochloric acid hexamethylene tetramine solution. For
removal of rust from steel, a mixture of 10 mL HCl, 90 mL H2O, and 3 g hexamethylene tetramine has been
found to work well, removing the rust without attacking clean metal, although the exact proportions in the
solution can vary, depending on the particular situation. For steel with an organic zinc coating, a solution with
40 mL HCl, 60 mL H2O, and 5 g hexamethylene tetramine has been found to remove the coating and clean the
fracture face without attack on the metal. Figure 13 shows a fracture that had taken place during a drilling
operation in a water-laden soil environment. In Fig. 13(a), the fracture is initially covered with corrosion
products, the surface being reddish-brown from the rust present. Figure 13(b) is a high-magnification view
showing the nodules typically observed on the rusty surface, and Fig. 13(c) shows the surface after it was
cleaned using Dong's solution.

Fig. 13 Fracture surface where a welded connection failed in a drill pipe connection. (a)
General view of part of the fracture surface, which was covered with rust. (b) Highmagnification view (approximately 2000×) of the rust nodules on the fracture surface. (c)
View of the fracture surface at the position indicated by the arrow in (a), as recorded in
the SEM after being cleaned in Dong's solution, the magnification being almost the same
as in (b). Cracking initiated by fatigue from an internal defect
Cellulose acetate replicas can serve a double purpose when used for cleaning fracture surfaces. In addition to
the cleaning function, the debris and corrosion products removed from the fracture surface are then attached to
the plastic and can be examined and analyzed subsequently. The procedure followed is to immerse in acetone a
strip of acetate cut from a sheet about 1 mm (0.04 in.) thick, at most, place this on the fracture surface, and
apply pressure to maintain contact over the fracture surface until the strip has dried. It is then removed and the
procedure repeated until a satisfactorily clean surface is produced. The method is tedious because the drying
times may be long, necessitating the use of clamps to hold the acetate in place. It is often impossible to remove
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very adherent rust or oxides. Nevertheless, the method is an excellent one for removing looser debris and
lightly adherent corrosion products, because it does not damage the metal surface in any way.
When the various standard references and other texts that illustrate microfractographic features are consulted, it
is normal to find excellent illustrations of the features of interest. Unfortunately, the failure analyst is often
faced with a very different situation, in that the characteristic features may be seen only very locally and
sometimes not at all, because of damage to the fracture surface(s). The situation is particularly notable with
respect to the identification of fatigue striations, which cannot normally be seen using light microscopy and
require higher magnifications for them to be distinguished clearly. In most illustrations of fatigue striations, the
material is ductile aluminum, in which they are very distinct. However, they are much less readily seen on the
fracture surface of steel samples, even where there is little surface damage. Even when it is known that the
failure was by fatigue, it may be difficult to find evidence of striations. Thus, if there is some compelling reason
to find them, it is necessary for the analyst to scan carefully, concentrating on pockets where there has been less
surface rubbing or contact between the two fracture surfaces. The compelling reason to find the striations may
be that the analyst wants to do fracture mechanics work. Otherwise, it may be acceptable to use other criteria to
assert that it appears to be a fatigue crack. This may be more intellectually honest, as far as a documentation of
the crack surface appearance, than emphasizing the importance of a patch containing a few striations on a large
fracture surface.
Figure 14 shows a patch of fatigue striations identified on an extruded 2024 aluminum alloy. In this case, where
the crack front progressed on a number of parallel planes, the fracture surface was very rough, and there was
extensive surface-to-surface contact before final failure.

Fig. 14 A local area of fatigue striations on an extruded 2024 aluminum alloy component
Another feature that is sometimes observed on fracture surfaces and is a clear indicator of fatigue fracture is the
presence of “tire tracks,” caused by the entrapment of small particles between closely mating fracture surfaces.
Relative motion between the surfaces produces a series of indentations, shown in Fig. 15.

Fig. 15 “Tire tracks” on a fatigue fracture surface of a 4140 steel quenched and tempered
at 700 °C (1292 °F)
Nonfracture features of interest include rub marks or scores, indentations, deposits of other metals or other
materials that have been deposited on surfaces by impact or rubbing, porosity, and heat damage.
Rub marks, scores, and indentations can provide important information concerning contact between the subject
part and other components. The direction from which contact was made may be inferred in many cases, and this
information needs to be correlated with the evidence of crack initiation and direction in a fractured component.
Deposits of other metals can provide information on the contacting material, as do deposits of paint or other
coatings. Evidence of wear can be very important, indicating poor lubrication, for example, or excessive
loading. Evidence of surface heating, as indicated by discoloration, may relate to rubbing, service temperature,
or to prior heating of the component during manufacture. In other cases, it may be indicative of electrical
discharge, with arcing between surfaces separated by an air or oil gap. This can lead to the formation of bluish
surface films on a steel surface such as a ball or roller bearing track or rolling member, or it may induce overall
heating and softening of the metal if the current is large and sustained, which leaves a thin, dark oxide layer on
the surfaces (see Fig. 3).
Porosity observed on a component that has failed or suffered damage may be an indication of poor quality
control but does require investigation to determine if it was related to the failure.
In all such cases of nonfracture features being observed, they should be recorded carefully before parts are cut
up, returned to the owner, or passed to another party for their investigation of the failure.

Reference cited in this section
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Corrosion and Wear Damage Features
Features of Corrosion Damage. The failure analyst is frequently faced with the problem of specifying how a
component has failed by corrosion or erosion. As with so many failure investigations, the information supplied
is often incomplete in terms of the service conditions that the component has been exposed to, and detailed
questioning may be required, either before or following the initial investigation, in order to obtain sufficient
information to enable a definite opinion to be offered. Good knowledge of the actual conditions is of particular
importance when the customer wishes to have a recommendation for replacement of the corroded or eroded
component by another of a different material that will last much longer and not deteriorate in the same manner.
Corrosion damage can be apparent in many different ways, including loss of material, surface pitting, and the
buildup of corrosion deposits, but it is convenient to classify corrosion by visual observation of the corroded
material before any cleaning is conducted. There are generally considered to be eight basic forms of corrosion
(Ref 4):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

General attack (uniform corrosion)
Galvanic corrosion
Crevice corrosion
Pitting
Intergranular corrosion
Selective leaching
Stress corrosion
Erosion-corrosion

This classification was initially proposed in the 1960s, and since then, terminology has been refined to more
clearly distinguish the considerable overlap between these categories or types of corrosion. For example,
galvanic corrosion, although sometimes considered as a form of corrosion, is more accurately considered as a
type of corrosion mechanism, because galvanic action can accelerate the effects of other forms of corrosion.
Uniform attack, pitting, and crevice corrosion can all be exacerbated by galvanic conditions. This distinction is
important when considering the form or mode of corrosion penetration (as discussed further in the article
“Forms of Corrosion” in this Volume). The form (or appearance) of attack also may not be unique, because
several corrosion mechanisms may operate at the same time for a given mode or appearance of corrosion.
Moreover, several additional mechanisms of attack, including hydrogen damage, “environmentally-assisted
fracture,” high-temperature corrosion, and biological corrosion, are normally considered today. These
mechanistic-based categories may also result in one or more of the forms of corrosion (e.g., pitting, uniform
attack, intergranular corrosion, and so on).
Although the distinctions between the eight basic categories of corrosive attack have become blurred,
particularly when fundamental mechanisms are considered, this classification may help (at least in the first
instance) to simplify the analysis. If required, fundamentals can be considered at a later stage.
A good practice is to use this basic list, together with hydrogen damage, environmentally-assisted fracture, and
high-temperature corrosion, for preliminary classification of a corrosion-related failure. The general features
that may be observed for general, galvanic, crevice, and pitting corrosion are:
•
•

•

•

General attack (uniform corrosion), which is typically apparent from overall thinning and loss of metal
Galvanic corrosion, which occurs when dissimilar metals are in electrical contact via an electrolyte (or
less commonly, when similar metals are in electrical contact via either dissimilar electrolytes or even a
similar electrolyte with a temperature differential)
Crevice corrosion, which is recognized by its local nature and its attack in an area that is shielded from
full exposure to the environment because of close proximity between the metal and the surface of
another material
Pitting, which usually is readily detected, although in some cases it may be obscured by the buildup of
deposits and may not be fully identified until after cleaning is conducted

Intergranular corrosion, selective leaching, and stress-corrosion cracking may be more difficult to differentiate
until more detailed examination is made. Erosion-corrosion can usually be identified on the basis of the locally

elongated pits that develop where a rapidly flowing liquid has been present, for example, in a pipe and
particularly at a change in section or geometry (see Fig. 8). Some examples of corrosion damage follow.
Figure 16 illustrates an example of failure by galvanic corrosion. It is a connection for a water distribution
system in which the contractor directly coupled a brass fitting to a steel pipe. Although an obvious recipe for
failure, many such connections had been made, backfilled, and paved over before a failure occurred. The
example emphasizes that materials should be specified carefully by the engineer responsible and not left to the
discretion of those making the installation.

Fig. 16 Galvanic attack at a water pipe joint involving dissimilar metals
Figure 17 shows a 316 stainless tube that had carried cooling water in a heat exchanger. The outside had been
in contact with oil entering the heat exchanger at approximately 80 °C (175 °F). Attack took place on the
outside, as shown in Fig. 18, which is a metallographic section through the wall. In this particular case, the pit
is long and has branched within the wall; it is common for pits to enlarge in a subsurface manner, often without
significant evidence of this being apparent on the outer surface. The cause was contamination of the oil with
city water containing in excess of 8 ppm chloride. The water side, which was not contaminated, gave no
problems. It is of interest that the stainless tubing had been substituted for mild steel, which had a life of only
approximately three years until perforated by general and pitting corrosion. The stainless tubes lasted only
approximately two years before they perforated from pitting and subsequent stress-corrosion cracking.
Determination of the direction of pitting, that is, from the outer or inner side of a wall or tube, is of importance
in determining the origin of the failure and may involve metallographic sectioning.

Fig. 17 A stainless steel 316 tube from a heat exchanger
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Fig. 18 Attack from the outside surface of the tube shown in Fig. 17
Figure 19 shows an example of pitting attack on a pipe of 0.1% C steel that carried gasoline.

Fig. 19 Pitting and perforation on the outside of a carbon steel pipe
Corrosion was caused by inadequate drainage from the fill around the pipe and by dissimilar soil environments
above and below it. The soil beneath the pipe was consolidated, while that above was loosely packed. This led
to differential aeration and attack at the anodic (consolidated) region at the bottom of the pipe. This example

emphasizes the importance of soil sampling and of examining the conditions surrounding a component that has
failed by corrosion.
Widespread pitting on a copper tube from a heat exchanger is shown in Fig. 20. The heat exchanger was
installed in a refrigeration plant, which had some leakage of ammonia present. The tubes in the heat exchanger
failed by pitting attack within approximately one year, because of the presence of the ammonia and condensed
water vapor on the outside of the cooling tubes.

Fig. 20 Pitting on the outside of a copper heat exchanger tube
Features of Wear and Erosion Damage. Wear and erosion involve loss of material. This may be, for example,
because of the absence of adequate lubrication, the rubbing together of components that are supposed to have
clearance between them, or from the handling of abrasive materials that impinge on the component that
continually removes surface material. In many cases, the presence of debris buildup may provide critical
understanding of the specific wear/erosion mechanism involved in the failure.
A common wear problem that is encountered relates to bearings, either roller-element bearings or plain
bearings. Features to be looked for include the nature of the damage, for example, overall wear or scores in the
bearing surfaces. In the latter case, it is particularly important to identify any hard particles that may be
embedded and trapped at the ends of the score marks.
Where unexpected wear between components in relative motion is encountered, and lubrication is observed to
have been adequate, it is important to look for possible contaminants. These may arise from some other
component in the system (for example, through the loss of hard chromium plating particles or through the
development of corrosion products that are then transmitted through the system in circulating lubricant). Other
circumstances that lead to premature wear include deliberate sabotage, where, for example, metallic particles or
nonmetallics such as fine sand have been deliberately introduced into a lubrication system. These are not
circumstances that the failure analyst usually considers, but they do occur from time to time. Such materials can
be identified both microscopically and chemically, and careful documentation and continuity of evidence is
very important in such circumstances.
A special case of wear is fretting, in which contacting surfaces are involved in vibration or very small relative
motion at high frequency. Generally, corrosion is also involved, because the small particles of material that are
removed expose fresh material during the small-amplitude motion oxidation. A telltale sign of fretting in
materials that oxidize is the development of local discoloration at the contacting surfaces, there being a reddish
color with the products of fretting on steel or cast iron surfaces and blackish stains on aluminum alloys. A
major risk when fretting occurs is the development of surface cracks that might then grow by fatigue.
Energy-Dispersive Spectroscopy and Other Microchemical Analysis Procedures. In the evaluation of the causes
of corrosion and wear, the determination of the chemical composition of corrosion products, debris, and
contaminants is often of crucial importance. In some cases, the contaminants may be large or in bulk form, such
as soil from a trench, but in many cases, they are small and may require microchemical analytical procedures.
The local composition of components that have interacted with their environment may also require
determination. In some cases, this may require the determination of the composition of chemically generated
films and the variation in the composition of the underlying base material that has reacted with the
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environment. In other cases, such as liquid metal embrittlement, it may require profiling the contamination
within the bulk material or determining the composition of thin films on grain boundaries or on fracture
surfaces.
Where failure has taken place in some specific direction, it may be necessary to conduct chemical analysis of
specific regions. Examples are intergranular fracture, where there may be embrittling elements or phases on
grain boundaries, or fracture along aligned inclusions or second-phase particles. In such cases, chemical
analysis may be made using specialized techniques. A number of analytical tools are available for such
evaluations and may be used by the failure analyst. The more common ones, which are described briefly in this
section, are x-ray analysis by energy-dispersive spectroscopy (EDS), electron probe microanalysis (EPMA),
Auger electron spectroscopy (AES), secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS), and x-ray powder diffraction
(XRPD).
Energy-dispersive x-ray analysis is normally conducted using a SEM fitted with an x-ray detector that can
simultaneously count and determine the energy of emitted x-rays. Such an energy-dispersive detector contrasts
with the wavelength-dispersive spectrometers used on the original electron probe microanalyzer developed by
Castaing in 1948. The x-rays are generated when a sample of the area of interest is bombarded with a beam of
electrons. Light elements to boron (atomic number 5) can be detected, and semiquantitative analysis can be
made for atomic numbers of 11 (sodium) and higher. This is the most generally used microchemical analysis
technique in failure investigations. A rapid qualitative analysis can be made in this way. The detection limits of
elements are typically on the order of 0.1 wt%.
Figure 21 shows the analysis made of deposits within a crack in a pipe in a petrochemical plant.

Fig. 21 Energy-dispersive spectroscopy analysis of deposit in a crack in a pipe from a
petrochemical plant
Electron Probe Microanalysis. The electron probe microanalyzer is intended to combine the capabilities of the
electron microscope with microanalytical capabilities. While the original instruments had an x-ray detector and
single-crystal wavelength-dispersive diffractometers that moved around the sample to detect x-rays of various
wavelengths, the development of energy-dispersive x-ray spectrometry detectors has permitted high-resolution
detection of the composition of selected areas of the specimen. Although EDS is normally conducted using a
SEM today, the electron probe microanalyzer is still widely used, and the use of wavelength-dispersive
spectrometers provides much greater spectral resolution, allowing the separation of peaks that are poorly
resolved with an energy-dispersive spectrometer. This is illustrated in Fig. 22.

Fig. 22 (a) Energy-dispersive and (b) wavelength-dispersive x-ray spectra of a
multicomponent glass. Source: Ref 5
The detection limits of EPMA using a wavelength-dispersive spectrometer are on the order of 0.01 wt%, an
order of magnitude greater than is obtained using an energy-dispersive spectrometer.
Auger Electron Spectroscopy. In AES, an electron beam is focused on the area of interest on the sample being
examined. Weak Auger electrons resulting from a secondary reaction of x-rays with the orbital electrons are
detected. The electrons have energies that are characteristic of the elements that emit them.
The great advantage of AES over EPMA is the sensitivity of the analysis in terms of the depth of material
analyzed. Using an electron probe microanalyzer, the depth of the spot analyzed can be on the order of 1 μm
(0.04 mil), whereas with AES, the depth can be on the order of 3 nm, and all elements can be detected in this
near-surface region, with the exception of hydrogen and helium.
Thus, the technique is ideal for evaluation of contaminated surfaces and thin coatings. Depth profiling of
composition can be accomplished by step-wise progressive removal of material from a surface using an ion
beam, normally of argon ions, followed by Auger analysis.
Secondary ion mass spectroscopy techniques are used to detect secondary ions created by the interaction of an
ion beam with a material. Thus, when an ion beam, as used in AES analysis for depth profiling, impinges on a
surface, the secondary ions can be detected using a mass spectrometer. A quadrupole mass spectrometer can be
installed on an existing Auger system fitted with an ion etching gun, and simultaneous AES and SIMS analyses
can be made. Stand-alone SIMS systems can provide improved performance as a result of a smaller ion beam
diameter and greater sensitivity of detection.
Secondary ion mass spectroscopy analysis is capable of detecting all elements, including hydrogen, with a
depth resolution of 5 to 10 nm, and the detection sensitivity of trace elements is in the parts per million to parts
per billion range.
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X-ray powder diffraction is an important tool in the evaluation of the composition of oxides and other
contaminating crystalline material. The material must be removed and crushed to a powder, if it is not already
in this condition. It is then placed in a glass capillary tube or consolidated on a sample holder and analyzed
using a diffractometer, a Debye-Scherrer powder camera, or other camera and film technique to record the
diffraction data produced when the crystalline material is placed in a monochromatic x-ray beam. The
diffraction pattern obtained is recorded by the diffractometer or on film, and the interplanar atomic (d) spacings
can then be calculated and compared with data for known compounds, as contained in the database maintained
by the Joint Committee on Powder Diffraction Standards International Center for Diffraction Data in
Swarthmore, PA.
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Analysis of Base Material Composition
Metals. In general, the composition of the base material of the subject part or component needs to be
determined. This does not necessarily require chemical analysis to be made, because there may not be a
question about the importance of the part conforming to the specified composition. However, it is important
that the specified composition, or at least the material specification, be determined, whether or not chemical
analysis is to be made. First, there is the question of whether the specification was sufficiently complete and
was appropriate for the application. For example, in the case of a structural steel part, the specification would
normally be for a structural-quality steel rather than a commercial-quality steel in order to meet requirements of
the applicable construction code. It is not unusual to find that the specification and ordering of material has
been done in a loose and unspecific manner. Other examples are the specification of “carbon steel” or “mild
steel,” which allows for wide ranges of materials to be used.
Another reason for the need to determine exactly what was specified is that analysis can then be made of the
key elements in the specification, rather than an unnecessarily wide spectrum of elements. Also, when a
composition is determined, it is often found that this allows the material to be classified as corresponding to a
range of specifications, and it is not possible to be specific about the exact grade or type of material. All
specifications have a range for each element, in some cases this being given as a maximum value only.
Additionally, there are variations within a product itself, particularly in the case of cast material, and the
analysis has limitations on the accuracy and precision of the elements detected. Where there is a doubt about a
particular analysis, it may be necessary to have a separate duplicate analysis made to see if the two are
consistent. There are sometimes consistent differences in the analyses made by different laboratories, and not
too much importance should be given to apparent small differences in composition or to some elements being
apparently just outside the specified range. If the element is a critical one, then duplicate or multiple analyses
may be justified.
Where failure has taken place in some specific direction, it may be necessary to conduct chemical analysis of
specific regions. Examples are intergranular fracture, where there may be embrittling elements or phases on
grain boundaries, or fracture along aligned inclusions or second-phase particles. In such cases, chemical
analysis may be made using specialized techniques involving the use of an electron probe microanalyzer or
energy-dispersive x-ray analysis in a scanning electron microscope, which are discussed in the section “EnergyDispersive Spectroscopy and Other Microchemical Analysis Procedures.”
Polymers. Chemical analysis, as is normally done for metals, is not sufficient for the characterizing of
polymeric materials. The main intrinsic properties that characterize all polymer molecules are their size, weight,

and weight distribution; chain stiffness or chain rigidity; the particular state, whether amorphous,
semicrystalline, or crystalline; and the nature of any network structure. These elements, by means of which all
polymers can be classified, are illustrated in Fig. 23 and described with examples in Table 1. Thermoplastics
should, in theory, have no cross linking, but, in practice, small amounts occur as a result of thermal and
oxidative degradation or through the processing of the polymeric material in fabricating the component.

Fig. 23 Basic elements of polymeric materials. (See Table 1 for explanation of locations).
Source: Ref 6
Table 1 Basic characteristics of engineering polymers
Location(a) Characteristics
1
Flexible and crystallizable chains

Examples
PE
PP
PVC

2

Cross-linked amorphous networks of flexible chains
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PA
Phenol-formaldehyde cured rubber

3
A

Rigid chains
Crystalline domains in a viscous network

Styrenated polyester
PIs (ladder molecules)
PET
Terylene (Dacron)

B

Moderate cross linking, with some crystallinity

C
D

Rigid chains, partly cross linked
Crystalline domains with rigid chains between them
and cross-linking chains
Rigid-chain domains in a flexible-chain matrix

E

Cellulose acetate
Chloroprene rubber
Polyisoprene
Heat-resistant materials
High-strength and temperatureresistant materials
Styrene-butadiene-styrene, triblock
polymer

Thermoplastic elastomer
(a) See Fig. 23. PE, polyethylene; PP, polypropylene; PVC, polyvinyl chloride; PA, polyamide; PI, polyimide;
PET, polyethylene terephthalate.
Source: Ref 6
Characterization of polymers in failure analysis may involve the following methods:
•
•

•
•
•

•

Molecular spectroscopy.
1. Infrared (IR) or Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy
2. Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy
Molecular weight (MW) and molecular weight distribution (MWD) using light scattering as well as
other secondary methods
Methods of thermal analysis
1. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and differential thermal analysis (DTA)
2. Thermomechanical analysis
3. Dynamic mechanical analysis
4. Thermogravimetric analysis
X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis

Further details of polymer characterization are discussed in the article “Characterization of Plastics in Failure
Analysis” in this Volume.
A brief scheme of structure analysis as it relates to material failure is presented in Table 2. A typical problem a
materials engineer must face is the evaluation of a piece of failed pipe. Identifying the type of molecule used to
make the pipe material can be accomplished by IR spectroscopy or spectroscopic methods in general. With the
chemical structure of the pipe established, the next property to address is the glass transition temperature, Tg,
and the melt temperature, Tm, because these quantities characterize the useful working temperature range of the
material. Either DSC or thermomechanical analysis (TMA) can be used to determine both Tg and Tm as well as
other thermal events. Repeat analysis can be used on a single sample to reveal the effects of thermal or process
history on the transition temperatures. The next step is to determine the MW and/or MWD of the polymer. A
primary method (such as light scattering) or secondary methods (such as dilute solution viscosity, gel
permeation chromatography (GPC), or melt rheology) can be used to characterize the MW and MWD.
Differences in MW and MWD can have a profound effect on ultimate properties. Wide-angle x-ray diffraction
as well as electron microscopy can determine the morphology or structure (amorphous or crystalline) of the
material. This problem-solving approach can be extended from failed pipe to a polymeric structural member
that failed under load, or a plastic gear that cracked under conditions of use, or to any other failure problem.

Table 2 Practical information derived from polymer analysis methods
Test method
Gel permeation chromatography (GPC)
Low-angle light scattering
Osmometry, membrane
Osmometry, vapor pressure
Dilute solution viscosity
Quasielastic light scattering (QELS)
Differential thermal analysis (DTA)
Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA)
Dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA)
Thermomechanical analysis (TMA)
Mechanical spectroscopy

Property
Weight-average molecular weight, M w; molecular
weight distribution (MWD)
M w, MWD
Number-average molecular weight, M n
Mn

Inherent viscosity, reduced viscosity, intrinsic
viscosity
Macromolecular particle diameter, diffusion
coefficient
Transition temperature, Tg; melt/crystallization
temperatures, Tm
Heat of polymerization, fusion, Tg, Tm
Composition, weight loss with time or temperature
Elastic modulus, loss modulus, tan delta
Penetration temperature, expansion coefficient
Viscosity, normal stress difference, shear elastic and
loss modulus
Chemical functional groups

Infrared (IR) spectroscopy, Fourier transform
infrared spectroscopy (FTIR)
Attenuated total reflectance (ATR)
Surface functional groups
Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy
Chemical shift of nuclei
Mass spectroscopy
Mass/charge of ions produced
X-ray diffraction analysis (XRD)
Crystalline polymer component
Small-angle x-ray diffraction
X-ray scattering at low angle
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
Surface and particle morphology
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
Polymer morphology
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)
Elemental concentrations, oxidation states
Auger electron spectroscopy (AES)
Elemental concentrations
Wavelength dispersive x-ray analysis
Elements present on polymer surfaces
Source: Ref 6
Ceramics/Intermetallics. Bulk chemical analysis of ceramic and intermetallic components that have failed may
be made in several ways, including wet analytical chemistry, ultraviolet/visible absorption spectroscopy, and
molecular fluorescence spectroscopy. Additionally, x-ray diffraction analysis is particularly valuable in
identifying constituent compounds.
Other specialized techniques may be required to detect contamination and local compositional variations; these
would use analytical techniques already described in the section “Energy-Dispersive Spectroscopy and Other
Microchemical Analysis Procedures.”
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Metallurgical Samples and Hardness
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Selection of Metallurgical Samples. Samples should not be taken from subject components until all information
required has been obtained while still in place. For example, if there is a fracture surface this should be
examined and recorded, as required before any cuts are made through it. In many cases, it is of interest to
section a component through the fracture origin, but this origin is then effectively destroyed, as far as viewing
the local surface of the fracture is concerned. Thus, cutting should be delayed until all required fractographic or
surface chemical analysis has been made. In the case of a failure where legal action is contemplated, it is
important that the other parties involved have an opportunity to examine the component before such sectioning
is done. It may be necessary, in such cases, that the other parties are in agreement with a documented protocol
of sectioning and examination procedures to be followed.
When samples are to be taken from a subject part or component, it is important to record exactly where they
were taken from, including their orientation. Photographs of the part before and after sectioning are valuable. It
can be very useful to mark the position of the cuts to be made on the part before it is sectioned or photographed.
Sketches documenting cutting sequence and providing unique identification to resultant sectioned pieces are
very valuable, such as the one shown in Figure 24.¨

Fig. 24 Sketch showing cutting sequence for a failed trailer hitch. Parts 4282-A-2-2 and
4282-A-3-3-2 were mounted for metallographic examination.
In addition to samples taken from a subject component, it is often important to have samples taken in regions
away from the area of failure or from similar components that have not failed. These serve to show the
microstructure of the component in other than the damaged region and of similar components, so that any
microstructural aspects that are specific to the subject component and, in particular, to the damaged region can
be identified.
Hardness Determination by Microindentation and Nanoindentation Methods. Hardness measurements can
provide considerable information about the mechanical properties of materials. Many specifications provide a

range of hardness, and this quantity can be correlated reasonably well with tensile strength in many cases,
particularly for steels. Hence, hardness is one of the properties that is routinely measured during a failure
analysis.
During the metallographic portion of a failure analysis, microindentation measurements of hardness can be
informative. Examples include microhardness profiles to determine if specified effective case depth of gear
teeth was achieved, and hardness in weld, base, and heat-affected zone material to identify if weld hardness
properties were consistent with expected values. To answer such questions, a microindentation hardness tester
with a diamond indenter is commonly used, with loads in the range of 10 g to 1 kg. Figure 25 shows a plot of
hardness across the carburized surface layer of a gear tooth that had been sectioned following failure of a
gearbox assembly. The effective case depth is the distance from the surface at which the case hardness curve
falls to a particular predetermined value, often 50 HRC, as indicted on the figure. The indenters used in
microindentation hardness testing can be of the Knoop or Vickers type. Both are diamond pyramid type. The
Vickers indenter is of the same geometry as that used in conventional Vickers testing, being square in cross
section, while the Knoop indenter has a rhombic base, producing a rhombic-shaped indentation with a ratio
between the long and short diagonals of approximately 7 to 1. The shape of the indentations is illustrated in
Figure 26.

Fig. 25 Plot of hardness across the carburized layer of a gear tooth made by using a
micro-indentation hardness tester with a Vickers indenter. The equivalent Rockwell C
hardness is shown on the right. The effective depth of hardness is indicated by the broken
line cutting the hardness plot at a level of 50 HRC.
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Fig. 26 Comparison of indentations made by Knoop and Vickers indenters in the same
metal and at the same loads. Source: Ref 7
The choice between indenter types is often arbitrary, but the Vickers indenter is less sensitive to surface
conditions, because it penetrates more deeply. With its shorter diagonals, the Vickers indenter is more sensitive
to measurement errors. However, because both diagonals are measured and then averaged for the Vickers
indenter, it is less subject to error when the surface is not completely level.
In recent years, the development of the ultrasonic microindentation hardness tester has provided another very
useful tool for the failure analyst. This type of hardness tester uses a Vickers diamond attached to one end of a
magnetostrictive metal rod. When the diamond-tipped rod is excited to its natural frequency by a piezoelectric
converter and the free end with the diamond tip brought into contact with the surface of a solid body, the
natural frequency of the rod changes. The area of contact between the diamond tip and the material under test
can be derived, because the resonant frequency depends on this for a given modulus of elasticity. The area of
contact is also inversely proportional to the hardness, provided the contact force is constant. The loads used are
small, with a maximum of approximately 10 N, and the resulting indentations are small (on the order of 4 to 20
μm) so the testing is essentially nondestructive. Because the commercially available equipment is light and
portable, and measurements and calculations are performed electronically when the instrument is brought into
contact with the test material, ultrasonic microindentation is extremely useful in checking the hardness of failed
or damaged components; it takes little time and does not involve cutting up parts in order to make the tests. One
warning should be given, however: because the indentations are small, they are affected greatly by the surface
condition, such as the presence of local cold working and by surface roughness. Thus, local preparation using
grinding papers and, in some cases, local polishing may be necessary to achieve results that are representative
of the underlying material.
Provided that the microindentation hardness tester is well set up, it is also possible to determine the hardness of
second-phase particles, provided they are of sufficient size. Where this is impractical, a useful technique is to
use a fine needle to scratch the surface of the metallographic specimen, passing across particles or areas where
the hardness is in question. Although no absolute values of hardness can be determined in this way, the
variation in the width of the scratch as it traverses different phases or second-phase particles can provide useful
information as to their relative hardness.
The development of new surface-modification techniques and coatings in order to improve the service life of
components in tribological applications has produced a need to measure the hardness of the surface layers, and
it has become necessary to determine changes in hardness over depths on the order of 10 nm. Hardness

measurements on a nanometer scale are thus required when components that have surface-modified layers or
coatings are to be assessed.
Depth-sensing nanoindentation testing can be used to characterize the mechanical properties of a surface layer.
A diamond tip is pushed into the surface while the load is increased, and this is continued to some maximum
depth or load, the load and displacement of the indenter being recorded. The record of load versus displacement
provides information on the mechanical properties of the material over a volume whose dimensions depend on
the material properties and the shape of the diamond tip. As the load increases, the volume and the depth that
are being probed increase strongly. To obtain a profile of hardness versus depth, the maximum load can be
increased, but the resolution of the load variation method (LVM) decreases significantly as the depth of
penetration increases. This is illustrated in Fig. 27(a), from which it may be observed that the measurement of
the response is for the combination of film and substrate for thin films or large loads. Although analytical
methods have been developed to compensate for this, these do not help when the measurements are made on
multilayers or ion-implanted surfaces in which there is a gradient of mechanical properties.
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Fig. 27 Schematic presentation of different methods of hardness-depth profiling. (a) Load
variation method (LVM). (b) Constant load method (CLM). (c) Cross-sectional method
(CSM). The cross-hatched areas indicate the relative dimensions of the probed volumes,
for which a hemispherical shape is assumed. Source: Ref 8
Alternate methods to determine hardness gradients are the constant load method (CLM), which involves
removing successive thin layers of material and performing hardness indentation testing at each step (Fig. 27b),
and the cross-sectional method (CSM) in which a cross section is prepared, as is common in metallurgical
evaluations (Fig. 27c).
In nanoindentation hardness testing, the hardness is evaluated from the recorded load-displacement curve, the
hardness being defined as the mean contact pressure under the indenter at maximum load.
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Preparation and Examination of Metallographic Specimens in Failure Analysis
It has already been emphasized that the cutting sequence involved in the preparation of metallographic
specimens must be well documented. The mounting medium used for these must be chosen carefully. When
edge retention is important, as it usually is when a metallographic specimen is prepared through a fracture
origin, a sample can be mounted using a hard mounting material or it can be plated electrolytically or using
electroless solutions before being mounted. In general, electroless plating using nickel, copper, iron, or
chromium is the preferred method, because bonding is superior, with less tendency for the plating to separate
than with electrolytically plated specimens. Hard mounting materials for edge retention generally contain
pelletized alumina (Al2O3), ground glass, or other wear-resistant filler materials in the resin.
Where specimens are to be displayed to others, for example, in court proceedings, it is useful to mount them in
transparent plastic, so the complete piece of material can be seen. This allows others to see more clearly the
shape of the mounted sample and to appreciate exactly the location where it was taken from a component.
However, the edge retention is often inferior with transparent mounting compounds, although some relatively
satisfactory proprietary materials are available.
If SEM evaluation is required for nonmetallic specimens, it is necessary to coat these with a conducting layer of
carbon, gold, or gold-palladium alloy by means of vacuum deposition. In the case of metallic specimens, these
may be either coated or grounded to the holder using conducting tape or metallic silver paint to prevent
charging from occurring on the specimen. All specimens must be grounded to prevent this charge buildup.

Ceramic Materials*
Ceramics are inorganic compounds, such as oxides, carbides, nitrides, borides, and mixed ceramics, and are
usually produced by sintering. The often-extreme hardness, brittleness, porosity, and chemical resistance of
ceramic materials lead to a number of difficulties when preparing representative polished and etched samples.
Careful selection of cutting, mounting, grinding, polishing, and etching procedures is required and must be
optimized for each type of ceramic. Automatic sample preparation is recommended, as are an adjustable

pressure, special grinding discs, and the use of diamond as the abrasive material. Using such methodology, a
flat surface that displays an undistorted, real microstructure may be prepared in a reasonable time.
Cutting invariably introduces damage to the surface of ceramics. Grain pullouts, cracks, and cutting grooves
may result, which have to be removed step-by-step during subsequent preparation (grinding and polishing).
Generally, ceramics are wet-cut (water or a special cutting fluid) with a rotating diamond cutting wheel on a
bench-type laboratory machine or on a precision cutting machine. The cutting speed (25 to 500 rpm for a lowspeed cutting machine; 500 to 5000 rpm for a high-speed cutting machine) and the cutting pressure should be
optimized, depending on the material properties.
Mounting. For automatic sample preparation, the specimens can be mounted or may be glued directly onto a
sample holder. The two possibilities for metallographic mounting are hot mounting, with compression and heat,
and cold mounting. It should be noted that sensitive, small, and very brittle ceramic specimens tend to become
damaged and cracked when using hot mounting, because of the high pressure and temperature that are needed
for this process. The mounting material should either be very hard or have good abrasion resistance.
Additionally, care must be taken that the etching technique to be used is known before the sample is mounted,
to enable correct selection of mounting material. For example, when using thermal etching techniques or salt
melt etching techniques, the sample should be removed from the mount before etching. When etching in a
boiling chemical solution, the mount should be of a material that is not chemically attacked.
Mechanical Preparation (Grinding and Polishing). The grinding and polishing procedure is best carried out on
an automatic or semiautomatic machine. The structure of each and every ceramic product has been specifically
adjusted to exhibit the required properties and thus shows a unique behavior when being prepared. Table 3
contains preparation standards for advanced (structural) ceramics. This table should be used as a rough guide
only, and figures have to be adjusted according to the preparation requirements of specific ceramics.

Table 3 Guidelines for semiautomatic preparation of structural ceramics
Step

Base

Grinding

Fine
grinding
Polishing

Diamond disc

Diamond grade,
μm
65

Lubricant Speed,
rpm
Water
300

Pressure,
N
≈180

Diamond disc
Composite disc

20
6

Water
Lubricant

≈180
≈100

300
300

Time,
min
Until
flat
5–10
5–15

Fusible-backing
6
Lubricant 150
≈150
15–120
nonwoven cloth
Hard synthetic cloth
3
Lubricant 150
≈120
15–120
Hard silk cloth
1
Lubricant 150
≈90
5–10
(a)
(a)
Fine
Short-napped fiber
150
≈50
1–20
polishing
cloth
(a) Silicon dioxide suspension
In general, phenolic-thermosetting-resin-bonded diamond discs are employed for grinding. The surface damage
generated during grinding has to be removed during fine grinding and polishing. Fine grinding keeps the
surface of the specimen flat, and no further damage is introduced. Complete removal of the damaged surface
must therefore be achieved by subsequent polishing steps. Polishing should preferably be performed on hard
cloths, and the highest removal rates occur during steps with the application of diamond polishing compound of
6 and 3 μm size. Polishing with 1 μm diamond removes only very little material. All breakouts and scratches
are to be removed during these steps. In general, fine polishing with a suspension of SiO2 alone is used if small
and fine scratches have to be removed.
Ceramographic Etching. Microscopic examination of ceramic specimens in their as-polished condition prior to
etching has proved useful. An evaluation of the number of pores, their distribution, and possible pullouts can
only be assessed in this state. Evaluation of inclusions, contamination, and cracks should also be made before
etching. In order to reveal grain boundaries, phases, and other microstructural details, the ceramic specimens
have to be etched. The methods of etching used in ceramography are varied. All of the well-known and
commonly used methods of ceramographic etching are summarized in Fig. 28 (Ref 9). Three etching methods
can be distinguished: optical etching, which does not change the surface of the specimen, and electrochemical
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and physical etching, both of which cause changes to the surface of the specimen. The most frequently used
etching methods for advanced ceramics are shown in italics (solution etching, plasma etching, and thermal
etching).

Fig. 28 Ceramographic etching procedures
Due to the chemical resistance of many ceramics, solution etching of polished specimens requires the
application of very aggressive chemicals at elevated temperatures, for example, Al 2O3 and Si3N4 require boiling
phosphoric acid at 250 °C (480 °F).
In contrast to solution etching, plasma etching (which can be used only for SiC and Si3N4 ceramic materials)
attacks the matrix grains of the ceramic and not the grain-boundary phase (Fig. 29) (Ref 10). Plasma etching is
carried out inside a special plasma-etching apparatus, which provides a gaseous mixture of CF4 and O2. A radio
frequency generator emits high-frequency electromagnetic oscillations and thus produces fluoride radicals
inside the reaction chamber. These radicals then react with the silicon-containing matrix of the ceramics (SiC
and Si3N4), and the intergranular grain-boundary phase remains unattacked by plasma etching.

Fig. 29 Silicon nitride (Si3N4), plasma etched
Thermal etching in air or in vacuum is applied at temperatures approximately 150 °C (270 °F) below sintering
temperature and is mainly carried out with ZrO2 and Al2O3. Figure 30 shows a thermally etched Al2O3 ceramic.
The grain boundaries are visible after thermal etching at 1500 °C (2700 °F) in air.

Fig. 30 Alumina (Al2O3) thermally etched at 1500 °C (2700 °F) in air
The choice of the etching method, of course, depends on the type of ceramics and on the structural feature of
interest.

Footnote
* *This section contributed by Ulrike Täffner, Max-Planck-Institut für Metallforschung, Stuttgart, Germany.
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Analysis and Interpretation of Microstructures
A sample of material from the subject component may be examined for several reasons. These include:
determination if the microstructure is in accordance with that to be expected for the specified composition and
processing of the part; evaluation of the type and extent of damage resulting from its service life, taking into
account loading and environmental effects (including temperature); evaluation of welding or other joining
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processes employed during fabrication; determination of the origin and the path of cracking and its possible
relationship to microstructural features, such as inclusions or grain boundaries; estimation of the extent of
overheating that may have occurred during service; examination of directionality in the microstructure and its
possible relation to failure; and the distribution of phases within the material.
After metallographic specimens from the component of interest have been prepared by grinding and polishing,
they should be examined in the unetched condition. This allows better observation of features such as
inclusions, cracks, and pores and of foreign material, such as copper in steel or surface plating, that may not be
observable after etching.
Metallographic examination allows the characterization of many parameters, whether or not it is being made to
determine the cause of a failure. The microstructure of nonfailed components or samples of similar materials
may be examined for the purposes of comparison, because the microstructural parameters may be very
important in the overall analysis, even when they are not specific causes of a failure. Features that may be
measured include grain size and shape, inclusion size and distribution, the distribution of second-phase
particles, plating or coating thickness, and the extent and nature of a heat-affected zone produced by welding or
another process. In an increasing number of cases, these parameters are determined using quantitative
metallographic (or stereographic) techniques, as discussed in the article “Quantitative Metallography” in
Metallography and Microstructures, Volume 9 of ASM Handbook. Recent development and cost-effectiveness
of automated systems have greatly facilitated such analyses.
The microstructure of a metallic component is determined by its thermal and mechanical history. Generally
speaking, cast and wrought products can be differentiated on the basis of their microstructure as well as their
overall shape and external appearance prior to such examination. Segregation effects are much more likely to
be present in cast products. Features such as long directional grains produced during a directional solidification
or fine equiaxed grains produced at a chilled surface may be seen in cast components, and these may be
relevant to the failure mechanism. In general, rolled, extruded, or otherwise mechanically worked materials and
components are intended to have their maximum tensile stresses acting along the direction of deformation,
because this is normally the direction in which the strength is greatest. Hence, it is not unusual to find failures
that have occurred when a component is loaded in tension in another direction. An example of this is when a
lug or other attachment is welded to a plate product, and then a load is applied in the through-thickness
direction. A specific case involved cracking in steel beams with a minimum specified yield strength of 300 MPa
(44 ksi) that had measured yield and tensile strengths in the transverse (not through-thickness) direction of 180
MPa (26 ksi) and 288 MPa (42 ksi), respectively. Cracking occurred during service by fatigue running along
banded regions containing many manganese sulfide inclusions, when the material was loaded transversely in
service. In this case, the fault was not with the material, which met specification requirements, but with the
designer assuming that the material was isotropic. The material met all applicable specifications, tensile
properties only being specified in the longitudinal direction.
Other examples where metallographic examination is of great value are in showing where decarburization has
occurred at a surface during heat treatment or in illustrating the depth of a carburized layer. Such
metallographic examinations are normally supplemented with hardness measurements made using a
microindentation hardness tester, commonly with a hardness traverse made on the surface of a metallographic
specimen, as described in the section “Hardness Determination by Microindentation and Nanoindentation
Methods.” Embrittlement can often be observed through the examination of metallographic sections. For
example, Fig. 31 shows the microstructure of a 321 stainless steel used for the hot-gas casing of a gas turbine
after 18,000 h of operation, with a gas-side temperature of 985 °C (1800 °F) and an air-side temperature of 204
°C (400 °F). Extensive carbide formation has taken place, and brittle, intergranular cracking had occurred as a
consequence.

Fig. 31 Grain-boundary and intragranular precipitation at the hot side of the hot-gas
casing of a gas turbine. Material is 321 stainless steel. Etched successively in Vilella's
reagent, methanolic aqua regia, and Groesbeck's reagent to darken carbides
In quenched and tempered carbon and alloy steel samples, determination of the prior austenite grain size may
be of importance, and this may not be readily defined from direct examination of the microstructure prepared
and etched in the normal manner. However, if significant amounts of a high-temperature transformation product
have formed at grain boundaries during quenching, these lie along the prior grain austenite boundaries. Also, in
some cases where the tempering temperature is high, cementite particles precipitated during tempering lie along
these boundaries. In these specific cases, the prior austenite boundaries may be visible following the standard
metallographic preparation procedures. In the situation where the prior austenite boundaries are not readily
observed, several techniques may be used to reveal them. These include the use of an etchant such as Vilella's
reagent (5 mL HCl, 1 g picric acid, and 100 mL ethanol or methanol) that delineates the colonies of martensite
laths or plates, differentiating the colonies formed in neighboring austenite grains. An alternate procedure is the
use of a wetting agent added to an aqueous picric acid solution, which provides an etchant that delineates the
prior austenite boundaries themselves. Figure 32 shows examples of its effectiveness in etching American Iron
and Steel Institute (AISI) 4140 steel quenched and tempered at various temperatures.
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Fig. 32 An AISI 4140 steel, austenitized at 850 °C (1560 °F), oil quenched and tempered
for 1 h at (a) 200 °C (390 °F), (b) 300 °C (570 °F), and (c) 550 °C (1020 °F). Etched in
aqueous saturated picric acid containing sodium tridecylbenzene sulfonate (1 g per 100
mL solution)
For carbon and alloy steels with carbon contents below 0.25%, the McQuad-Ehn test may be used. In this, a
specimen of the steel is carburized at 927 ± 14 °C (1700 ± 25 °F) for approximately 8 h. The specimen is
furnace cooled to below the lower critical temperature at a cooling rate low enough to allow precipitation of
cementite on the austenite grain boundaries in the hypereutectoid part of the case. Subsequently, the sample is
sectioned and prepared metallographically to reveal the grain size in the hypereutectoid region of the case. A
limitation is that the grain size of steels that have been austenitized at temperatures lower than 927 °C (1700 °F)
may be finer that that indicated by the McQuad-Ehn test.
At times, it is important to determine the extent of retained austenite in a heat treated steel component,
particularly when there has been brittle or intergranular fracture of the component. Austenite retained after
quenching may transform isothermally to martensite at room temperature over a period of months, and this can
also occur in steels that have been tempered at a low temperature. It may also transform as a result of stress
during, for example, shock loading. Untempered martensite is difficult to distinguish from retained austenite;
both appear white in the light microscope after the normal etching has been conducted. The importance of
retained austenite is that it can lead to delayed cracking when it transforms to martensite, particularly in
hypereutectoid steels. The presence of untempered martensite also makes the steel more brittle. Figure 33
indicates the extent of retained austenite in carbon steel after austenitizing and quenching in water or brine to
room temperature; the amount increases with increase in carbon content. In hypereutectoid steels, etching in
Vilella's reagent, rather than the more normally used picral, allows the martensite plates to be seen more clearly
and the retained austenite, which remains white, to be identified more easily. This is well demonstrated in Ref
14. However, because of the difficulties in determining the extent of retained austenite using light microscopy
and standard metallographic techniques, particularly when the quantity involved is small, it is usual to
determine this by x-ray diffraction. The accuracy using a diffractometer is in the region of 0.5% for the range
1.5 to 38% of austenite by volume (Ref 15).

Fig. 33 Volume fraction of retained austenite in carbon steels fully austenitized and water
quenched in water or brine at room temperature. Source: Ref 11
Microstructures of concern in failure analysis were formerly examined almost exclusively by means of light
microscopy, with only a limited amount of examination being made in the SEM and an even more limited
amount of TEM being conducted using thin foils or extraction replicas. However, it has become more common
to use the higher resolution of the SEM in microstructural characterization, particularly where there are fine
second-phase particles present, such as, for example, γ′ in the nickel-base superalloys, as illustrated in Fig. 34.

Fig. 34 Microstructure of Mar-M-247 heat treated cast alloy for gas turbine components
showing different sizes of γ′ particles. Electropolished and electroetched. Courtesy of Dr.
J.F. Radavich, Micro-Met Laboratories
This is also the case when components suffering from creep damage or creep failure are examined and in which
there may be intergranular cavitation or decohesion at grain-boundary carbides. These features may not be
readily detected using light microscopy, unless heavy etching or repeated polish-etch cycles are used; such
procedures produce enlarged cavities on the specimen surface (Ref 16, 17). Figure 35 shows a region close to
the fracture in a steam pipe of a CrMo steel that failed by creep. In Fig. 35(a), the specimen has been repeatedly
polished and etched to open voids where carbides have precipitated on grain boundaries and are decoherent
with the matrix. There is the appearance of extensive creep voids on the grain boundaries. In Fig. 35(b), the
specimen has been carefully polished and etched, and grain-boundary voids are not apparent. A replica
prepared from the surface of a creep-damaged CrMo steel is shown in Fig. 36 at two different magnifications.
The material was repeatedly polished and etched to emphasize the damage, and the apparent voids are readily
seen in the SEM. The initiation of creep voids at second-phase particles in type 316 austenitic stainless steel
that was exposed to high temperature is illustrated in Fig. 37. The voids are apparent at the boundaries between
ferrite and austenite and sigma phase/austenite boundaries. At lower temperatures under high stress, wedgetype cracking is observed (Fig. 38).
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Fig. 35 Section adjacent to the fracture surface of a CrMo tube that ruptured after 70,000
h at a nominal temperature of 490 °C (915 °F). (a) Polished and etched to emphasize
grain-boundary voids. (b) Polished and etched carefully to show grain boundaries. Nital
etch

Fig. 36 SEM images of CrMo tube shown in Fig. 35, prepared from a specimen that had
been polished and etched to emphasize apparent grain-boundary voids

Fig. 37 Decohesion at the particle-matrix interface on grain boundaries of 316 stainless
steel that failed by creep
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Fig. 38 Wedge cracking in 316 stainless steel that failed by creep at high stress and a
temperature of approximately 700 °C (1290 °F). Oxalic acid etch
While macroscopic examination and fractography can provide much information concerning some damage and
fracture mechanisms, metallographic examination can provide additional and, in many cases, more conclusive
information and the identification of mechanisms that cannot be established clearly, if at all, from macroscopic
and fractographic evaluation. This applies, for example, in the identification of stress-corrosion cracking (SCC),
particularly when it is important to determine if the mechanism is one of intergranular or transgranular crack
propagation. Figure 39 shows an example of transgranular SCC in a 316 stainless steel orthopedic implant. The
cracking is typical of anodic SCC that develops from surface corrosion pits in the presence of chlorides. Crack
propagation is assisted by active metal dissolution at the crack tips, as may be observed in the form of the
rounded crack tips. Another example, intergranular cracking in a low-carbon steel pipeline, is shown in Fig. 40.
The cracking, in this case, was caused by chemical reactions that produced hydrogen at the steel surface, which
was absorbed in the steel, leading to delayed hydrogen cracking in regions of high tensile stress. Other
hydrogen-induced damage is shown in Fig. 41, which illustrates voids formed by methane in a carbon steel
exposed to a hydrogen-containing atmosphere at high temperature. The carbides in the original pearlite have
been eliminated by reaction with the dissolved hydrogen.

Fig. 39 Stress-corrosion cracking in a 316 stainless steel orthopedic implant

Fig. 40 Hydrogen-induced cracking in pipeline steel
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Fig. 41 Voids formed by methane in a carbon steel exposed to a hydrogen atmosphere at
high temperature. The carbides in the pearlite have been eliminated by reaction with the
hydrogen. Courtesy of Dr. T.L. da Silveira, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
Metallographic examination can show the nature of subsurface fatigue fractures, as can occur in gears and
bearings under high contact (Hertzian) loading. Figures 42 and 43 illustrate the subsurface nature of cracking in
the carburized surface layer of a tooth in gears manufactured from Deutsche Industrie-Normen (DIN)
17CrNiMo6 steel (0.18 C, 0.38 Mn, 0.008 P, 0.020 S, 0.20 Si, 1.73 Cr, 1.58 Ni, and 0.25 Mo).

Fig. 42 (a) A crack running through the carburized surface layer on the flank of a gear
tooth. (b) The region of the origin, shown at higher magnification

Fig. 43 (a) A fatigue crack initiating close to the flank surface of the gear tooth. (b)
Multiple cracks within the carburized surface layer of the tooth in another area
In evaluating the microstructures of failed components and the mechanism of failure, the full range of analytical
methods may be required. For example, it is sometimes difficult to distinguish between SCC and liquid metal
embritttlement (LME). Additional analytical methods may be required to determine the chemistry within the
cracks and in the adjacent matrix material. Figure 44 shows the cracking observed on a metallographic
specimen cut from a locomotive axle that failed overall by fatigue. The fatigue cracking initiated from LME,
which is normally attributed to embrittlement by liquid copper from melting of the backing material in the
Babbitt bearing. In this case, the steel of the axle had not been austenitized. Thus, the temperature was never
high enough to melt the copper alloy backing material. The material within the cracks was analyzed in a SEM.
Figure 45 shows a backscattered electron image of the part of the bright-field electron image shown in Fig. 44.
At several points, detailed EDS analysis was made (Fig. 46) from one of the bright spots.
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Fig. 44 SEM secondary electron image of LME in steel locomotive axle

Fig. 45 SEM backscattered electron image of area within Fig. 44, showing points
identified for detailed EDS analysis

Fig. 46 Energy-dispersive spectroscopy x-ray spectrum from a shiny metallic particle in a
secondary crack, as shown in Fig. 42
It is apparent that the particle is primarily copper, while small amounts of lead and tin were also recorded. The
explanation is that the copper precipitated from molten Babbitt metal, a result of intermittent lubrication
breakdown and subsequent overheating. The copper-lead phase diagram in Fig. 47 shows that at the
solidification temperature for lead (328 °C, or 622 °F), the solubility of copper is virtually zero. At
approximately 600 °C (1110 °F), it is approximately 1% by weight. Thus, when molten, the Babbitt metal in the
bearing takes copper from the backing metal into solution. From the metallographic evidence, the axles were

not nearly as hot in the interior as at the surface, and copper would precipitate out from the Babbitt as
temperature decreased.

Fig. 47 Copper-lead phase diagram. Source: Ref 18
As a comparison with the foregoing case, Fig. 48 shows the type of penetration of austenite grain boundaries
that occurs by copper in carbon steel in the classic copper-induced LME.

Fig. 48 Copper-induced LME in a 0.5 wt% carbon steel that occurred when the steel was
in contact with liquid copper at 1100 °C (2010 °F). 2% nital etch
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Figure 49 shows intergranular cracking of 321 austenitic stainless steel. While this looks like intergranular
SCC, it is actually LME from liquid zinc that contacted the surface. Energy-dispersive spectroscopy was used
to detect the presence of zinc at the surface where the cracks initiated. In light optical metallographic
examination, some small dark spots were observed to form in the interior of the samples during final polishing,
in some cases, apparently distant from observable cracks. Two such spots are visible in the lower part of Fig.
49. When viewed in the SEM, it was seen that they were produced by grains that had fallen from the surface, as
shown in Fig. 50. This was caused by zinc diffusion along grain boundaries, producing decohesion.

Fig. 49 Zinc-induced LME in 321 austenitic stainless steel. Etched in Vilella's reagent

Fig. 50 SEM view of grains lost from 321 stainless steel by zinc-induced LME. Etched in
Vilella's reagent
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Examination of Damage and Material Evaluation
Iain Le May, Metallurgical Consulting

Evaluation of Polymers in Failure Analysis
In conducting a failure analysis of a component fabricated from polymeric material, the general methods of
analysis outlined for metals are followed, including observations of deformation and damage, chemical
analysis, and fractography. However, the failure mechanisms differ in a number of respects from those
occurring in metallic materials, and it is appropriate to consider the mechanisms of deterioration and
consequent failure in polymeric components. The various failure mechanisms are detailed in Engineering
Plastics, Volume 2 of Engineered Materials Handbook, and relevant ones are reviewed briefly here.
Failure to perform their intended function may occur in a number of ways in polymeric materials. These include
plastic deformation produced by creep or yielding; crazing and subsequent fracture; fatigue under fluctuating
stress; thermal and residual stresses; physical aging; moisture-related degradation; photolytic degradation;
degradation from organic chemicals, and environmentally-induced stress cracking.
Plastic Deformation. For an amorphous polymer, the yield stress tends toward zero when the temperature is
raised to the Tg. For a crystalline polymer, the yield stress tends to zero when the polymer starts to melt.
However, it should be emphasized that the onset of gross yielding is strongly dependent on strain rate and
temperature. The values of Tg and Tm are important quantities, and the temperature range of operation of a
polymeric material is limited. The degree of crystallinity is an important factor also, because the resistance to
plastic deformation increases with the degree of crystallinity. For polymeric materials operating at temperatures
above ambient, creep is a definite consideration, and stresses need to be kept to a level such that this is not an
important consideration.
Crazing can occur in high-impact plastics under the combined influence of stress and a hostile environment. In
a hostile environment, such as an organic solvent, if a critical strain is exceeded, cavitation (crazing) can occur,
producing whitening in the plastic or opacity in clear material. The crazes degenerate into microcracks, which
then grow until a critical size is reached, and failure results.
Fatigue is similar to fatigue in metals, although there are differences in the detailed mechanism of crack growth,
particularly in terms of crazing and void formation ahead of the crack tip that can occur in polymers.
Nevertheless, the classic appearance of beach marks and striations is observed on the fracture surfaces of
polymeric materials that have failed by fatigue. For many polymers, there is no defined endurance limit below
which fatigue failure does not occur, so failures may be expected where there are large numbers of repetitive
load cycles. The nonlinear characteristics of the stress-strain behavior of polymers producing hysteresis losses
during load cycles make them particularly subject to fatigue at high frequency.
Thermal and Residual Stress. Thermal stresses can be developed because of exposure to heat during service or
may be present from the solidification or manufacturing, because the coefficient of thermal expansion is
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generally high and the thermal conductivity low. As a result, considerable residual stresses may be generated
after local plastic deformation takes place to accommodate the thermal stresses. The dimensional changes
induced by thermal stresses may also provide sufficient change in shape, such that the component no longer
serves its purpose; for example, it may lose its contact as a seal.
Physical aging occurs primarily below Tg, and there is an effect on mechanical properties, particularly on their
ductile-brittle transition, with material becoming more brittle.
Moisture-Related Degradation. The effect of moisture varies widely with the particular type of polymer
concerned. The general effect is that absorption of water molecules causes a reduction in Tg, an increase in
ductility, and a loss in creep resistance. The difference is largely because some polymers have a very limited
capacity for absorption.
Photolytic Degradation. Chemical changes in polymeric materials are induced by sunlight. Absorption of
energy can cause reduction in polymer molecular weight because of rupture of main chain molecules, formation
of cross links, and the formation of oxidized groups within the polymer. These effects reduce strength and
increase brittleness.
Degradation from Organic Chemicals. Organic liquids, such as cleaning fluids, solvents, petroleum products,
and detergents, can greatly affect the mechanical properties of polymeric materials. For the polymer under
stress, the effect can be severe, with embrittlement being the usual failure mode.
Chemical attack, involving breakup of long chain molecules, is irreversible and may result in crazing,
microcracking, and rupture of the material. Reversible effects, which involve absorption of fluid and swelling
of the material, increase the degree of plasticization, which may allow failure to occur because of reduced
mechanical strength.
Soft, plasticized polymers are susceptible to embrittlement when in contact with organic liquids, because the
plasticizing additives can be leached out from the component.
Examination of Damage and Material Evaluation
Iain Le May, Metallurgical Consulting

Evaluation of Ceramic Materials in Failure Analysis
The principles involved in analyzing failures in ceramic materials are similar to those discussed with particular
reference to metals, but a number of specific points require discussion, because of the different properties and
behavior of ceramics from those of metallic components.
First, because of the brittle behavior of most ceramics, there may be many pieces resulting from a failure, and
reassembly of the pieces can provide information about the form of loading and the point of fracture initiation.
This is similar to what can be done for metals and is illustrated in Fig. 1. Figure 51 illustrates the types of crack
pattern resulting from different loading situations in brittle materials. In practice, evaluation of a fracture in a
brittle ceramic often means actually assembling the pieces together, although care must be taken not to damage
or obscure features on potentially critical fracture surfaces. The situation is considerably different from that of
metals, for which the failure analyst is normally very reluctant to conduct any reassembly of parts because of
the much greater potential for surface damage on metallic fracture faces.

Fig. 51 Information available by examining crack direction and crack branching. Source:
Ref 19
Crack branching is an important quantity in assessing fracture in ceramics. Cracks branch at a critical velocity,
which is on the order of half the speed of sound in glass for the specific glass concerned. The acceleration from
crack initiation to the critical velocity depends on the energy dissipation available from release of stored
energy. This can arise from applied stress, prestressing, or residual stress. The last mentioned is very important;
for example, tempered glass has a large stored energy, branches easily, and breaks into many small fragments.
On the other hand, a ceramic component that is heated unevenly, thus developing a thermal stress, may have
little crack branching, and, if the crack initiates at a small, locally heated area, there may be a single crack
without any branching.
When a crack is initiated in a ceramic material and accelerates, it interacts with the microstructure, the stress
field, and the acoustic vibrations that may be set up. These interactions lead to the formation of distinct
fractographic features, including the fracture mirror, hackle or river patterns, and Wallner lines. Figure 52
shows schematically these features surrounding the fracture origin. In Fig. 52(a), the origin of the crack is
internal, while in Fig. 52(b) it is at the surface.
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Fig. 52 Schematic showing typical fracture features surrounding the fracture origin in a
ceramic material. (a) Internal crack origin. (b) Surface crack initiation.
A crack initiating at an internal flaw travels radially outward as it accelerates, forming a smooth surface termed
the fracture mirror. It starts to deviate from its original plane when it reaches a critical velocity, intersects with
microstructural features such as an inclusion of precipitate, or if the direction of the principal tensile stress starts
to change. This leads to the formation of small radial ridges on the fracture plane. Initially, these may show up
as “mist” on glass, but this is not necessarily seen on all ceramic materials. Subsequently, they develop into
river pattern or hackle, comprised of larger ridges, and these coalesce to form a smooth surface or one having
larger steps.
Wallner lines are sometimes formed on fracture surfaces, particularly on brittle ceramics. They result from
sonic waves that are generated during the fracture process, and these elastic stress waves interact with the
principal stress driving the propagating crack front. Thus, a series of arc-shaped steps may be left on the
fracture surface. Figure 53 shows an example of these.

Fig. 53 Wallner lines (between white arrows) on the fracture surface of an aluminum
alloy A356-T6 casting. The black arrow indicates the direction of crack propagation.
Source: Ref 20
In conducting a failure analysis of ceramics, the fracture origins are normally determined first. The nature of
these and of the cracking provides information as to the type of failure, for example, from impact; as a result of
residual stresses in combination with applied load; from thermal shock; as a result of machining or other
defects; or from oxidation and corrosion. Fractography (macro- or micro-) may be required, together with
microstructural evaluation, as discussed in the section “Preparation and Examination of Metallographic
Specimens in Failure Analysis” dealing with ceramic materials, as well as the various procedures previously
outlined for chemical analysis and characterization of materials.
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Modeling and Accident Reconstruction
Charles R. Manning, Jr., and Thomas C. Wenzel, Accident Reconstruction Analysis Incorporated

Introduction
FAILURE ANALYSIS is generally defined as the investigation and analysis of parts or structures that have
failed or appeared to have failed to perform their intended duty. The purpose is to determine how and why a
part or structure has failed. In contrast, the focus of accident reconstruction is to determine how and why an
accident occurred. Clearly, there is a certain degree of commonality between the terms, because most, if not all,
failures can be categorized as accidents. However, not all accidents can be categorized as failures, because
many accidents occur due to human error. There may be no actual physical failure of a part and/or device,
although parts may “fail” because of the accident itself.
Accidents typically involve large-scale incidents such as the one shown in Fig. 1, where the sequence of events
leading to the incident must be understood in order to properly focus further examination and evaluation by
specialists such as materials failure analysts. Methods of field inspection and initial examination also are critical
factors for both reconstruction analysts and materials failure analysts. This article focuses on the general
methods and approaches from the perspective of a reconstruction analyst, although the section “Investigation of
the Accident Scene” in this article includes discussions relevant to materials failure analysts at the incident
scene. The elements of accident reconstruction described in this article also have conceptual similarity with the
principles for failure analysis of material incidents that are less complex than a large-scale accident.

Fig. 1 Collapse of pedestrian bridge over a highway
This article provides a brief review of some general concepts on the use of modeling. A model is a physical,
mathematical, or logical representation of a physical system or process. The use of modeling can be a very
powerful tool for information pertaining to the reconstruction of an accident. Whether the modeling consists of
simple mathematical modeling of a physical system or more complex computer modeling of a system or part,
the modeling technique may directly or indirectly give insight to the cause of an accident.
Modeling and Accident Reconstruction
Charles R. Manning, Jr., and Thomas C. Wenzel, Accident Reconstruction Analysis Incorporated

Accident Reconstruction

The term “accident reconstruction” has traditionally been used to describe the investigation and analysis of
motor vehicle and aircraft accidents. However, the term is also being used more often to describe the
investigation and analysis of any unexpected event that causes loss or injury.
Accident reconstruction is rarely a simple endeavor, and accident reconstruction requires personnel with proper
training and experience in performing investigations/reconstruction. Reconstruction also often requires the
assistance of other personnel with specialized expertise to address certain aspects of the investigation. The
investigation and analysis of accidents and failures must be thorough to ensure that all information pertaining to
the incident has been scrutinized and that accurate conclusions have been drawn.
In order to reconstruct how an accident occurs, a number of investigative steps must be performed to obtain all
the necessary information. The approach presented subsequently follows the basic approach of the scientific
method as used in the physical sciences. This includes the definition of the problem, collection of data, analysis
of data, development of a hypothesis, and testing and selection of the appropriate hypothesis.
Often, investigations are not able to fully answer all the questions associated with the incident. In these cases,
personnel performing the investigation must present the possibilities that are scientifically plausible.
Investigators may also be asked to opine on which one of the possibilities are the most probable.

Interdisciplinary Nature
Reconstruction of an accident rarely deals with only a single engineering discipline. In most cases, the issues
involved in the accident are not limited to materials, mechanical, chemical, or structural engineering. The issues
often extend to other engineering disciplines as well as to fields such as statistics, human factors, and other
areas specific to the particular accident at issue. The person responsible for the reconstruction of an accident
should have a broad range of engineering knowledge and must be able to recognize the appropriate field of
expertise necessary for the investigation.

Types of Accident Reconstruction
The following are some of the more common types of accident reconstruction:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Motor vehicle
Aircraft
Structural
Electrical
Industrial
Mechanical
Construction
Fire investigations

Numerous references are available to aid the personnel responsible for the reconstruction. “The TrafficAccident Investigation Manual” (Ref 1) is a two-volume publication by the Northwestern University Traffic
Institute that deals with both the on-scene investigation and the reconstruction of motor vehicle accidents. The
Society of Automotive Engineers, Inc. (SAE) publishes numerous papers on all aspects of motor vehicle
accident reconstruction. Additionally, SAE regularly hosts symposiums in which new technical papers are
presented. Many other sources are available for information pertaining to motor vehicle accident reconstruction.
The National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) standard 921, “Guide for Fire and Explosion Investigations”
(Ref 2), gives guidelines for a systematic approach for the fire and explosion investigation process. The
“Accident Prevention Manual” (Ref 3) published by the National Safety Council is an excellent general
resource for workplace safety.
In addition to books/articles that specifically address investigation, reconstruction, and safety issues, codes and
standards are also commonly used for reconstruction. The knowledge of codes and standards is necessary to all
types of reconstruction. The following are examples of codes and standards commonly referenced by personnel
involved with reconstruction:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) standards for construction and industrial
accidents
American National Standards Institute (ANSI) standards for products
Underwriters Laboratories (UL) standards for products
Local and state building codes
National electrical codes published by the NFPA
National fire codes published by the NFPA
American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) standards

Elements of Accident Reconstruction
Documentation and Preservation of Evidence. The top initial priorities of any accident investigation are the
accumulation of information immediately available at the time of the accident and the preservation of any
physical evidence so that it may be examined at a later point in time. After an accident or failure occurs, the
accident scene often contains key information that may assist investigators in determining what has happened
before and during the accident. In an ideal situation, the investigator arrives at the scene immediately after the
accident. In this case, he/she can take charge of the investigation, document the accident scene, and preserve the
evidence. However, in most cases, there is a substantial period of time before the investigator can arrive. In
these cases, it is up to the personnel present at the scene to document the accident conditions and preserve
physical evidence. People who are likely to be responding to accidents should be made aware of the necessity
of documentation and preservation of the accident scene.
There are numerous reasons, both intentional and unintentional, why the condition of the accident scene may
change after an accident:
•

•

•

Medical Attention to Injured Persons: Persons who may be injured during the accident usually become
the top priority of personnel responding to the accident. However, during this process, relocation and/or
alteration of evidence can occur that may make explanation of the events surrounding the accident more
difficult. For example, an issue in many motor vehicle accidents is whether vehicle occupants were
wearing seat belts and their position in the vehicle after the accident.
Human Psychology: Persons with knowledge of the injured person and/or accident scene may feel
partially or fully responsible for the accident (whether they are or are not) and may alter the accident
scene in an attempt to remove blame from themselves, the victim, or other parties. For example,
someone may be motivated to remove evidence of alcohol or recreational drugs from the accident scene.
Although it is difficult to ascertain how often something like this occurs, investigators must take this
possibility into account during an investigation.
Cleanup/Restoration of Preaccident Conditions: Personnel performing cleanup work after an accident
may alter the condition of the evidence or dispose of it. This often occurs simply due to the lack of
understanding of the importance of the accident scene. This also occurs when there is a rush to return
the accident scene to its condition prior to the accident. Examples include a factory in which workers
make an attempt to resume normal operation, or after an automobile accident in which law enforcement
personnel attempt to reestablish traffic flow, as in the case of a pedestrian bridge that collapsed onto a
highway (Fig. 1). In this circumstance, medical attention to the injured persons and/or urgency to restore
traffic flow may cause evidence to be altered or destroyed.

If possible, the accident scene should be left untouched after the accident occurs. Accident scenes, in general,
are found by investigators in the full range of possible conditions, from completely untouched to completely
cleaned up. This depends on the type of accident and the knowledge of the personnel initially present at the
accident scene.
If possible, personnel initially present at the accident scene should acquire photographic and/or videotape
documentation of the accident scene to capture the accident scene in several levels of broad and detailed views.
The personnel should document the condition of key evidence but not alter/test/disassemble any of the
evidence. Further techniques for scene inspection and documentation are discussed later in this article.

Also of great importance is the saving of physical evidence from an accident scene. Examination, testing, and
analysis of evidence from an accident scene may reveal important information regarding the accident. Loss
and/or disposal of key evidence often occurs shortly after an accident occurs.
All of the topics discussed in this section point to the need for accident-scene control after an accident. Any
changes that occur to an accident scene only make the subsequent accident investigation more difficult.
Significant changes to an accident scene can make it impossible for investigators to draw conclusions regarding
the cause of the accident or may lead to erroneous conclusions.
Facts Related to the Accident. The facts related to the accident should be obtained. The facts may be obtained
prior to, during, or after the scene investigation and may include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Type of accident
Time and date
Location
Weather/environmental conditions
Eyewitnesses/personnel present in accident vicinity
Type of equipment involved
Equipment settings
Equipment/scene condition
Data from monitoring devices
Other

The type and amount of factual information gathered by the investigator depends on the type of accident.
However, the safest approach is to obtain as much information as possible. Although much of the information
may not be critical or used in latter stages of the accident reconstruction, it is always better to have the
information if the need for it arises. Observations that may not seem important immediately following an
accident can become important as the investigation reaches its latter stages.
Witness Interview. Witnesses who actually observed the accident often have information that is important to the
investigation. Witnesses generally have the best recollection of an accident immediately after an accident
occurs. However, if a witness has been traumatized by viewing the accident, their recollection of what
happened may be tainted. In these situations, it is often better to interview the witness at a later point in time,
after they have had an opportunity to collect their thoughts. The disadvantage of waiting to take a witness
statement is that witnesses may alter their recollection if given sufficient time to think of the consequences of
what they say or if influenced by another person. Another disadvantage is that witnesses often tend to forget
certain aspects of what they saw during the accident. A witness is much less likely to remember all the details
several months or years after an accident, compared to what he/she remembers immediately after the accident.
Considerable skill is required to obtain an accurate witness statement. Several factors must be taken into
account, including whether the witness has been traumatized by the accident, whether the witness was involved
in or was responsible for the accident, and whether the witness has any monetary or other interests associated
with the accident that might bias their statements. The interviewer should allow the witnesses to tell their own
story pertaining to what they saw during the accident and not ask them leading questions that may affect their
statements. The interviewer should also attempt to separate out factual statements from those containing
opinions.
Often, statements made by the witnesses initially sound factual but, on further examination, are discovered to
be based on an opinion. The witness may not be aware of the need to separate factual statements from
opinionated statements. Although the interviewer should allow the witness to tell his story, the interviewer
should also be prepared to ask further questions to uncover information that the witness either may not initially
remember or may not think is important. It should also be recognized that the recollections of witnesses are
often incorrect—it is very common to get different stories from different witnesses about how an accident
occurred. The reconstruction investigator should take this into consideration when evaluating the witness
statements.
Witnesses are not limited to those people who actually saw the accident occur. Other witnesses may include
persons who were very familiar with the accident scene prior to the accident, or persons who arrived
immediately after the accident who viewed the condition of the scene prior to any changes.
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Witness interviews may range from recorded and/or notarized statements (by audio or videotape) taken by law
enforcement personnel or professional interviewers to less formal interviews in which notes are taken by hand.
Background Information. After the initial information has been obtained, pertinent background information is
collected. This type of information may be obtained prior to, during, or after the scene investigation, depending
on a number of factors including when the scene investigation takes place. Much of this information is used
during reconstruction and may include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Drawings of equipment
Diagrams of equipment
Equipment history
Product recalls
Service and maintenance history
Test reports
Manuals
Warnings
Codes and standards
Published articles

Investigation of the Accident Scene. Examination of a nondisturbed accident scene is often key in determining
what happened during an accident. Investigation should occur as soon as possible after an accident occurs. The
purpose of the scene investigation is to collect data pertaining to the accident and to document the condition of
the accident scene. Investigators who are not able to visit the accident scene often are limited to studying a few
pictures taken by others. The following are several of the methods used to document the condition of the
accident scene.
Permanent Visual Documentation. One of the first steps of any scene investigation is to obtain a permanent
record of the accident scene by visual documentation, such as photography and/or videotaping. It is very
important that visual documentation be performed prior to any altering of the accident scene. Although further
visual documentation of the scene may occur during or after cleanup procedures, the initial documentation
establishes its original condition at the time of the accident. At a later point in time, if questions arise regarding
the condition of the scene at the time of the accident, these photographs/videotapes can be reviewed to attempt
to answer these questions. Locations and conditions of objects, positions of knobs/switches on equipment, and
so on can be permanently recorded by these techniques.
The importance of obtaining multiple angleviews, including broad overviews, narrower overviews, and several
levels of detail, cannot be overemphasized. Sometimes important conditions at the accident scene may be
overlooked during the initial investigation at the scene. These conditions, which may not be obvious at the time
of the scene inspection, can be analyzed at a later point in time from photographs and/or videotapes.
Photographs should be systematic, with some overlapping, so that later on in the investigation, perhaps years
later, the context and orientation of each photograph is clear. Close-up photographs should be preceded or
followed by an overall photograph, so that the location of the area in the close-up is clear. Videos are also
helpful in this regard, but videos should not be relied on exclusively, because the quality of a video is usually
not as good as a photograph.
It seems unnecessary to state the obvious—that the investigator should be familiar with the operation and
capabilities of the camera, flash equipment, and film to be used. However, photography of the scene of an
accident or other failure or suspected failure is more challenging and more critical than many other situations.
Experienced investigators have often been frustrated when a critical photograph is found improperly exposed or
out of focus. If an investigator is uncomfortable or unsure about personally taking photographs, then a
professional should be retained. Witnesses should also be asked if they took photographs or videos, or if they
know anybody else who did. Police and fire departments often document an accident or fire scene, and it is not
unusual for neighbors or others to do so, too.
Notes and Measurements. Notetaking at the accident scene allows the investigator to establish a permanent
record of observations. The investigator should take notes throughout the entire field investigation to establish
the conditions present. Although many of these observations may also be captured by the visual documentation,
written or audibly recorded notes compliment the visual documentation. The combination of photographs,
video, and notes taken by the investigator at the accident scene provide the investigator with a thorough

permanent record of the accident scene conditions. Figure 2 shows a view of the remains of an industrial
facility after a large fire and explosion. This type of accident scene would require substantial documentation.

Fig. 2 Remains surrounding an industrial facility after a fire and explosion
A safety evaluation is necessary prior to any investigative work being performed on the scene. Examples of
potential safety hazards at accident scenes include heavy traffic at an automobile accident scene, the presence
of energized/exposed conductors in a structure, unstable structures at a structural failure, and the presence of
hazardous materials at an industrial accident site. The investigation that can be performed may be limited
because of these hazards. If the investigator is unable to determine whether a hazardous condition exists, he/she
may need to contact the appropriately qualified personnel to evaluate the condition. Investigators should be
familiar with OSHA requirements that may affect their conduct on-site, including procedures for entering
confined spaces and use of respirators and other protective equipment. An investigator who arrives on site
without proper preparation may be limited in his access to potentially hazardous areas.
The investigator should be prepared to take basic size or length measurements. The type of accident being
investigated determines the type of measuring device required. For example, inspection of an automobile
accident scene would require a tape measure and roller wheel measuring device for measuring longer distances.
The failure of a part in a precision device may require instruments such as calipers and micrometers. The
investigator may not have the necessary equipment to perform all the measurements that are deemed necessary.
The investigator often has to make the determination as to whether the measurements can wait until a later time
or whether the measurement needs to be taken at the time of the initial scene investigation. This decision is
based on a number of things, including the importance of the information, whether changes to the scene will
cause the information to be altered or lost, and whether the equipment necessary to make the measurements can
be quickly obtained during the course of the scene investigation. For example, an investigator may decide
he/she needs a survey of an accident scene to document the location of debris at a large accident site. If it was
known that the location of the important evidence was not going to change, then the survey could be performed
at a later point in time. However, if there was a need to restore the accident to its original condition, then steps
would have to be taken to have the survey done in a more timely manner.
Part of the scene investigation protocol includes preservation of evidence from the accident. The investigator
must make a determination as to what evidence must be preserved. It is generally not desirable for an
investigator to perform destructive testing/examination of the evidence during the scene investigation. These
types of inspections are best left for a controlled laboratory setting that has better availability of disassembly
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and inspection equipment. Additionally, an inspection performed at a laboratory at a later date allows the
investigator to contact other parties who may have an interest in the inspection and allows the investigator to
review information on the equipment and develop an inspection protocol that is acceptable to all interested
parties. ASTM standards exist for the procedure of examining and testing of items that may become involved in
litigation (Ref 4). Often, partial disassembly of equipment occurs (i.e., removal of access panels on equipment)
either to better assess the condition of the equipment or to identify the manufacturer of the equipment. The
investigator must make the determination as to whether the partial disassembly of the equipment may
substantially alter the condition of the equipment. ASTM standards exist for the collection and preservation of
physical evidence from an accident scene (Ref 5). Evidence should be labeled by the investigator to establish
what it is, where it came from, when it was collected, and who collected it, so that no questions arise at a later
point in time regarding these issues. Storage of the evidence should not cause any alterations to the evidence.
This may require the advice of a corrosion specialist or chemist to ensure that deterioration of the evidence,
such as corrosion of a fracture surface, does not occur while the evidence is in storage.
Occasionally, components that are too large to be effectively transported must be tested on-site. Additionally, in
some instances, the transportation of evidence may alter it, thus rendering the results of any future off-site
testing questionable. This situation may also require that testing be performed on-site. If on-site destructive
testing is to be performed, steps should be taken to ensure that all interested parties are notified and allowed to
participate in the testing. Legal implications of destructive testing are discussed in detail in the following
section.
With due regard to evidentiary procedures and/or proper notification of interested parties, on-site materials
evaluation might be considered by a materials failure analyst. Equipment and supplies considered for a portable
field test kit might include the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cleaning supplies
Measuring equipment (tape measure, calipers, micrometer, and angle-measuring device)
Portable hardness tester
Optical microscope and/or a borescope with low-to-moderate magnification
Metallographic polishing and chemical etching kit
Dye-penetrant kit
Magnetic-particle inspection kit
Simple chemical tests for plating and alloy identification

Visual inspection assisted by microscopy and some nondestructive test methods that do not affect the
components as evidence may be possible. Magnetic-particle inspection and dye penetrants from liquidpenetrant inspection techniques leave residues that may be objectionable, unless all parties are in agreement as
to the procedure and qualified labs/personnel to implement the procedures.
Other materials may need to be collected around the site for later analysis. Natural chemicals present in soil,
cleaning and maintenance supplies, deicing salts, industrial pollutants, agricultural chemicals, and animal waste
residues have all been found to contribute to environmental failures. A supply of clear plastic bottles, plastic
bags, acetate replication tape, adhesive tape, and labels are practical items to have available when investigating
a site and collecting samples.
Testing of Evidence in a Laboratory Setting. Often, parts/evidence from an accident scene require a more
detailed inspection than can be adequately performed at the accident scene. Many benefits can be obtained by
performing the inspection at a controlled location away from the accident scene. Benefits include:
•

•

Improved Examination Environment: Inspections of parts/equipment at the accident scene often prove
difficult due to inadequate lighting, weather conditions, and accessability. Additionally, a laboratory
usually provides a cleaner environment, where it is much less likely that parts will be lost during the
examination. More inspection equipment is usually available in a laboratory than at the accident scene.
Restoration of the Scene: A systematic inspection of evidence may require a substantial period of time.
As mentioned previously, a certain amount of documentation of evidence should occur at the accident
scene. One of the main purposes of the on-scene examination of evidence is to ensure that information,
which may be lost by evidence removal or scene cleanup, be thoroughly documented. By saving the

•

•

more detailed inspection of evidence for a later time in a more controlled environment, the scene may be
restored to its original condition in a more timely manner.
Procurement of Information on Evidence: Rarely does an investigator have complete knowledge of the
evidence when he/she performs the initial scene investigation. By preserving the evidence and
performing inspections at a later time, the investigator can research information on the evidence, such as
facts related to the accident, witness interviews, background information, or the on-site investigation
discussed in previous sections. This preparation helps in the examination of the evidence. The research
of information may also include examination of exemplar parts/equipment.
Examination by Individuals with Specialized Expertise/Knowledge: The investigator performing the
scene investigation may not have the expertise to adequately perform the examination of the evidence.
The investigator may require assistance from individuals with specialized experience or knowledge on
the evidence being examined.

Nondestructive Examinations of Evidence. The evidence should be initially photographed in its original
condition at the site. This establishes its condition at the beginning of the inspection and provides a comparison
to its condition at the accident scene and after nondestructive/destructive examination. Throughout the
nondestructive phase of the examination, photographic or videotaped documentation should be performed.
Notes regarding the condition of the evidence should be made, and measurements should be taken as deemed
necessary. The following list describes some of the types of nondestructive examinations that may be
performed on the evidence:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Visual examination
Physical measurements
Microscopic examination
Light/stereo microscopy
Scanning electron microscopy
Electrical measurements
Radiography
Holography
Liquid penetrant

As previously noted, judgement calls often have to be determined as to whether certain types of tests would be
considered destructive or nondestructive, for example, whether residue from dye-penetrant examination is
objectionable.
Destructive examination refers to examination that permanently alters the condition of the evidence, such that it
cannot be returned to its condition at the time of the accident. Although this statement appears straightforward,
there exists a gray area between what is considered destructive and nondestructive. Some tests, such as
operational tests of equipment, may or may not be considered destructive testing, depending on the nature of
the accident. The investigator must be careful in evaluating whether examinations that are performed are
destructive or nondestructive. The distinction between the two is important in the United States and other
countries whose legal systems require the preservation of evidence. “Spoilation of evidence” is a legal term
used in the United States to describe the destruction or alteration of evidence that is or may be relevant to
litigation. By law, individuals have an obligation to preserve evidence of this nature. As a practical matter, this
obligation would occur as soon as the investigator has reason to believe or suspect that a particular machine or
component has the potential to be critical to the reconstruction of the accident.
Any destructive testing that is ultimately performed on the evidence must be under the agreement of all parties
that are or may become involved in any litigation pertaining to the accident. Therefore, prior to performing any
destructive testing, all interested parties should be notified and allowed to participate in both the procedure for
destructive testing and in the destructive testing itself. A mutually agreed on protocol for the destructive testing
should be established. For example, Fig. 3 shows the test setup for operational testing of a high-limit thermostat
from a spa. The testing of the thermostat occurred in a controlled environment rather than at the scene of the
accident, where conditions were not conducive to such testing.
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Fig. 3 Example of a photograph to document a test of a spa thermostat
For accident reconstruction being performed with no legal implications, the procedures used for preservation of
evidence and destructive testing will not come under the scrutiny of the legal system. However, a systematic
approach to examination of evidence should still be used.
Photographic and videotape documentation should occur throughout the destructive testing. This documentation
should capture how the evidence was changed or altered and should document new information/conditions
found as a result of the examination. The type of destructive examination is dependent on each individual case.
The purpose of destructive examination is to further reveal information about the evidence, which may help in
the overall accident reconstruction. Destructive testing is often necessary to determine:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Identification of the evidence
The condition of the evidence
The construction of the evidence
Characteristics/properties of the evidence, for example, physical, chemical, mechanical, electrical, or
other
Whether the evidence functioned properly
Whether the evidence was altered prior to the accident
Whether the evidence contributed to the accident

Generation of Hypotheses: Initial Stages of Reconstructing the Accident. Throughout the investigation, the
investigator most probably is formulating thoughts on how and why the accident occurred. The investigator
should keep an open mind throughout the information-gathering process and not jump to any premature
conclusions. Prior to forming any firm hypotheses on the accident, all the information obtained should be
reviewed and analyzed to form hypotheses or theories regarding the cause of the accident. The reconstruction of
the accident is often analogized to fitting together the pieces of a puzzle. The reconstruction analyst should take
into account all of the data generated during the investigation and determine all of the possibilities as to how
and why the accident occurred that are consistent with all the collected data. The investigator must also
consider the impact and effect of any missing or unobtainable data. The investigator/reconstruction analyst
should be careful to consider all possibilities at this stage of the investigation.
The possibilities that are initially determined should be considered hypotheses or theories. The hypotheses need
to be tested to determine whether they adequately explain the accident and are consistent with all the
information collected. Testing of the hypothesis may be done by cognitive reasoning, modeling techniques, or
actual experimentation. The need for modeling or physical testing depends on the circumstances of each
individual accident. The difficulty of recreating an accident is often underestimated by investigators.
Testing of Hypotheses (Deductive Reasoning). The testing of a hypothesis or theory can be done in a number of
ways, including cognitive reasoning, modeling, or physical testing.

Cognitive reasoning involves the application of physical and engineering laws/principles to determine the
validity of the reconstruction hypothesis. Many investigations cease at this point, with little to no modeling or
physical testing being performed. Many accidents, especially those with cause in dispute, often require further
work beyond cognitive reasoning to prove that the hypotheses regarding the cause of the accident are correct
and that alternate hypotheses are incorrect.
A simple example of this would be the investigation of a fire in which the investigator determines that arced
wiring was the cause of the fire. The investigator may use cognitive reasoning to come to the conclusion that a
defect in the wiring allowed current to flow between the conductors, which heated the conductor insulation and
surrounding combustible materials to a sufficient temperature that ignition of the materials occurred. The
investigator would need to be cautious when using such an approach in this type of situation. A number of
questions may arise that could require testing and/or further analysis. For example, questions might include:
•
•
•
•
•

Was the arcing of the subject conductors the cause of the fire?
Could an existing fire have spread to the subject energized conductors, causing the arced condition?
Was the current flow between the conductors sufficient to trip a circuit breaker?
Was current flow sufficient to heat the materials to sufficient temperature to cause a fire?
Were sufficient combustible materials present to sustain a fire?

Modeling. A model is a physical, mathematical, or logical representation of a physical system or process. The
use of modeling can be a very powerful tool for information pertaining to the reconstruction of an accident.
Whether the modeling consists of simple mathematical modeling of a physical system or more complex
computer modeling of a system or part, the modeling technique may directly or indirectly give insight to the
cause of the accident. Modeling may be used prior to or after the formulation of hypotheses. The subject of
modeling is discussed further in the following section.
Testing/Experimentation. Testing of exemplar parts/equipment can be extremely beneficial in determining the
validity of hypotheses regarding the accident. Tests of equipment/parts often provide conclusive evidence to
prove or disprove hypotheses generated in earlier stages of the investigation. Testing can often be used to
confirm results generated from theoretical modeling. The paper and/or computer-generated models rely heavily
on having the correct data input. False input data result in inaccurate model results. Testing of actual
components, in most cases, requires different assumptions to be made, specifically that the arrangement of the
component and conditions during the test are relevant to the accident.
Testing may also reveal other occurrences that may help rule out certain possibilities. Often, testing is not
feasible due to cost or other limitations. Full-scale testing to simulate large, catastrophic, or costly accidents,
such as building collapses or explosions, are usually not possible due to cost and/or hazard limitations. The
economics of an accident often dictate the degree of testing that can be performed. Although full-scale testing is
not always feasible, smaller-scale testing/experimentation can provide information that may be vital in
determining the validity of hypotheses.
Drawing of Conclusions. After testing the hypothesis, the reconstruction analyst formulates conclusions. The
reconstruction analyst may or may not have sufficient information to draw conclusions pertaining to the cause
of the accident. If there is not a hypothesis that is clearly correct, further testing may be necessary, or possibly,
new or alternate hypotheses need be explored. The reconstruction analyst may never reach the point where
he/she can fully reconstruct the accident. In these cases, more limited conclusions may be drawn that pertain to
the cause of the accident. Whatever conclusions are drawn should be able to withstand an examination by
deductive reasoning, and the basis for the conclusions should be clearly stated.
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Modeling
A model is a physical, mathematical, or logical representation of a physical system or process. The use of
modeling can be a very powerful tool for information pertaining to the reconstruction of an accident. Whether
the modeling consists of simple mathematical modeling of a physical system or more complex computer
modeling of a system or part, the modeling technique may directly or indirectly give insight to the cause of the
accident. As previously noted, modeling may be used prior to or after the formulation of hypotheses.
The use of computers has greatly enhanced the ability to perform more complex calculations, modeling, and
simulations quickly and thoroughly. The computer or computer program does not act as a replacement for the
human analyst, but iterative calculations/procedures associated with numerical method solution techniques
often performed in models can be quickly performed using a computer. Additionally, sensitivity analysis can be
performed that involves changing the inputs to the model to evaluate the effect on the output of the model. This
type of analysis allows the user to determine the impact that small or large changes in input have on the output.
Complex models, too large to perform by hand, are now commonly evaluated using computers. The use of
computers requires not only validation of the model but also verification of the computer code.

General Types of Modeling
A model can be defined as a representation of a physical system or process. Engineers and scientists commonly
use models for both illustrative and analytical purposes. General types of models are illustrative or analytical.
Illustrative Modeling. Illustrative models are intended to provide a visual representation of a system in a
manner intended to communicate concepts, ideas, and/or information. Illustrative models are intended to
represent a relatively complex physical system in a manner that is more easily understandable. Both of these
aforementioned models can be represented two dimensionally, as a drawing, or three dimensionally, using
construction materials. Common examples of illustrative models used by engineering students include phase
diagrams, crystal lattices, and circuit diagrams. Illustrative models may or may not have any actual visual
similarities to the object or process that they represent. Whereas a scale model of an automobile looks like the
real thing, a circuit diagram for the electrical system of the same automobile reveals little to no information
regarding how the electrical system visually appears.
Of ever increasing importance is the generation of a geometric model using a computer. Computer-generated
two-dimensional or three-dimensional models are used to generate drawings, to develop a finite element model,
or to interface directly with computer-aided manufacturing to provide information for automated machining of
a part. Figure 4 shows a computer-generated diagram of an accident scene in which a vehicle was driven into a
guy wire from a power transmission pole.

Fig. 4 Example of computer-generated diagram that illustrates an accident scene in
which a vehicle was driven into a guy wire of a power transmission pole
Analytical/mathematical models give a representation of physical system or process in a different manner.
These models are based on mathematical equations and are intended to be deterministic or predictive of the
outcome of an event or process. In addition to providing a representation of a physical system, mathematical
models are used for problem solving. Mathematical modeling is often referred to as applied mathematics.
In its simplest form, modeling is the use of mathematics to represent a real-world event, such as in the
mathematical model of Newton's second law, F = ma, which relates force, F; mass, M; and acceleration a. This
equation is a basic physical law. Use of properly selected equations allows one to predict the outcome of a
physical process without performing experimentation each time a new evaluation must be made. Thousands of
equations are used by the engineering disciplines to model physical systems in electrical, chemical, mechanical,
and metallurgical engineering.
The more common perception of modeling is the representation of a more complex system. More complex
models employ the use of multiple equations to lead to quantitative results. Examples of more complex models
might include models to predict the growth of an economy, the spread of a disease in a society, or the orbit of a
planet. Generally, more complex models require more assumptions and involve more variables.
Modeling of more complex systems may be classified into two different categories: deterministic and
stochastic. A deterministic model is one in which there are no random elements present and all variables have
known values. Only one possible output can occur from a given set of input data. A stochastic model is one that
incorporates random behavior. The outputs from such a model are therefore random estimates that must be
dealt with statistically. Multiple outputs may exist from a given set of input data. Of the three models listed in
the previous paragraph, the growth of an economy and the spread of a disease are considered stochastic models;
they both require the use of random data. The orbit of a planet requires a large number of assumptions, but the
model does not normally require the use of any random data and therefore is not considered stochastic.
Simulation is a combination of illustrative and analytical techniques. Simulation involves manipulation of a
model by subjecting the model to various inputs and conditions to observe how they affect the results of the
model. Simulations allow for experimentation with the model to determine the effects on the behavior of the
system. Most simulations are computer generated and may use a combination of equations and empirical data.

Limitations of Modeling
The cost of generating an accurate model of a complex system can be very expensive. Additionally, validating
the model can be both costly and difficult.
Validation of the model to ensure that the model accurately represents the system being modeled has varying
levels of importance, depending on how the results will be used. For example, assume a designer has the
responsibility of designing a new product. The designer may decide to choose a modeling technique to predict
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how the product ultimately performs. The goal of the designer is to model the product as accurately as possible,
given cost and time limitations. Ultimately, prototypes of the product are made, and the product is
experimentally tested to determine if it meets the performance goals. In this situation, the designer is not relying
on the model to actually achieve the final product; he/she is relying on the model to get him as close as possible
to the final design. Poor modeling assumptions may result in higher design costs, due to further refinement of
the model and/or product, but should not result in a faulty design, assuming proper testing is performed. In this
situation, validation of the model is not critical for the development of prototypes.
Another example is the use of a modeling technique to represent a part that has failed in service. An
investigating engineer develops the model to help determine why the part has failed. The engineer decides not
to perform any physical testing. In this situation, validation of the model is critical if the engineer plans on
using the model to draw conclusions on the cause of the failure. Validation of a model in this situation may be
difficult to impossible to perform, thus making any conclusions drawn from the model suspect.
Human error results obtained from a model are highly dependent on the input data. Use of a model (or
computer program) that has been validated is not a substitute for human knowledge. Incorrect use of the
program leads to results that are inaccurate. The user of the program must have a thorough understanding of
what process is being used in the model to understand whether the results he/she is obtaining are reasonable and
accurate. It is typical to make many simplifying assumptions, requiring the user to be fully aware of the impact
of each assumption. It is often necessary for the user to perform a sensitivity study to determine the potential
impact of changes to the assumptions.

Use of Modeling in Accident Reconstruction
Modeling is commonly used for accident reconstruction in the evaluation of accidents. The modeling may be
both analytical and illustrative. If the reconstruction analyst chooses to use an analytical model in the evaluation
of the accident, he/she must be careful in choosing how the technique is used. If he/she plans on using it by
itself without any testing, the assumptions made for the model should be well known and the model should be
proven. If the model is being used in combination with testing, then the accuracy of the model is not as critical,
because proper testing should determine the validity of the model.
Whether modeling, testing, or both are performed for an accident reconstruction depends on a number of
factors, including:
•
•
•

Cost
Availability of parts for testing
Safety of testing

Clearly, testing to recreate a high-speed car accident is not feasible in most cases. It is very costly, and, most
likely, there exists substantial unresolved safety issues. This is one of the reasons why substantial research has
been performed over the years to develop reliable and accurate modeling techniques for automobile accident
reconstruction. Testing is a more feasible option in other cases. An example of this is the failure of an office
chair. Testing of exemplar chairs likely reveals the conditions necessary for failure. Although simple
calculations may be performed to complement the testing, more complex modeling techniques for such a failure
are likely more expensive and result in less conclusive results.
Significant emphasis in this article has been placed on the accuracy of modeling. This emphasis arises from the
practice of many accident reconstruction experts of performing some type of modeling and then drawing
conclusions from the model (simple equations or complex models) without performing any physical testing. In
many cases, this has resulted in accurate conclusions. In many cases, however, this has resulted in conclusions
that are inaccurate, and this often serves a specific agenda as opposed to having any real technical merit. The
results obtained from physical testing are generally less susceptible to inaccuracies. Although physical testing
may still not result in accurate conclusions, fewer assumptions are required, usually resulting in more accurate
results. The accuracy of the results depends on whether the proper test conditions are used.
Motor Vehicle Accident Reconstruction. Mathematical modeling techniques used for automobile accident
reconstruction have become very common. In the past and to this day, much of the numerical physics
calculations are performed by hand (normally with the aid of a calculator). These calculations allow the user to
address many aspects of an accident, including things such as braking distances and distances traveled. Many

commercially available computer programs exist for automobile accident reconstruction. They range from
simple programs performing simple physics calculations that can easily be performed without the use of a
computer to more complex programs using series of equations and calculations that would not be considered
practical to be performed by hand. The more sophisticated programs allow for a more thorough analysis of the
accident.
The National Highway Transportation Safety Administration contracted with Cornell Aeronautical Laboratories
in the 1960s to develop computer programs to analyze motor vehicle accidents. A number of programs were
developed, including CRASH (Calspan Corporation Reconstruction of Accident Speeds on Highways) and
SMAC (Simulation Model of Automobile Collisions). The CRASH program is used to calculate impact speeds
and severity of impacts based on information collected from both the vehicles and the accident scene. The
SMAC is used to simulate two-car collisions. The user inputs vehicle speeds and positions, and the program
simulates the collision and predicts both the movements of the vehicles and damage to each vehicle. Figure 5
shows a printout of the results of a trajectory simulation and vehicle damage profile from a multivehicle
accident using a commercially available version of SMAC called EDSMAC (Engineering Dynamics
Corporation). These are only two examples of a number of commercially available programs that pertain to
automobile accident reconstruction.
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Fig. 5 Printout of a simulation model of an automobile collision. (a) Trajectory
simulation. (b) Vehicle damage profile
Vehicles also are crash tested by manufacturers to demonstrate conformance with various federal motor vehicle
safety standards. Other organizations also conduct crash tests to study how vehicles perform in various types of
accidents. The empirical data generated from some of the organizations/manufacturers is available and can be
used in the estimation of such things as, for example, the impact speed based on deformation of the vehicle.
Aircraft Flight Simulators. The use of flight simulation software allows an investigator to evaluate a number of
different variations in flight conditions in the evaluation of an aircraft accident. The use of flight simulation
software is an extremely valuable tool for the investigator, because experimental flight testing to determine
such variations most likely cannot be done safely. Additionally, the cost of performing actual flight testing is
not feasible in many cases. Information from flight conditions can be obtained from flight recorder and radar
data.
As with any other model, the simulation obtained from the computer is dependent on the model developed and
the user inputs. The user of the program should be fully aware of the operation and limitations of the program,
including what conditions (such as the normal flight envelope) the simulator can accurately simulate.
Simulation programs often are limited to flight within the flight envelop and cannot accurately simulate
abnormal conditions. The user should be aware of what aspects of the simulation have been verified by actual
flight testing and what aspects are based on mathematical modeling only.
Finite-element analysis (FEA) is a computer-based numerical method used for a number of different analysis
problems, including stress/strain analysis, vibration, deflection, stability, fluid flow analysis, heat transfer
analysis, civil engineering structural analysis, and others. In stress/strain analysis of a solid object, the object is
modeled with a mesh of separate elements connected together at their corners by points called nodes. The idea
of dividing a domain into smaller subdomains is one of the basic principles of FEA, as described in more detail
in the following article, “Finite Element Modeling in Failure Analysis” in this Volume.
A number of different shapes are commonly used for the elements that comprise the mesh. Because both the
size and the arrangements of the elements can be selected in an infinite number of ways, very complex shapes
can be analyzed using this method. Stress and strain equations are used to compute the deflection of each
element. The external loads are transmitted through the structure by the nodal points connecting each element.
The analysis is complex, because the elements are acting similar to a set of springs—the deflection of each
spring is dependent on the forces acting on its nodal points.
A complex system of equations is required for the analysis related to the interaction of the elements. The larger
the number of elements in the mesh, the larger the number of equations necessary to achieve a solution.
Usually, it is desirable to use the smallest number of elements to achieve the needed accuracy. Element density
may be increased in localized areas of the part that are of greater concern while maintaining a smaller element
density in less critical areas. Larger numbers of elements achieve greater accuracy but at the cost of a more
complex, expensive, and time-consuming analysis. The use of computers is essential for the efficient solution to
the series of equations. While it is possible to perform FEA by hand, it is not considered practical, because FEA
can require hundreds of simultaneous equations with as many unknown terms.
Originally, the most common use for FEA was design. However, with the increasing speed of computers and
the number of qualified personnel capable of performing FEA, it is more commonly being used in the field of
accident reconstruction/failure analysis. Finite-element analysis may be used to determine the stress
concentrations in a part that has failed or to determine whether a part was resonating at its natural frequency at
the time of failure. As with other modeling techniques discussed, the user must have thorough knowledge of the
technique and know the limitations of the technique. Figure 6 shows the results of a finite-stress analysis
performed on the strut area of a mechanical heart valve. The heart valve had experienced in-service failures.
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Fig. 6 Black-and-white reproduction of color output from a finite-element analysis
program
Fracture Mechanics Software. Several different software packages are commercially available that perform
fracture mechanics analysis. The software can be used to predict the growth of preexisting flaws and cracks in
stressed components. The software can also be used to determine the damage tolerance of a given structural
design. The software uses numerical methods and equations related to the calculation of stress-intensity factors.
Some of the programs use FEA for the calculation of stress intensities and evaluation of crack propagation
rates.
The use of FEA and fracture mechanics analysis as well as other similar techniques can provide valuable
confirmation that the failure analysis is correct and complete. Specifically, the loads that the analyst believes
existed in service should be used to compute stresses and, if appropriate, stress intensities, and then these values
can be compared with the material properties to determine if, in fact, a fracture would be expected in the
location observed. If an inconsistency is found, then further work is necessary to determine if there is an
unknown loading in service, if the analysis is not representative of the part, or if some other factor has been
overlooked. For example, it has been known to happen that a part fractures at a location other than the
maximum stress predicted by the stress analysis. Such situations require further investigation.
Commercially Available Software. The previous examples touch on some of the modeling/simulation
techniques being used for accident reconstruction. Commercial software is available that pertains to some
aspect of practically every type of accident reconstruction. The modeling software may be both illustrative and
analytical. The majority of the analytical software does not necessarily attempt to generate a model and
simulate the entire sequence of the accident. Rather, the software is designed to solve aspects of the accident
not easily determined by hand calculations. Examples include software to determine groundwater activity,
human movement in a motor vehicle, smoke and fire propagation, rates of corrosion, and fluid flow
characteristics.
Computer-generated animation is a technique used by reconstruction analysts to dynamically illustrate the
results of their reconstruction. Animation programs are not analytical tools; the objects in an animation can be
programmed to perform almost any act in defiance of the physical laws. The reconstruction analyst must be
careful in generating an animation to ensure that the animation is an accurate depiction of the reconstruction of
the accident. The use of animation has become very popular, because it often provides a very realisticappearing visual representation of an accident or process.
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Introduction
FAILURE of a structural or mechanical component usually can be associated with materials-related problems
and/or design-related problems (which may include, depending on the definition of design, unexpected service
environment). Materials failure analysis investigations are usually carried out first, and the objective is to
determine what the material can reveal about the cause of failure. This type of failure analysis, as discussed in
this Volume, consists of first evaluating the failed material for evidence of the failure mechanism such as
fatigue, overload, corrosion, environmentally assisted cracking, and so forth. The material is then examined in
relation to the design specifications for noncompliance in chemistry, composition, or structure. It is not
uncommon for the wrong material to have been used in an application that results in failure. Finally, the
material is examined for inherent defects in manufacture, processing, or assembly. Microstructural defects,
subsurface laminations, and welding defects are common examples of materials defects that cause failure.
In many cases when there is clear evidence of a materials-related cause of failure, simply changing the material
to one that is more resistant to the specific cause of failure will eliminate the problem. However, after a
materials failure analysis is complete, often there is no material factor associated directly with the failure.
Moreover, in some cases the material may indeed have an imperfection or discontinuity, but it is not clear
whether the imperfection is a defect (i.e., the cause of failure). For example, in some overload or fatigue
failures the material performed to expectations, but it simply could not withstand the loads and stresses
experienced during use. In some applications it is also not feasible to change the material.
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At this point a design-based failure analysis may be performed to understand the specific cause of failure. This
consists of an engineering review of the component design and service application to determine the loads,
displacements, temperatures, vibrations, and other service-related factors that the part experiences. It may also
include numerous analytical, classical, and computer techniques that are available to assist in a structural design
failure analysis. A traditional closed-form analytical technique such as beam analysis or plate theory provides a
simple and quick way to estimate stresses and deformations in structures and components. It is usually the first
technique in both the design of a component and in the analysis of a failed component. However it has its
limitations in that only relatively simple and idealized structures can be analyzed using simplified loading and
materials property assumptions. When complex designs, transient loadings, and nonlinear material behavior
need to be evaluated, computer-based techniques are used. This is where finite element analysis (FEA) is most
applicable and provides considerable assistance in design analysis as well as failure analysis.
Finite element analysis is one of the most common tools used by design engineers. It has application in the
structural/mechanical fields to determine the stress, strain, and displacements of structures subjected to different
types of loading. It also has applications in the heat transfer and thermal fluid areas and, most recently, in the
electromagnetic area. This article is not meant to review the current state of FEA development but rather to
highlight its uses in the area of failure analysis and design with emphasis on structural analysis.
Finite Element Modeling in Failure Analysis
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General Development of FEA
Before the development of FEA, engineering structural analysis and design was carried out using classical
techniques developed and refined since the mid-nineteenth century. Any analysis of a structure to determine the
response to loads requires that the basic physical relationships of equilibrium/strain compatibility and material
constitutive behavior/boundary conditions be satisfied. Classical theory of elasticity (Ref 1, 2, 3) involves
developing complex differential equations to satisfy these requirements, but such an approach is practical only
for situations where closed-form solutions are available. Simplifying many engineering structures to more basic
components allowed the development of beam and plate theories; these are described in many standard
engineering texts (Ref 4, 5, 6).
Finite element analysis is a computer-based analytical technique that allows numerical solutions to be obtained
for complex mathematical and engineering problems. It is a technique that relies on creating a geometric
mathematical model of the structure out of discrete or finite numbers of individual nodes and elements.
Displacement functions are assumed that allow displacements throughout the elements to be evaluated. Once a
discrete-element model has been created, mathematical techniques are used to obtain a set of equilibrium
equations for each element and the entire model. By applying various boundary conditions and loads to the
model, the solution of the simultaneous set of equations provides the resulting displacements anywhere in the
model while still providing continuity and equilibrium. Assuming various constitutive relationships allows the
results to be expressed in strain or stress rather than displacement (Ref 7, 8, 9).
While FEA is a powerful tool in structural analysis, its usefulness and accuracy depend on the ability to create
accurate, realistic models of a component that cannot be analyzed using traditional techniques. Such a model
usually consists of large complex geometry with hundreds if not thousands of nodes and elements. This
complexity was a limiting factor preventing the widespread use of FEA before the use of interactive design.
Models had to be created by hand, requiring the input of the geometry of each individual node and element. The
analyst needed to determine the geometric coordinates of each individual node and then connect them correctly
to form the elements—a time-consuming task. These models then had to be solved, and the limiting size of
models was the memory and computing speed of the computers available.
Because computing power has been (and still is) the limiting factor in the generic use of FEA, models and
analyses tend to be simplified as much as possible through the use of two-dimensional (2-D) analyses,
symmetry, linearity, and steady-state conditions. As computing power increased, so did the complexity of finite
element modeling and analysis techniques. The first analyses and elements available were limited to 2-D beams

and spars. The progression was then towards three-dimensional (3-D) spars and beams, 2-D solid and
axisymmetric elements, and the full 3-D elements (see Fig. 1). Along with the progression in element capability
was the advancement toward nonlinear and transient analyses. Contact elements, elastic/plastic properties, large
deflection, and viscoplastic and dynamic impact analyses are now readily available.
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Fig. 1 Common types of finite elements used in modeling with examples. (a) Beam spar
elements used to construct, for example, a beam element model. (b) Two-dimensional
solid-model element with example. (c) Two-dimensional axisymmetric solid-model
element with example. (d) Three-dimensional solid-model elements with simplified
example
The other major advancement in FEA is in the area of interactive model generation, solid modeling, and the
interface with other design software. It is now possible to quickly create 3-D solid models with automatic mesh
generation rather than having to input each individual node location. It is common for desktop computer and
workstations to be able to handle complex 3-D FEA linear and steady-state models and simpler nonlinear and
transient analyses. The largest nonlinear, transient, and dynamic models are still best solved on the fastest
mainframes. However, as computing power continues to increase, so will the ability to solve even more
complex problems.
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General-Purpose Applications
General-purpose FEA software programs can perform a variety of analyses including structural and thermal,
static and transient, linear and nonlinear, and more. The programs are thorough, detailed, and relatively
complex and rely heavily on the analyst to accurately create models, understand the solution process, and
interpret the results. Currently there are numerous commercial software packages available with a variety of
options designed for use on all types of personal computer (PC) and mainframe platforms.
Generating models through interactive design and importing model geometry from computer-aided design
(CAD) software is making FEA analysis much easier. However, with this increased ease comes the increased

need to correctly understand and interpret FEA results. Care must be taken so that models are developed and
analyses are performed by trained personnel who understand the technology.
Structural Analysis. The most common application of FEA is in the determination of displacement and stress
profiles in structures. Bending beams, rotating disks, pressure vessels, buildings and bridges, airplanes and
automobiles, and heart valves and hip joints are all analyzed using FEA structural analysis techniques. This
structural analysis area of FEA provides results analogous to those obtained through classical beam and plate
technique with the advantage that much more complex geometries and loadings can be evaluated. More
important is that the FEA provides results that are immediately available for the whole structure rather than one
location that is identified for analysis using classical techniques. This enables graphical representations of the
results that are more easily visualized and interpreted than analytical results. The graphical representations can
clearly highlight areas of stress concentration and excessive deformation relative to the entire structure. This
graphical capability makes FEA particularly useful when performing failure analysis investigations.
Consider the case of a simple uniformly loaded cantilever beam shown in Fig. 2(a). The stress and deflection
profiles for this structural member are derivable from beam theory and are readily available in many
engineering tests. Closed-form equations provide the results for any location desired in the beam, provided it
meets the criteria assumed in beam theory. For example, if the beam length is reduced to a value similar to the
beam height, then the solutions are not valid and other techniques must be employed to determine the stress and
deflection. Now consider the same beam problem solved using finite element techniques. Figure 2(b) shows a
simple finite element model and loading and boundary conditions for the same problem. The solution provides
not only a graphical depiction of the deflection profile but also the stress contours throughout the beam.
Further, unlike beam theory, the solution is valid for all beam length and height dimensions.

Fig. 2 Simple cantilever beam analysis. (a) Classical beam theory showing key elements
(top left) and stress and deflection (top right). (b) Finite element analysis (FEA) cantilever
beam elements (bottom left) with FEA cantilever beam results (bottom right)
Now consider the same cantilever problem but with the addition of two simple supports under the beam (Fig.
3). This simple change makes the problem statically indeterminate and thus adds an order of magnitude to the
complexity of solution using beam theory. Techniques such as the moment-area method, double integration,
and superposition have been developed to provide analytical solutions to these types of problems. Using FEA,
no such complexity exists. Simply adding deflection boundary constraints at the appropriate locations will
provide the correct solution. Again, the complete deflection and stress profiles are quickly determined,
providing the necessary information at any location in the beam. Further, the localized stress profile in the area
of the support points is also known.
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Fig. 3 Example of a statically indeterminate structure. Unlike the simple cantilever in Fig.
2, there is no closed formed solution in classical beam theory for a supported cantilever as
shown in (a) for deflection of a beam (top left) or a notched beam (top right). Results from
finite element analysis (FEA) are shown in (b) for the supported beam (bottom left) and
the notched beam (bottom right).
Localized stress concentrations resulting from support locations and, in particular, changes in beam crosssectional geometry are always a concern in design and often act as sites for crack initiation and failure. While
traditional beam theory can account for changes in beam section through changes in the moment of inertia, it
does not account for the localized stress concentration resulting from geometric concentrations. Handbooks of
stress concentration factors for most any type beam or plate with geometric changes that are under stress (Ref
10) have been developed to account for these localized changes. These handbooks cover designs containing
notches and grooves, fillets and radii, and through holes. They also cover beams and plates in tension, torsion,
and bending. The design engineer must recognize the specific situation in the component being analyzed using
beam theory and then apply the appropriate stress concentration.
Analyzing the same design using FEA requires only that the local geometric changes be incorporated into the
original model. The simple beam model can be easily modified with local changes in the cross section of the
beam. The localized effects of the reduced section and the stress concentration are then easily analyzed and the
results evident. This is how FEA can be used to more easily analyze specific items that complicate analyses
using traditional methods. This ability to analyze complex components is the reason for the proliferation of
FEA as a design tool. The size and complexity of models that are routinely analyzed is increasing as fast as the
computing speed and data storage capacity of computer workstations. Today it is not uncommon for large 3-D
solid models to be solved on PC-based computing systems. Figure 4 shows an example of just such a 3-D
model that can be analyzed on a desktop computer.

Fig. 4 Example of a three-dimensional half-symmetry finite element model of a housing
Thermal Analysis. General-purpose FEA software programs also are commonly used for thermal analysis to
determine heat transfer and temperature profiles. Because the focus of this article is on FEA and structural
failure analysis, discussion is limited only to those thermal areas that affect structural integrity. As engineered
components are subjected to external or internal temperature changes, several things happen. First, as expected,
the temperature throughout the component changes. The temperature profile will be dependent on such
variables as the component geometry, material thermal properties, and how the temperature is applied to the
component. Second, as the temperature of the component changes it will either expand or contract depending
on the temperature profile and the thermal expansion behavior of the material. Finally, the mechanical
properties of the material, such as the elastic modulus or fracture toughness, can change with temperature.
Common design applications for FEA thermal analysis are power piping, pressure vessels and reactors, and
turbine and heat engine components.
A thermal analysis begins the same as a structural analysis, with the creation of a model of the component to be
analyzed including the material thermal properties. The boundary conditions and applied thermal loads are then
applied to simulate the conditions expected. An analysis is then performed to determine the temperature profile
in the structure. If all that is needed is this temperature profile or the corresponding heat flow, then the analysis
is complete. However, in most cases, the effects of this change in temperature on the structural response are
important. If an understanding of these effects is needed, then the results of the thermal analysis are used in a
structural analysis to evaluate how the temperature profile creates a thermal deformation profile. These thermal
deformations can be incorporated with other loads in a structural analysis to determine the overall response.
Some general-purpose FEA programs have special coupled-field elements that allow the thermal and structural
analyses to be performed together.
Thermal loads and the resulting stresses can be very significant. If they are not accounted for in the original
design, extremely high stresses can occur causing distortion, cracking, or failure.
Nonlinear Analysis. As the computing capability of computer systems increases, so does the ability to analyze
larger and more complex FEA models including nonlinear behavior. Most general-purpose FEA programs can
solve a variety of nonlinear problems including elastic/plastic material behavior, nonlinear thermal properties,
viscoelastic behavior, large deflection analysis, and contact analysis. These analyses are usually solved using an
iterative procedure performed automatically by the FEA software and requiring numerous steps to achieve
convergence on a solution. As a result, nonlinear analyses can take considerably longer than linear analyses if
convergence is a problem or if the original model is excessively large. Nonlinear models usually are simplified
as much as possible at the start to obtain a solution in a reasonable time. The model is then refined as needed to
achieve the desired results.
Contact analysis is one of the most common and useful nonlinear analysis capabilities of FEA. It is an advanced
capability that is difficult to solve using classical techniques but is becoming more automated in FEA software
programs. In many cases, as an entire structure responds to mechanical or thermal loads, there are localized
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points of contact or separation within individual elements of the structure or with other structures. Since these
are usually localized points of contact or separation, the result can be very localized stress concentrations.
These are also the areas that are difficult to analyze in original design analyses and often the sites of damage,
cracking, or failure initiation. Examples of structures or components that can benefit from contact analysis are
those bolted or otherwise connected; components with mating surfaces; vessels with caps, lids, or sealed
openings; thermal expansion supports; or components simply contacting nearby components.
Figure 5 shows a model of an axisymmetric threaded connection subjected to internal pressure and external
loading. The threaded connection is designed to maintain a pressure boundary under these loads. Using contact
elements in the threaded region between the two pieces allows the localized effects of the contact on the
individual threads to be determined.

Fig. 5 Axisymmetric finite element model of a threaded connection showing (a) thread
contact and (b) distortion and stress state
Elastic/plastic material behavior analysis is another often-used capability of general-purpose FEA software
programs. It is also very useful when performing failure analyses, because failure and fracture of materials
often involve some form of plastic deformation before failure. Most analyses start out as linear elastic
problems. The results of a linear analysis can indicate whether stresses in the component exceed the yield
strength of the material and give an indication of the size of the high stress plastic zone. In many cases,
particularly in the design phase, an elastic analysis is sufficient because it reveals areas of excessive stress, thus
prompting a redesign to reduce the stress. However, there are certain design cases where high plastic stresses

are unavoidable and need to be analyzed. This is also the case in failure analysis where an existing component
design has failed and it is important to determine the magnitudes of the underlying stress and displacement
profiles. Elastic/plastic analyses can determine not only the magnitude of stress, but also energy absorption and
dissipation, as well as predict permanent deformation.
Figure 6 shows an example of an elastic/plastic analysis to predict the deformed shape of a transformer housing
that was involved in an internal overpressurization. Shown compared to a photograph of the distorted housing
are the FEA results detailing the stress state and permanent distorted shape.

Fig. 6 Example of an elastic/plastic finite element analysis. (a) Photograph showing
distorted transformer housing from internal overpressurization. (b) Finite element results
showing permanently distorted shape and stress contours
Transient and Dynamic Analysis. All of the analyses previously described have been either static or steady
state. However, analysis capabilities have advanced so that they also can address transient and dynamic
conditions. Whenever there is a change from one type of loading to another or from one temperature state to
another, a structure experiences transient or dynamic conditions to some degree. These conditions may not be a
concern if the change is slow or controlled, but in many cases such changes can lead to failure if not accurately
understood and accounted for in the design. Thermal transients and vibration are common problems that can be
modeled using general-purpose FEA.
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Thermal Transients. Temperature changes are major source of problems in the design of engineered
components. Earlier it was discussed how temperature changes could introduce steady-state thermal expansion
stresses. In some cases stresses generated during temperature transients are more severe than in steady-state
conditions, and some materials can easily fracture from thermal shock if the temperature transient is too severe.
Consider the case of the design of gas and steam turbines where the components are subjected to severe thermal
and rotational loads; aerospace gas turbine engines have stringent weight restraints that limit the options of
designers and thus make careful and thorough analysis crucial for their safe and reliable operation. Finite
element analysis is the tool of choice in the analysis of these very complex, severely loaded parts. Steady-state
analyses of the blades and rotor of a turbine can show what the stresses are once the engine reaches the
operating temperature and design rotational speed. Before reaching these steady-state conditions, the various
components experience temperature changes and gradients that can significantly affect the state of stress. At
startup the entire engine is at ambient temperature. High rotational stresses are then imposed as the engine spins
and the temperature of the turbine blades increases. With time the temperature of the rotor also increases until
equilibrium is reached. Because there are thermal gradients and transients through the blades and rotor, there
are corresponding stress transients and gradients that must be quantified. Finite element analysis is used to
determine the worst case conditions, thus allowing performance limits to be placed on the components. The
analyses are also used to determine heat up and cool down conditions and procedures and to predict the
thermomechanical fatigue behavior of the most highly loaded components.
Vibration and dynamic response is another area where general-purpose FEA software analysis provides useful
information to design engineers and failure analysis investigations. Modal analyses to determine natural and
harmonic frequencies of structures and components are often performed to assure that resonance problems are
not a concern. In other cases, if the magnitude of a vibration spectrum is known, then the specific response of
the structure can be quantified to determine actual displacement and stress fields.
Large rotating equipment and machinery are routinely subjected to FEA vibration modal analysis to determine
the natural frequencies and the resulting mode shapes. Equipment such as turbines, compressors, pumps, and
fans all are subject to vibration-related problems. Components that are connected to this equipment, such as
shafts, drives, couplings, inlet and outlet manifolds, and ducting and pipework, are also influenced by any
vibrations generated. It is thus very important in this type of equipment that the rotational speeds of the shafts,
gears, impellers, and vanes do not coincide with any of the natural frequencies of the component and their
harmonics. For example, there are many types of large fans (some up to 3 m, or 10 ft, in diameter) that are used
to move large volumes of air in traffic tunnels, mines, power plants, and large buildings. These types of fans
can operate with tip speeds of over 800 km (500 miles) per hour; if vibration problems occur, they can result in
cracking and fatigue crack propagation in very short times due to the high rotational speeds. Modal analysis by
FEA allows the tuning of the fan such that these critical speeds and frequencies are avoided during startup and
use.
In addition, seismic finite element dynamic analysis is used to determine the response of structures to various
seismic vibration conditions. Knowing the magnitude of typical seismic vibration spectra allows design
engineers to evaluate the effects of these input vibrations on the behavior of structures. These vibration powerdensity spectra are used to determine actual stresses and displacements at locations and frequencies of concern.
The analysis is performed on large structures such as buildings and bridges. These analyses are also required as
part of the design qualification of nuclear power plants. Similar types of dynamic vibration analyses are
performed for aircraft components, high-speed transport systems, and spacecraft. All these critical applications
are subject to vibrations that can cause severe structural problems if they are not accounted for in the design.
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General-Purpose Applications
General-purpose FEA software programs can perform a variety of analyses including structural and thermal,
static and transient, linear and nonlinear, and more. The programs are thorough, detailed, and relatively
complex and rely heavily on the analyst to accurately create models, understand the solution process, and
interpret the results. Currently there are numerous commercial software packages available with a variety of
options designed for use on all types of personal computer (PC) and mainframe platforms.
Generating models through interactive design and importing model geometry from computer-aided design
(CAD) software is making FEA analysis much easier. However, with this increased ease comes the increased
need to correctly understand and interpret FEA results. Care must be taken so that models are developed and
analyses are performed by trained personnel who understand the technology.
Structural Analysis. The most common application of FEA is in the determination of displacement and stress
profiles in structures. Bending beams, rotating disks, pressure vessels, buildings and bridges, airplanes and
automobiles, and heart valves and hip joints are all analyzed using FEA structural analysis techniques. This
structural analysis area of FEA provides results analogous to those obtained through classical beam and plate
technique with the advantage that much more complex geometries and loadings can be evaluated. More
important is that the FEA provides results that are immediately available for the whole structure rather than one
location that is identified for analysis using classical techniques. This enables graphical representations of the
results that are more easily visualized and interpreted than analytical results. The graphical representations can
clearly highlight areas of stress concentration and excessive deformation relative to the entire structure. This
graphical capability makes FEA particularly useful when performing failure analysis investigations.
Consider the case of a simple uniformly loaded cantilever beam shown in Fig. 2(a). The stress and deflection
profiles for this structural member are derivable from beam theory and are readily available in many
engineering tests. Closed-form equations provide the results for any location desired in the beam, provided it
meets the criteria assumed in beam theory. For example, if the beam length is reduced to a value similar to the
beam height, then the solutions are not valid and other techniques must be employed to determine the stress and
deflection. Now consider the same beam problem solved using finite element techniques. Figure 2(b) shows a
simple finite element model and loading and boundary conditions for the same problem. The solution provides
not only a graphical depiction of the deflection profile but also the stress contours throughout the beam.
Further, unlike beam theory, the solution is valid for all beam length and height dimensions.
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Fig. 2 Simple cantilever beam analysis. (a) Classical beam theory showing key elements
(top left) and stress and deflection (top right). (b) Finite element analysis (FEA) cantilever
beam elements (bottom left) with FEA cantilever beam results (bottom right)
Now consider the same cantilever problem but with the addition of two simple supports under the beam (Fig.
3). This simple change makes the problem statically indeterminate and thus adds an order of magnitude to the
complexity of solution using beam theory. Techniques such as the moment-area method, double integration,
and superposition have been developed to provide analytical solutions to these types of problems. Using FEA,
no such complexity exists. Simply adding deflection boundary constraints at the appropriate locations will
provide the correct solution. Again, the complete deflection and stress profiles are quickly determined,
providing the necessary information at any location in the beam. Further, the localized stress profile in the area
of the support points is also known.

Fig. 3 Example of a statically indeterminate structure. Unlike the simple cantilever in Fig.
2, there is no closed formed solution in classical beam theory for a supported cantilever as
shown in (a) for deflection of a beam (top left) or a notched beam (top right). Results from
finite element analysis (FEA) are shown in (b) for the supported beam (bottom left) and
the notched beam (bottom right).
Localized stress concentrations resulting from support locations and, in particular, changes in beam crosssectional geometry are always a concern in design and often act as sites for crack initiation and failure. While
traditional beam theory can account for changes in beam section through changes in the moment of inertia, it
does not account for the localized stress concentration resulting from geometric concentrations. Handbooks of
stress concentration factors for most any type beam or plate with geometric changes that are under stress (Ref
10) have been developed to account for these localized changes. These handbooks cover designs containing
notches and grooves, fillets and radii, and through holes. They also cover beams and plates in tension, torsion,
and bending. The design engineer must recognize the specific situation in the component being analyzed using
beam theory and then apply the appropriate stress concentration.
Analyzing the same design using FEA requires only that the local geometric changes be incorporated into the
original model. The simple beam model can be easily modified with local changes in the cross section of the
beam. The localized effects of the reduced section and the stress concentration are then easily analyzed and the
results evident. This is how FEA can be used to more easily analyze specific items that complicate analyses
using traditional methods. This ability to analyze complex components is the reason for the proliferation of
FEA as a design tool. The size and complexity of models that are routinely analyzed is increasing as fast as the
computing speed and data storage capacity of computer workstations. Today it is not uncommon for large 3-D

solid models to be solved on PC-based computing systems. Figure 4 shows an example of just such a 3-D
model that can be analyzed on a desktop computer.

Fig. 4 Example of a three-dimensional half-symmetry finite element model of a housing
Thermal Analysis. General-purpose FEA software programs also are commonly used for thermal analysis to
determine heat transfer and temperature profiles. Because the focus of this article is on FEA and structural
failure analysis, discussion is limited only to those thermal areas that affect structural integrity. As engineered
components are subjected to external or internal temperature changes, several things happen. First, as expected,
the temperature throughout the component changes. The temperature profile will be dependent on such
variables as the component geometry, material thermal properties, and how the temperature is applied to the
component. Second, as the temperature of the component changes it will either expand or contract depending
on the temperature profile and the thermal expansion behavior of the material. Finally, the mechanical
properties of the material, such as the elastic modulus or fracture toughness, can change with temperature.
Common design applications for FEA thermal analysis are power piping, pressure vessels and reactors, and
turbine and heat engine components.
A thermal analysis begins the same as a structural analysis, with the creation of a model of the component to be
analyzed including the material thermal properties. The boundary conditions and applied thermal loads are then
applied to simulate the conditions expected. An analysis is then performed to determine the temperature profile
in the structure. If all that is needed is this temperature profile or the corresponding heat flow, then the analysis
is complete. However, in most cases, the effects of this change in temperature on the structural response are
important. If an understanding of these effects is needed, then the results of the thermal analysis are used in a
structural analysis to evaluate how the temperature profile creates a thermal deformation profile. These thermal
deformations can be incorporated with other loads in a structural analysis to determine the overall response.
Some general-purpose FEA programs have special coupled-field elements that allow the thermal and structural
analyses to be performed together.
Thermal loads and the resulting stresses can be very significant. If they are not accounted for in the original
design, extremely high stresses can occur causing distortion, cracking, or failure.
Nonlinear Analysis. As the computing capability of computer systems increases, so does the ability to analyze
larger and more complex FEA models including nonlinear behavior. Most general-purpose FEA programs can
solve a variety of nonlinear problems including elastic/plastic material behavior, nonlinear thermal properties,
viscoelastic behavior, large deflection analysis, and contact analysis. These analyses are usually solved using an
iterative procedure performed automatically by the FEA software and requiring numerous steps to achieve
convergence on a solution. As a result, nonlinear analyses can take considerably longer than linear analyses if
convergence is a problem or if the original model is excessively large. Nonlinear models usually are simplified
as much as possible at the start to obtain a solution in a reasonable time. The model is then refined as needed to
achieve the desired results.
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Contact analysis is one of the most common and useful nonlinear analysis capabilities of FEA. It is an advanced
capability that is difficult to solve using classical techniques but is becoming more automated in FEA software
programs. In many cases, as an entire structure responds to mechanical or thermal loads, there are localized
points of contact or separation within individual elements of the structure or with other structures. Since these
are usually localized points of contact or separation, the result can be very localized stress concentrations.
These are also the areas that are difficult to analyze in original design analyses and often the sites of damage,
cracking, or failure initiation. Examples of structures or components that can benefit from contact analysis are
those bolted or otherwise connected; components with mating surfaces; vessels with caps, lids, or sealed
openings; thermal expansion supports; or components simply contacting nearby components.
Figure 5 shows a model of an axisymmetric threaded connection subjected to internal pressure and external
loading. The threaded connection is designed to maintain a pressure boundary under these loads. Using contact
elements in the threaded region between the two pieces allows the localized effects of the contact on the
individual threads to be determined.

Fig. 5 Axisymmetric finite element model of a threaded connection showing (a) thread
contact and (b) distortion and stress state
Elastic/plastic material behavior analysis is another often-used capability of general-purpose FEA software
programs. It is also very useful when performing failure analyses, because failure and fracture of materials
often involve some form of plastic deformation before failure. Most analyses start out as linear elastic
problems. The results of a linear analysis can indicate whether stresses in the component exceed the yield

strength of the material and give an indication of the size of the high stress plastic zone. In many cases,
particularly in the design phase, an elastic analysis is sufficient because it reveals areas of excessive stress, thus
prompting a redesign to reduce the stress. However, there are certain design cases where high plastic stresses
are unavoidable and need to be analyzed. This is also the case in failure analysis where an existing component
design has failed and it is important to determine the magnitudes of the underlying stress and displacement
profiles. Elastic/plastic analyses can determine not only the magnitude of stress, but also energy absorption and
dissipation, as well as predict permanent deformation.
Figure 6 shows an example of an elastic/plastic analysis to predict the deformed shape of a transformer housing
that was involved in an internal overpressurization. Shown compared to a photograph of the distorted housing
are the FEA results detailing the stress state and permanent distorted shape.

Fig. 6 Example of an elastic/plastic finite element analysis. (a) Photograph showing
distorted transformer housing from internal overpressurization. (b) Finite element results
showing permanently distorted shape and stress contours
Transient and Dynamic Analysis. All of the analyses previously described have been either static or steady
state. However, analysis capabilities have advanced so that they also can address transient and dynamic
conditions. Whenever there is a change from one type of loading to another or from one temperature state to
another, a structure experiences transient or dynamic conditions to some degree. These conditions may not be a
concern if the change is slow or controlled, but in many cases such changes can lead to failure if not accurately
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understood and accounted for in the design. Thermal transients and vibration are common problems that can be
modeled using general-purpose FEA.
Thermal Transients. Temperature changes are major source of problems in the design of engineered
components. Earlier it was discussed how temperature changes could introduce steady-state thermal expansion
stresses. In some cases stresses generated during temperature transients are more severe than in steady-state
conditions, and some materials can easily fracture from thermal shock if the temperature transient is too severe.
Consider the case of the design of gas and steam turbines where the components are subjected to severe thermal
and rotational loads; aerospace gas turbine engines have stringent weight restraints that limit the options of
designers and thus make careful and thorough analysis crucial for their safe and reliable operation. Finite
element analysis is the tool of choice in the analysis of these very complex, severely loaded parts. Steady-state
analyses of the blades and rotor of a turbine can show what the stresses are once the engine reaches the
operating temperature and design rotational speed. Before reaching these steady-state conditions, the various
components experience temperature changes and gradients that can significantly affect the state of stress. At
startup the entire engine is at ambient temperature. High rotational stresses are then imposed as the engine spins
and the temperature of the turbine blades increases. With time the temperature of the rotor also increases until
equilibrium is reached. Because there are thermal gradients and transients through the blades and rotor, there
are corresponding stress transients and gradients that must be quantified. Finite element analysis is used to
determine the worst case conditions, thus allowing performance limits to be placed on the components. The
analyses are also used to determine heat up and cool down conditions and procedures and to predict the
thermomechanical fatigue behavior of the most highly loaded components.
Vibration and dynamic response is another area where general-purpose FEA software analysis provides useful
information to design engineers and failure analysis investigations. Modal analyses to determine natural and
harmonic frequencies of structures and components are often performed to assure that resonance problems are
not a concern. In other cases, if the magnitude of a vibration spectrum is known, then the specific response of
the structure can be quantified to determine actual displacement and stress fields.
Large rotating equipment and machinery are routinely subjected to FEA vibration modal analysis to determine
the natural frequencies and the resulting mode shapes. Equipment such as turbines, compressors, pumps, and
fans all are subject to vibration-related problems. Components that are connected to this equipment, such as
shafts, drives, couplings, inlet and outlet manifolds, and ducting and pipework, are also influenced by any
vibrations generated. It is thus very important in this type of equipment that the rotational speeds of the shafts,
gears, impellers, and vanes do not coincide with any of the natural frequencies of the component and their
harmonics. For example, there are many types of large fans (some up to 3 m, or 10 ft, in diameter) that are used
to move large volumes of air in traffic tunnels, mines, power plants, and large buildings. These types of fans
can operate with tip speeds of over 800 km (500 miles) per hour; if vibration problems occur, they can result in
cracking and fatigue crack propagation in very short times due to the high rotational speeds. Modal analysis by
FEA allows the tuning of the fan such that these critical speeds and frequencies are avoided during startup and
use.
In addition, seismic finite element dynamic analysis is used to determine the response of structures to various
seismic vibration conditions. Knowing the magnitude of typical seismic vibration spectra allows design
engineers to evaluate the effects of these input vibrations on the behavior of structures. These vibration powerdensity spectra are used to determine actual stresses and displacements at locations and frequencies of concern.
The analysis is performed on large structures such as buildings and bridges. These analyses are also required as
part of the design qualification of nuclear power plants. Similar types of dynamic vibration analyses are
performed for aircraft components, high-speed transport systems, and spacecraft. All these critical applications
are subject to vibrations that can cause severe structural problems if they are not accounted for in the design.
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Design Review in Failure Analysis
Engineering design consists of a process that starts with the identification of a specific need and ends with the
preparation of detailed drawings describing the fabrication and assembly of the final component that satisfies
the original need. The steps involved in the design process may include some or all of the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Identify needs.
Establish goals.
Perform any research needed.
Establish overall design specifications and requirements.
Create ideas and concepts.
Develop detailed analysis design concepts.
Build and test prototypes.
Create and analyze final detailed design.
Initiate manufacture, fabrication assembly, and production.
Perform model testing and failure analysis on the pilot models (iterative design).

The overall design specifications provide requirements for use and functionality such as: a steam turbine needs
to produce a certain amount of power; an off-road vehicle needs to carry 20% more cargo; a railroad bridge
must span a river; a replacement knee joint or a handheld computer are needed. Inherent in any design are other
limitations and considerations such as cost, ease of fabrication, weight, size, safety, and reliability, all of which
factor into the final design.
Achieving the overall design requirements involves the design and specification of many individual parts and
components. The exact specifications for these components can be dictated by a variety of codes and standards.
There are domestic mandatory standards such as those in the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) and the
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA). There are also domestic standards and codes such as
those of the American National Standards Institute (ANSI), the American Society for Testing and Materials
(ASTM), Underwriters Laboratories (UL), the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME), which
issues the Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, and more. In addition to all these external regulations, standards,
and codes, most individual manufacturers have internal standards, design guidelines, and requirements specific
to their products and developed from years of experience and expertise. These codes and standards can be
general in nature or detailed and specific to include precise materials applications and properties, specific
loadings that must be addressed, and the maximum allowable stresses under these different loads.
Although FEA is used in the research and conceptualization phases, it is used most often in the detailed analysis
phase. Finite element analysis and other analyses are performed to verify the mechanical and structural design
requirements. These tend to be very specific and detailed analyses and calculations with the purpose of
demonstrating compliance with the design requirements and all applicable codes and standards.
A failure analysis investigation can be broken into two components—a materials or metallurgical investigation
and a design and analysis review investigation. Whenever a structural or mechanical failure occurs and the
decision is made to conduct a failure analysis investigation, the first objective should not necessarily be to
perform a finite element analysis. As previously noted at the beginning of this article, the first objective is to
determine the failure mechanism, typically by materials/metallurgical failure analysis. The results of a
metallurgical failure analysis provide some indication of potential failure mechanisms or root causes and
whether the appropriate material and manufacturing specifications were met. Failure may occur by one or more
mechanisms associated with the four general categories of failure by distortion, fracture, corrosion, and/or wear.
For example, the mechanism of failure might be a fatigue crack that initiates from a surface pit caused by
corrosion, where the crack propagates initially by fatigue until final fracture (i.e., overload fracture) occurs
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from crack propagation by ductile and/or brittle fracture mechanisms. The failure mechanism also may be may
be a combination of design and/or manufacturing imperfections acting to cause crack initiation.
In many cases a metallurgical failure analysis will provide sufficient information to correct any problems and
prevent future failure. For example, if the failure is attributed to use of the wrong material, manufacturing
defects, or material imperfections, the use of the correct material in the proper condition may remedy the
problem. On the other hand, the metallurgical failure analysis may provide the failure mechanism but give no
information regarding the underlying cause of the mechanism. For example, the results of the analysis may
identify the mechanism of failure to be some type of fatigue or overload fracture. In these cases the
metallurgical analysis may not provide sufficient information to make informed recommendations, because
crack initiation may be associated with mechanical conditions or factors of part geometry. What is needed is a
review of the design to determine what conditions led to the fatigue or overload conditions that caused failure.
This is where FEA plays an important role in failure analysis investigations.
The major steps involved in a failure analysis design review include:
•
•
•

•
•

Collection of data and background information regarding overall design criteria and applicable
regulations, codes, and standards
Review of analyses and design calculations performed and assumptions used to determine if they were
correct and applicable
Development of any necessary analytical models (including FEA) that can be used to simulate all
possible loading conditions the failed structure may have experienced (i.e., thermal, structural, vibration,
or impact conditions)
Performance of analyses to determine the loading that results in the conditions necessary to cause the
type of failure mechanism identified in the metallurgical failure analysis
Evaluation of results to form conclusions

A failure analysis design review provides an understanding of the structural loading conditions that led to the
failure mechanism and the observed fracture morphology that are consistent with the data and information
obtained during the investigation. Design review is discussed in more detail in the article “Design Review for
Failure Analysis and Prevention” in this Volume. Possible conclusions from a failure analysis design review
may include:
•
•
•
•
•

No original analyses were performed, and the failed component was simply not adequate for the
intended use.
The original analyses were incomplete or in error.
The original analyses underestimated the magnitude of the actual loads.
The original analyses were correct and accurate as far as they went, but unanticipated loading conditions
arose during operation.
The original analyses were correct and accurate, but the loads placed on the component were the result
of misuse or abuse.

When structural failure of components occurs from lack of design analysis or errors in analysis, the solution
that prevents future problems is in the redesign and analysis. Underestimating the loads or the effects of loads
on a component often leads to time-dependent failure mechanisms such a fatigue and creep. Finite element
analysis is very useful in quantifying subtle loading changes or cyclic loads that lead to these failure
mechanisms. A common cause of structural failure is when unanticipated loads occur during use. These often
occur when acceptable proven designs are modified slightly, have material changes, or where size or operating
speed is increased. Sometimes small changes in design that are not anticipated to result in significant loading
changes produce unexpected results; these could be in the form of higher stresses, temperatures, or vibration.
Finite element analysis allows for the repeated analysis of a variety of load cases that can influence the structure
in the manner that caused failure. It can also clearly demonstrate the effects of overload or abuse.
Finite element analysis is used in the design of components or structures to verify criteria specified in design
requirements, codes, and standards. Once these requirements have been fulfilled, the analysis is complete.
When using FEA in a failure analysis, the primary purpose is to determine the most likely set of loading
conditions that produce results that are consistent with the evidence and the observed failure. The former is

analogous to determining the stresses resulting from known loading conditions, and the latter is analogous to
determining the loading conditions that cause known stresses.
Finite Element Modeling in Failure Analysis
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Case Studies of FEA in Failure Analysis
This section provides two case histories that involved the use of FEA in failure analysis. Additional examples
are provided in the preceding article “Modeling and Accident Reconstruction” in this Volume.
Example 1: Cracking in a Yankee Dryer Shell (Ref 11). A Yankee dryer is a critical mechanical component in
the manufacture of tissue paper. It is a large, cylindrical, rotating, pressurized, high-temperature, cast iron
pressure vessel that has evolved in design since the early 1900s. A wet sheet of paper is placed on the rotating
face of the dryer, which is located toward the back end of a crepe papermaking machine. As the dryer rotates,
contact with the high-temperature face removes considerable moisture from the paper by the time it is removed
from the dryer. The drying process only occurs while the paper is in contact with the high-temperature face
during approximately one dryer rotation.
The demand for more efficient papermaking has led to larger and faster machines. Current Yankee dryers can
be 5.5 m (18 ft) in diameter with a 6.1 m (20 ft) face length, operating at 175 °C (350 °F), 830 kPa (120 psi)
internal pressure and rotating at 110 revolutions per minute. This translates to making a 5.5 m (18 ft) wide sheet
of tissue paper at over a mile a minute. The extremely high temperature and pressure of these machines means
that there is an enormous amount of stored energy that must be safely contained through proper design and
analysis. The case study, as documented in Ref 11, is summarized here on the use of FEA in the original design
of the dryers and in a failure analysis investigation to understand a cracking problem that developed.
The typical components of a Yankee dryer consist of a cast iron shell, two cast iron concave heads, and a large
cast iron internal center stay attached to journals. The heads are attached to the shell and center stay with highstrength bolts. The primary design requirements for this type of equipment are governed by the ASME Boiler
and Pressure Vessel Code Section VIII, “Rules for Construction of Pressure Vessels.” Individual dryer
manufacturers also have internal design requirements based on their own experience and expertise. Although
these are voluntary codes and standards, owners of the machines and insurance companies always require that
the dryer manufacturers demonstrate that the equipment meets these design safety requirements.
The complexity in design detail of Yankee dryers has increased significantly from when the first 3.0 to 3.7 m
(10 to 12 ft) diameter machines were used a hundred years ago, even though the basic design has not. Past
design analyses tended to be hand calculations based on the rules specified in the ASME design requirements.
These rules specify minimum material thickness to account for pressure, thermal, and rotational loads. The
relatively low pressures and operating speeds of early dryers combined with the high factors of safety required
by the code resulted in robust designs.
Over the years the basic design has remained essentially the same with a general evolution toward larger size,
higher temperature and pressure, and faster machines. Current machines are so large and the operating
conditions so aggressive that the only way to accurately determine the stresses in the dryer and the
corresponding design safety factor is through the use of FEA. There are considerable thermal, pressure, and
rotational loads on an operating dryer that must be quantified. Figure 7 shows a typical axisymmetric finite
element model that is used to model a Yankee dryer. The model accounts for the overall thermal expansions
and localized thermal gradient through the shell due to the heat removal of the paper, the internal pressure, and
rotational loads. It also evaluates the effects of the head/shell interface and the attachment bolts. Combining all
these loads results in a FEA stress and displacement profile that the design engineer compares to the code
requirements. The results of these analyses show that an area with the most complex stress state is at the
head/shell interface. Analyses similar to this have shown that the dryer design meets all the necessary code and
standard requirements. This could not be done easily without the use of FEA.
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Fig. 7 Finite element model used in the design of a Yankee dryer. (a) Finite element
analysis (FEA) model. (b) Deformed shape showing stress state resulting from thermal,
pressure, and rotational loads. Source: Ref 11
Several years after the introduction of the larger generation of Yankee dryers, routine inspections uncovered a
cracking problem in the heads of some machines. These were circumferential cracks located in the bolt-hole
region of the head. The discovery of the cracking prompted an investigation by the industry to understand the
causes of the problem and propose changes to eliminate the problem. Metallurgical failure analyses were
performed as well as reviews of the design. The results showed that there were no material or manufacturingrelated causes. The investigation also showed that the design operational stresses in the region were not high
enough to initiate or propagate any form of cracking. What was discovered was a layer of corrosion inside the
head/shell interface that initiated at the periphery and progressed radially in the joint interface. Given this
information, analyses were performed to determine if this could be the cause of the cracking.
Figure 8 shows the proposed mechanism that includes corrosion product buildup at the head/shell interface
causing the joint to displace open. This “corrosion jacking” was modeled using FEA by prescribing a
displacement of the joint interface equal to those measured on actual machines. The results showed that
relatively small displacements of the interface at the region where corrosion was observed could cause stresses
high enough to cause the observed cracking. The results also showed that the compressive bolting loads could
slightly open the head/shell interface at the periphery. Based on the results of these analyses, design changes in
the head/shell joint were made and retrofitted on machines in service. Detailed preventive maintenance
inspection procedures were also initiated.

Fig. 8 Finite element model showing analysis of corrosion jacking in the head/shell
interface. Source: Ref 11
The cause of this problem was not inadequate design analysis of the original design, rather, it was the result of
an unexpected type of load placed on the machine that would have been difficult to anticipate. The problem
also did not appear immediately but progressed with time as the corrosion product accumulated. It is also an
example of how the design evolution process of scaling up smaller designs to meet the needs of larger designs
has limits before problems arise. Smaller Yankee dryers with similar head/shell designs did not have this
problem. It was only when the machine size and operating conditions reached current levels that the problem
was manifest. This illustrates how codes and standards set only minimum requirements and that it is up to the
design engineer to be careful with any new design and to be as thorough and diligent in the analysis as possible.
Even then unexpected conditions can arise.
Example 2: Cracking in a Steam Generator U-Tube. A steam generator is a key component used in the
generation of steam in a closed-cycle pressurized-water nuclear power plant. It is essentially a large heat
exchanger that circulates high-temperature pressurized reactor coolant through a large bundle of U-tubes. Heat
is exchanged to feed water surrounding the tubes that is heated and flows up through the tube bundle. Steam is
eventually extracted at the top and directed to drive a turbine. A typical steam generator tube bundle can be
over 9 m (30 ft) tall and 3 m (10 ft) in diameter with over three thousand 22 mm (7/8 in.) diameter Inconel
Alloy 600 tubes. There are tube support plates (TSP) to support and separate the tubes and allow flow of the
heating water/steam. The normal design conditions for the tubes are an approximate pressure differential of
10.7 MPa (1550 psi) at a temperature of 315 °C (600 °F). There can be up to four steam generators for a given
reactor. Figure 9 shows a schematic cross section of a typical steam generator.
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Fig. 9 Cross-section schematic drawing of a steam generator showing U-tube bundle
The original design of many of these steam generator components was conducted over thirty years ago under
the requirements of the ASME code applicable at the time. At that time it was common for the appropriate code
analyses involving the U-tubes to be performed using classical techniques and code calculations. These
calculations were designed to provide adequate factors of safety under the expected operating conditions by
determining minimum tube wall thickness. It is unlikely that FEA, which was in its infancy at that time, was
utilized in U-tube analyses. It was, however, starting to be used in the more complex nozzle geometry analyses
as well as in seismic analyses.
During the years that the steam generators have been in service they have been subject to extensive inspection,
analysis, research, and upgrades to assure safe and reliable operation. One concern that has since been
discovered is that the material used in the U-tubes, Inconel 600, is susceptible to intergranular stress-corrosion
cracking (IGSCC). Intergranular stress-corrosion cracking is a degradation mechanism that requires the
combination of an aggressive environment, susceptible material, and a sufficient applied stress (see the article
“Stress-Corrosion Cracking” in this Volume for more details on the precondition required for stress-corrosion
cracking). It starts out as an intergranular surface attack that progresses to linkage and the formation of cracks.
These cracks can then propagate with time under constant stress until a critical size is reached, at which point
rupture occurs. Considerable research has since shown that Inconel 600 can be susceptible to IGSCC from the

environment in a steam generator. It is therefore important to assure that the stress in the tubes is below that
required to initiate IGSCC such that this degradation mechanism is not a safety concern.
A rupture of a thirty-year-old U-tube occurred that resulted in the limited release of reactor water. The safety
considerations of this serious incident required that a root cause failure analysis be performed to identify the
cause of the problem, fix the problem, determine the overall reliability of this and similar components, and take
measures to assure that it does not reoccur. This consisted of extensive inspections and review of operational
records, maintenance history, and procedures, and considerable analysis. The failure analysis investigation
determined that a small longitudinal through-wall crack occurred along the flank of a row 2 U-tube just below
the apex of the U-bend. The failure mechanism was attributed to IGSCC. Because stress is the crack driving
force in IGSCC, it was important to analyze the observed in situ conditions of these components to quantify the
stress state at the failure location. This could only be done using FEA.
Three-dimensional solid models of the U-tubes were created and analyzed. Initial complexities of the analyses
included thermal gradients, nonlinear material behavior, and residual stress resulting from the forming of the
tubes. Another complexity analyzed was the change from a circular tube cross section to a slightly oval crosssection during the forming of a U-bend and the resulting changes in wall thickness. All of these behaviors were
analyzed and the influences on tube stress were quantified, with the results showing that the stress in the region
where the cracking occurred was not sufficient to initiate cracking. Internal inspections of the steam generator
indicated that there were distortions of the tube support plate in the region of the ruptured tube that could result
in additional movement of the U-tubes. This movement tended to “pinch” the legs of the U-tube together,
causing additional bending of the tube. Additional finite element analyses were performed to determine the
effects of the movement of the uppermost TSPs and the influence on the displacement of the U-tube legs.
Figure 10 shows a FEA model of the U-tube.

Fig. 10 Three-dimensional finite element analysis (FEA) model of U-tube showing effects
of thermal gradients, internal pressure, and tube leg displacement
The results of these analyses clearly showed that the distortion of the TSPs and resulting “pinching” of the Utubes, combined with the operational stresses, caused high stresses at the location where the tube cracked. The
stress state was also consistent with that required to initiate and propagate a longitudinal crack. This resulted in
the plugging of all tubes that were observed to have a similar amount of distortion from the tube support plate.
The results also showed that this TSP distortion effect was very localized and had minimal effect on the
majority of the tubes in the steam generator.
This again demonstrates the power of FEA in a failure analysis investigation. Most of the complexities
evaluated simply could not have been analyzed using classical techniques. This example also shows how a
problem or degradation that occurs during the life of a component can change the loading conditions. This
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problem could not have been foreseen in the original design analysis. It was only after the failure occurred that
conditions were observed that could be modeled and analyzed. The FEA performed in the failure analysis then
confirmed the adverse effect on the stress state creating conditions conducive for failure.
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